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Figure 116. Possible garden bed or animal enclosure edging (F011) 

(UWA/WAM 2006). 

F012 Tool cache  

In February 2012 during archaeological surveys for this research Traditional Owner 

Gail Yorkshire-Selby discovered a cache of iron implements in the vicinity of the 

historic site that included a corroded disintegrating adze or mattock head, an axe 

head, two spades and two or three bladed implements. Corroded iron fastenings and 

nails of various dimensions were also found, along with remains of riveted straps 

and corroded flakes of iron. No remains of any wooden handles were found. The 

tools are made of iron and have robust dimensions. When they were located the tools 

were considered to have either a whaling or agricultural function. Whalers used 

cutting-in spades to hack strips of blubber from whale and axes to cut firewood 

while the bladed implements were initially thought to possibly be flensing tools, 

associated with shore-based processing of whales. 
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Figure 117. Corroded and broken iron 

spade (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

 

Figure 118. Corroded adze or mattock 

(Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

 

 

Figure 119. Iron spade overlying 

bladed tools, possibly machetes (Ross 

Anderson/WA Museum). 

 

 

Figure 120. Side view of spade 

overlying bladed tools, possibly 

machetes (Ross Anderson/WA 

Museum). 

Under the author’s supervision, Gabbie Kylie Foundation field school participants 

cleared a 2 x 2m area of leaf litter and soil, and a 50 x 50 cm square was put in the 

north-east corner of the 2m square to test the stratigraphy (Figure 121).  

This excavation found that the cultural material did not have stratigraphic depth, and 

was a surface layer deposit only. The objects were drawn and photographed. Due to 

the friable nature of the corroded iron implements it was decided the best course of 

action was to re-cover the tools with soil and seek the advice of a professional 

materials conservator on the possibility of removing some of the tools for their long-

term preservation. 
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Figure 121. Tool cache excavation 2 x 2m square after surface clearing, with 50 

x 50 cm test pit in NE corner, view north (Ross Anderson, WA Museum). 

Further research into the identification of the tools has found that the axe, machetes, 

spades and mattock are more likely to be agricultural tools than whaling implements 

(Pearson 1983). Possible explanations for their abandonment are found in Surveyor 

D.G. White’s report that ‘Years ago an English Syndicate cleared 30 acres of the 

cultivable land on the west but nothing more was done and the area is now 

overgrown with scrub’ (Surveyor D.G. White to District Surveyor 4/8/1914 SROWA 

1903/3124), or they were used in vegetable growing for the Kalgoorlie goldfields. 

They might also have been planned for use in the clearing of land for McCarthy’s 

tramway and associated salt works infrastructure, and were abandoned along with 

tramway rails, carts and shed frames (ibid). 

F013 Gnamma hole, dam wall and garden bed  

A gnamma hole is a natural or modified rock crevice used and maintained by 

Aboriginal people to collect and store fresh water. Feature 13 (F013) is the largest of 

three gnamma holes located on the granite outcrop adjacent to the historic site. The 

gnamma hole has been modified with construction of a dam wall made out of flat 

granite slabs stacked vertically and cemented together, to widen the catchment and 

thus increase the water storage capacity of the original gnamma hole (Figure 122). 
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As well as past Aboriginal use, the gnamma holes would have been used by sealers 

following practice in Bass Strait where ‘many anecdotes from the earliest period of 

sealing prior to 1810 describe sealers obtaining their daily water from pools of rain 

water along the rocky coast line’ (Kostoglou 1996: 66).  

There is no historical or archaeological evidence to provide a date for the earliest 

construction and use of the dam. However, the cement used in the dam construction 

is harder and differs to the soft mortar used in other stone wall structures such as 

F001 and F006 on Middle Island, and this appears to date it to a later period. 

Damming of gnamma holes was practiced in Western Australia from at least 1865, 

when the explorer and surveyor Charles Cooke Hunt established a series of wells 

between Perth and the Kalgoorlie goldfields. He utilised the water catchment and 

runoff properties of granite outcrops and gnamma holes by damming, sluicing and 

extending catchment and storage areas using local stone slabs and cement. 

A rock and soil feature built behind the dam wall is interpreted as a garden bed. Flat 

granite slabs were laid to form an approximately 2 x 2 m retaining wall around a bed 

of soil, of around 0.5m maximum depth. The garden backed onto the dam wall, 

allowing any leaks or overflow from the dam wall and rain water to be collected, 

making it a self-watering ‘wicking’ garden bed. 

Alternatively, the structure was built during an earlier phase and repaired and 

maintained at a later period. Fingerprints are visible in the concrete where the wet 

concrete has been prodded and compressed into the gaps between rocks. As a means 

of extending the capacity and range of a limited water supply, the dam wall is some 

evidence for occupation of Middle Island through the summer months with less 

reliable rainfall, although extra water would also increase the population carrying 

capacity of Middle Island through winter months. The garden bed area is only about 

six metres square and would have provided sufficient vegetables for domestic use, 

but not in commercial quantities. 

Overall, the gnamma / dam/ garden feature is unique for its continuity of prehistoric 

and historic use as a fresh water source, its demonstration of adaptation to the 

environment using local and imported materials, and as an expression of the need to 

conserve water as well as produce fresh food. 
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Figure 122. Garden bed formed with stone slabs and loose soil built up behind 
gnamma hole dam wall in 2012. Scale is 2m. (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

 

Figure 123. Gabbie Kylie fieldschool participant Amy De La Sale and 
archaeologist David Guilfoyle surveying F013 in 2012 (Ross Anderson/WA 
Museum). 

F014 Middle Island surface finds-granite outcrop 

In the course of pedestrian visual surveys of Middle Island, a number of surface 

finds of pre-historic and historic artefacts were located in the area of the granite 
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outcrop including chert flakes, broken ceramics (F014) (Figure 127) and a stone axe. 

GPS positions and photographs were taken of these finds. 

F015 Middle Island surface finds-beach area 

Corroded iron fragments, a 1950 three pence coin and two hand-made musket (or 

pistol) lead shot balls were located in the area of the modern beach campsite and this 

area is designated as F015 (Figure 124, Figure 125). GPS positions and photographs 

were also taken of these finds. 

 

 

Figure 124. Gail Yorkshire-Selby 

with lead shot and 1950 three 

pence coin (Ross Anderson/WA 

Museum). 

 

 

Figure 125. Lead musket or pistol shot 

showing moulding marks and sprues (Ross 

Anderson/WA Museum). 

 

 

Figure 126. 1950 three pence coin 

(Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

 

 

Figure 127. Glazed white ceramic dish 

fragments scatter on granite outcrop (Ross 

Anderson/WA Museum). 
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F016 ‘Victoria Park’ fishing shack ruins 

At the edge of the vegetation line on the granite rocks at the western end of Belinda 

Beach are remains of the ‘Victoria Park’ fishing shack, constructed of corrugated 

iron by Kalgoorlie resident Con Keogh around the 1950s (Figure 128).  

 

Figure 128. A hot day at ‘Victoria Park’ shack in December 1975 (Courtesy 
Hay family). 

It was used by other people and kept stocked with emergency supplies (Sarah Hay, 

4/7/2014, per. comm.). Remains include granite and cement wall foundations, a 

cemented stone tank stand, a stone fireplace, broken glass and artefacts scattered on 

the granite sheet. As a 20th-century structure unrelated to sealing or whaling it was 

not recorded as part of this research. However, it is possible the structure may have 

used stone and other materials such as stone or roofing iron recycled from earlier 

historic structures (see ‘Try works’ below). 
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F017 Belinda Beach mast 

A section of mast found in the corner of Belinda Beach may be from the Middle 

Island wrecks Belinda or SS Penguin (Figure 129, Figure 130) or alternatively has 

drifted into this area which is a flotsam trap, exhibiting much modern rubbish.  

 

 

Figure 129. Belinda Beach mast (Ross  
Anderson/WA Museum). 

 

 

 

Figure 130. End of mast showing 
evidence of chopping. Newly cut 
material is for timber sample (Ross 
Anderson/WA Museum). 

The mast has an iron reinforcing band, was cleanly squared at one end and has 

evidence of being chopped at the other end. Masts are chopped down to reduce 

stresses on the hull if a ship has run aground, or if dismasted at sea. A timber sample 

from the mast was identified as yellow pine.	
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Figure 131. Map of east end of Belinda Beach, Middle Island showing 
shipwreck sites and other features. 
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F018 Possible SS Penguin (1920) salvage site 

Esperance commercial diver Clive Trevan lived on Middle Island in the 1970s, and 

reported finding six cases of cargo he believed to have been salvaged from the wreck 

of SS Penguin on the landward side of the Belinda Beach foredune that became 

visible following bushfires in 1973. Material included tools, boiler tubes and 

‘graphite mixing vessels’. In 2001 the Department of Maritime Archaeology 

followed up Trevan’s report and located glass sherds, condenser pipes, and various 

ferrous materials, but no intact cases. The team found that the site may or may not be 

related to SS Penguin salvage (Green et al. 2001: 5).  

Andrews (T.C. Andrews to A. Thomas 25/6/1959) wrote that ‘a hut was erected on 

or about the time of the loss of the Penguin’,  though this could have been referring 

to the wood and iron shed erected by McCarthy sometime between 1903-05. 

F019 Flinders’ boatswain Charles Douglas grave site (1803) 

Clive Trevan also reported finding a grave site that he believed was Flinders’ 

boatswain Charles Douglas. He described removing the original plaque left by 

Flinders from this site, in its place erecting an oregon cross (which he subsequently 

removed) and placing beach rocks to mark the grave. A broken stoneware demijohn 

jar was also reportedly found in this location. The Department of Maritime 

Archaeology undertook a close plot metal detector and visual survey in May 2001 

with no result, and found that further work was only necessary if further evidence 

became available (Green et al 2001: 3). Clearing of regrowth and a metal detector 

survey was conducted at this site in 2008 by a team led by the author, also with no 

result. 

F020 Lake Hillier tramway artefacts 

In 2006 artefacts including corroding remains of tram rails, metal trolley wheels and 

a wooden axle with fittings from a trolley were recorded along the western side of 

Lake Hillier (Figure 132). These are the remains of ‘2 monorail trucks and about 2 

dozen tram rails lying on the west end of the Lake’ landed and abandoned sometime 

between 1903 and 1905 as part of McCarthy’s failed salt harvesting expansion 

venture (Surveyor D.G. White to District Surveyor 4/8/1914, SROWA WAS 

1903/3124). 
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Figure 132. Corroding remains of light railway tram lines, tram wheel and 
wooden tram cart frame with iron axle on western edge of Lake Hillier 
(UWA/WAM 2006). 

F021 Flinders Peak cairn 

Between 1897 and 1901 Commander Coombes in the hydrographic vessel HMS 

Penguin surveyed the Archipelago of the Recherche using Duke of Orleans Bay as a 

base, and ‘many of her trig stations are still to be seen on the headlands and high 

peaks throughout the Archipelago’ (Andrews 1948: 97-98). A stone cairn on 

Flinders Peak may have originally been constructed as a hydrographic survey mark, 

used to triangulate a ship’s position while undertaking detailed bathymetric and 

coastal surveys.  

Tryworks and industrial structures 

Industrial structures built at shore whaling stations may include try works, boatsheds, 

coopering and blacksmiths’ sheds, shearlegs and mincing tables. 

A tryworks is a brick or stone furnace containing large circular cast iron trypots, 

used for ‘trying out’ or rendering whale blubber into oil. After the large ‘blanket 

pieces’ of blubber have been flensed from the whale, the blubber is then minced and 

boiled in trypots. Typically, all that remains of tryworks at shore whaling 

archaeological sites are the durable heavily constructed flat stone bases or try pot 
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nests, and sometimes ruinous standing walls and flues (McIlroy 1987; Lawrence 

2007; Gibbs 1995; Gojak 1998). Rarely are the iron try pots still in situ, usually 

having been recovered by whalers at the time, or subsequently by local farmers for 

feed or water troughs, by collectors or local museums. 

No tryworks have been observed in any of the archaeological surveys, nor reported 

in historical accounts of Middle Island, though remains of tryworks have been 

reported at Barrier Anchorage and Thomas Fishery whaling stations (Gibbs 1994; 

McIlroy 1987). Ship-based bay whalers made use of on board tryworks. However, 

given the historical evidence for a shore whaling settlement at Middle Island, a 

shore-based tryworks might have been expected. 

Pearson (1988: 9) suggests the best location for a tryworks is in one of the two bays 

west of Belinda Beach, specifically the western ends of those beaches with suitable 

areas for a boat haul up area and for flensing whales. This would put the tryworksat 

some distance from the historic settlement area though. The western end of Belinda 

Beach offers the best shelter in winter north-westerly winds, and the prime location 

for a tryworksin this area would be at the vegetation line of the smooth sheet of 

sloping granite in the sheltered western corner of Belinda Beach landing place, 

immediately north of the historic site. 

An systematic beach survey led by the author in 2008 of the entire northern coast of 

Middle Island between Goose Island Bay and the westernmost bay at the foot of 

Flinders Peak did not locate any evidence of tryworks or other historic structures, 

apart from some modern (1970s) naval hydrographic survey benchmarks. Possible 

explanations for the ‘missing’ tryworks are either that the structure has been eroded 

or destroyed by storms; the stone has been robbed to make more recent structures 

such as the tank stand and chimney for the 1950s fishing shack and camping 

fireplaces; or the processing of whales was carried out using a temporary tryworks 

on shore (e.g. LE 7/8/1844: 5) or on board using ships’ try works. The Hobart-based 

colonial bay whalers Harriet Nathan, Patriot and Francis that anchored at Middle 

Island and Cape Arid between September 1844 and 1848 could likewise have 

processed whales on-board or set up a temporary tryworks on shore. If found, a 

tryworks is predicted likely to have been constructed in a similar manner as the 

structures found on Middle Island and other tryworks found along Western 
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Australia’s southern coast, made of locally sourced granite stone rather than 

imported bricks. 

Discussion of findings  

The 2006 excavations, and further historical research and archaeological surveys and 

excavation undertaken in the course of this study between 2008 and 2013 have added 

to information on historical activities that have occurred on Middle Island.  

Historical research undertaken for this study has shown that sealing and salt 

harvesting were occurring in the Archipelago of the Recherche almost continuously 

throughout the 19th century, with Middle Island used as a base for both activities. 

Foreign bay whaling and Tasmanian/ South Australian bay and shore whaling (1840-

60s) and Western Australian colonial shore whaling (1862-1879) occurred on Middle 

Island in more distinct phases. Other documented activities included vegetable 

growing, shipwreck salvage, fishing and camping. 

Being situated close to fresh water sources and the beach landing, and protected from 

prevailing weather by the granite dome to the west, the historic settlement area is 

ideally suited for occupation. It is considered to be the most likely location on 

Middle Island for a sealers’ camp. However, nothing has yet been found in the 

historical or archaeological record to confirm any of the stone structures are 

associated with the earliest phase of occupation by colonial resident sealers between 

1825 and 1842. 

Corroborating the historical and archaeological evidence provided in this chapter, 

this study interprets the majority of the historic stone structures found in the historic 

settlement area as being linked with an early period (1840-50s) informal, long-term 

occupation by Tasmanian and/or South Australian-based whalers based around the 

exploitation of a diverse, multi-seasonal resource base of shore whaling, sealing and 

salt harvesting. 

Disturbance and reuse 

Ongoing use, visitation and re-occupation of the historic site area and other 

disturbances have impacted upon the archaeological record. The stratigraphy of the 

site is not obvious in terms of revealing separate, distinct layers of use and 

occupation, an issue that has been noted on Tasmanian shore whaling sites with 
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similar shallow, mixed stratigraphy with activities ranging from prehistoric to 

modern use (Lawrence 2006: 12).  

Longer-term periods of occupation that post-date the sealing and whaling phases 

include salt harvesting at Lake Hillier between 1889 and 1905, vegetable growing 

around 1900, two episodes of primary and secondary shipwreck salvage of the SS 

Penguin between 1920 and 1923 and informal occupation in the early 1920s, 

apparently for salt harvesting purposes (Appendix B). Most, if not all of these 

activities, are likely to have occupied the ideally-located historic settlement area, 

reused floors and fireplaces and deposited late 19th–early 20th century material.  

The case for Middle Island as a shore whaling/ maritime frontier settlement site 

This thesis corroborates the archaeological, environmental and historical evidence to 

find that the majority of stone structures on Middle Island were constructed as a 

shore whaling station and maritime frontier settlement in the mid-1840s.  

The historical descriptions of Tasmanian and/or South Australian whalers informally 

settling on Middle Island around 1845 is consistent with shipping data and the 

activities of Tasmanian and South Australian sealers and whalers working in the 

Great Australian Bight and Archipelago of the Recherche in the 1840s.  

The proximity of the settlement to a protected anchorage, to Lake Hillier salt lake, 

and within close range of right and humpback whale migratory routes and 

surrounding seal colonies are significant environmental clues to the choices behind 

its location. Residents appear to have made a strategic decision to settle in this 

location on a long-term basis, having the requisite knowledge and ability to live self-

sufficiently, as well as gathering diverse economic resources to trade by conducting 

sealing and salt harvesting during summer, and shore whaling in winter. 

An important aspect to interpreting the Middle Island historic settlement is its site 

patterning and spatial layout. The location is consistent with the site patterning 

model recorded for other shore whaling sites in Australia, where stations are usually 

situated in the most protected part of bays, with residential structures built on, or 

behind primary sand dunes near the shoreline, and positioned upwind from industrial 

trying out operations (Gibbs 1998; Lawrence 2007: 42-45; Townrow 1997: 22).  
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The spatial arrangement of the Middle Island stone structures is also comparable 

with early period shore whaling sites in eastern Australia. The context of the 

majority of stone structures being situated within a discrete precinct 30 metres of 

each other supports an interpretation they were built contemporaneously. Further 

archaeological evidence supporting this interpretation is that that the majority of the 

stone structures including fireplace/ chimney (F001), low-walled room (F002), 

hearth (F003), stone wall (F005) and combination fireplace/ oven (F006) have all 

used a similar style of construction using locally sourced granite rock, and soft mud 

or lime mortar in their construction. Whalers also constructed natural stone and brick 

buildings using mud mortar at Lagoon Bay whaling station, Tasmania, that operated 

between 1838 and 1851 (Lawrence 2006: 55-56). The use of mud or lime mortar is 

an indicator of an extra level of workmanship, and an attempt to create an extra level 

of weather-proofing and permanency for the structures. Single season bay whaling 

lookouts, and late season Western Australia shore whaling sites in the study area all 

exhibit a dry stone wall construction method for tryworks and lookouts. 

Archaeological surveys of early  shore whaling stations in Tasmania have shown 

they generally exhibit evidence of between three and eight residential buildings to 

cater for between 20 and 30 or more crew, with individual workers’ huts probably 

holding a boat crew of four to six men (Lawrence 2007: 45). If families of senior 

management are included, 40 people are the likely maximum number of people 

expected to be found on a colonial shore whaling station.  

Although Marrell (2009: 57, 71) found that ‘there is nothing in the archaeological 

record to suggest a whaling station of the scale or timing like the 1840s enterprise 

suggested by Andrews (1959) and Captain Sale (1918)’, the number of structures 

present is in fact consistent with archaeological remains of shore whaling stations in 

Tasmania which contained up to 20-30 crew. Portable wooden and canvas structures 

that could accommodate a greater number of people would not necessarily have left 

any discernible archaeological footprint. For example, an absence of evidence for 

archaeological remains of fastenings and other architectural features in the vicinity 

of stone rubble features at Lagoon Bay, Tasmania was interpreted as whalers having 

used, and removed portable timber and bark buildings with stone fireplaces 

(Lawrence 2006: 53-54). Captain Gardiner of the Hobart whaler Camilla described 

removing portable tryworks and timber and bark buildings when dismantling his 
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shore whaling station at Streaky Bay on South Australia’s west coast. Trypots were 

cleaned and brought on board, and he ‘pulled down the huts, burned the bark; sent 

the slabs on board for firewood’ (LE 7/8/1844: 5).  

The remains of stone building foundations, a flagstone floor, fireplaces, a well and 

an oven are consistent with features reported on sites associated with the earlier 

period of Australian shore whaling in eastern Australia. In the case of Tasmanian 

shore whaling stations, earlier stations are more likely to have been constructed with 

substantial buildings, as later phases of shore whaling were less optimistic about the 

permanency of their industry (Kostoglou cited in Lawrence 2007: 128). The presence 

of more permanently-built, formal structures on Middle Island is thus argued to be 

an indicator of an earlier phase of maritime frontier settlement.	

This situation is similar in Western Australia, where the most significant change over 

time in patterning was in complexity. Mid to late 19th-century colonial shore whaling 

stations generally used two or three boats, relied on smaller crews and utilised 

mainly natural materials leaving minimal signs of built infrastructure (Gibbs 1996: 

330).  The structures and layout moved from the earliest substantially built 

infrastructure that ‘…were attempting to emulate the established and relatively 

elaborate whaling stations of eastern Australia or other areas. By the revival 1840s 

the documentary and archaeological record suggests that the whaling stations had 

become a lot more modest, with fewer boats, fewer men, fewer buildings and taking 

advantage of natural features wherever possible’ (Gibbs 1998: 43). According to 

Gibbs’ model of site patterning, the Middle Island structures are not likely to be 

associated with later period Western Australian colonial shore whaling (1862-1879). 	

While the lack of a large volume of material that can be dated to the earliest mid-

1840s whaling phase is acknowledged, this is in fact a common pattern. An 

archaeological survey of a Tasmanian shore whaling station established at Spalding 

Cove near Port Lincoln, South Australia in 1832 located less than seventeen 

artefacts, of which only one was a diagnostic fragment with markings that could be 

dated to 1896-1913, a much later period, and suggesting the majority of related 

artefacts were probably related to later camping or farming in the area (Firth 2006: 

58-59). Firth (ibid: 70) concluded that ‘Launceston-based whalers preferred to set up 

temporary shore-based whaling stations along the southern coast of mainland 
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Australia, leaving little artefact material which could be compared or analysed 

compared to those located in Tasmania’. Investigations of Tasmanian shore whaling 

sites on the west coast of South Australia have similarly found few archaeological 

remains. At Fowlers Bay, the site of seasonal Hobart-based shore whaling operations 

between 1842 and 1844, a 6 x 6m stone lookout structure with 1m high collapsed 

walls on the headland was the only structure located (Staniforth 1998). At Point 

Collinson, Streaky Bay, seasonal Hobart-based shore whaling operations involving 

up to 25 men and three boats between 1843 and 1845 left a single 2 x 2.5m ruinous 

structure built of bricks and local calcarenite stone, with fragmented surface artefact 

scatters of hoop iron, glass, copper sheathing, nails and ceramics (ibid).  

Possible explanations for the lack of large quantities of 1840s material are that as an 

isolated station at the western extremity of the Great Australian Bight with a largely 

self-sufficient population, Middle Island is not directly comparable with the shore 

stations in Tasmania that lay along major east coast shipping routes, and could be 

regularly provisioned from Hobart. It therefore simply did not accumulate such 

extensive rubbish deposits of imported colonial goods, although there may be other 

discrete areas on Middle Island, such as rubbish dump sites, directly associated with 

the whaling phase that have not yet been located. Late season Western Australian 

colonial shore whaling on Middle Island appears to have been sporadic, seasonal and 

of a small scale, and also probably left a minimal suite of discarded consumer items. 

Comparable late season shore whaling sites include Barrier Anchorage and Thomas 

Fishery at Cape Arid that operated over the same period as Middle Island, neither of 

which have had substantial artefact deposits located, and have been subsequently 

reoccupied by pastoralists, fishers and campers. 

As the largest and most important island on Western Australia’s Southern Ocean 

frontier with an anchorage, fresh water, seal, whale and salt resources, it is logical 

that east coast whaling parties pushing westwards and vying for a competitive 

economic advantage would make a strategic decision to settle Middle Island. This 

situation is comparable to other strategic locations such as the protected bays of 

Portland and Port Fairy in Victoria’s western district informally settled by 

Launceston-based whalers in the 1830s to maintain their whaling workforce between 

seasons, keeping them occupied in hinterland economic activities such as wattle bark 

gathering, agriculture and timber cutting (Strachan 1987; Wiltshire 1994). 
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Experienced, self-sufficient settlers accustomed to maritime frontier life could 

remain on Middle Island with small whaleboats to conduct sealing, fishing or 

hunting expeditions and harvest salt from Lake Hillier during the summer season, to 

conduct shore-based whaling and be resupplied by trading and whaling vessels the 

following season. A artistic impression of Middle Island as a maritime frontier 

settlement in the mid-1840s period depicts portable timber houses with stone wall 

foundations and fireplaces, a stone-infilled wooden framed tent, and canvas tents for 

crews, a well, and cleared area for gardens (Figure 133). 

 

Figure 133. Author’s impression of Middle Island shore whaling station/ 
maritime frontier settlement circa mid-late 1840s (Ross Anderson). 

Marrell (2009: 57, 71, 89, 96) found that the majority of artefacts—and by 

association the stone structures—were likely to be associated with McCarthy’s salt 

harvesting phase of occupation (1903-05), although this was at a subsistence scale 

only involving two people. This thesis argues that only the abandoned tram 

infrastructure at Lake Hiller can be firmly associated with McCarthy’s failed salt 

harvesting expansion venture in 1903-05. An abandoned tool cache (F012) 

consisting of an axe, two bladed tools and a mattock may also be associated with this 

phase, or alternatively with late 19th or early 20th-century agricultural clearing.  
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However the historical evidence for McCarthy’s construction of two, unfinished 

wood and metal shed frames does not corroborate with the archaeological evidence 

of remains of at least two buildings with stone wall foundations, chimneys, 

fireplaces, flagstone floors, a combination fireplace/oven and a well. 

Summary 

Considering the available historical, environmental and archaeological data this 

thesis argues that: 

1. The majority of the stone structures are associated with an early period of 

shore whaling and mixed-resource maritime frontier settlement based on a) 

historical evidence for a whaling station being established on Middle Island 

in the 1840s and shipping data for activities of Tasmanian and South 

Australian whalers in the Great Australian Bight and Archipelago of the 

Recherche at this time; b) archaeological evidence for their contemporaneous 

construction and an attempt at permanency/ longevity with stone foundations 

and mortar; c) their spatial arrangement being consistent with archaeological 

remains found on early (pre-1850s) phase shore whaling stations in eastern 

Australia; and d) their spatial arrangement not being consistent with Gibbs’ 

model for late season (1860-70s) Western Australian colonial shore whaling 

stations; 

2. Later phases of agriculture, salt harvesting, shipwreck salvage and camping 

involving seasonal or semi-permanent occupation have occurred within the 

same area of the historic precinct that is ideally situated (cleared area, 

protected by granite outcrop, close to beach landing) with elements suitable 

for reuse (e.g. well, flagstone floor, hearth, fireplace); and 

3. These other late 19th and early 20th-century phases of occupation have 

resulted in disturbances, and the deposition of materials in the historic 

settlement area with a mixture of archaeological materials reflecting this. 

 

Future archaeological research may reveal other buried structural features and 

contexts that could contribute to a better understanding of the various phases, layout 

of the structures and use of the site. For example, excavation of other stone features 

south of F001 to confirm if they are part of the same structure, or a separate 
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structure; to further investigate the area in proximity to F006 to determine if there are 

any related, buried features that would indicate it was part of a larger structure; and 

to identify possible discrete rubbish dump sites that may provide further evidence of 

earlier phases of occupation. Table 4 presents the various interpretations of the 

Middle Island structures, as presented by Marrell (2009) and the author. 

Table 4 Interpretation of Middle Island features  

Feature Marrell (2009) Anderson (2016) 

F001 
Fireplace/ 
chimney 

Probably whaling phase, reused 
during salt harvesting 1890s 
(p.89) 

Shore whaling/ mixed resource 
maritime frontier settlement  
1845-1850s, reused during salt 
harvesting activities 1889-1920s 
and/or shipwreck salvage 1920s 

F002 
Low-walled 
room 

McCarthy 20th-century salt 
harvesting 

Shore whaling/ mixed resource 
maritime frontier settlement  
1845-1850s, probably reused 
during salt harvesting activities 
1889-1920s and/or shipwreck 
salvage 1920s 

F003 hearth McCarthy 20th-century salt 
harvesting, store room 

Shore whaling/ mixed resource 
maritime frontier settlement  
1845-1850s, probably reused 
during salt harvesting activities 
1889-1920s and/or shipwreck 
salvage 1920s 

F004 well Built prior to 1889, probably 
constructed by sealers or whalers 

Shore whaling/ mixed resource 
maritime frontier settlement  
1845-1850s, probably reused 
during salt harvesting activities 
1889-1920s and/or shipwreck 
salvage 1920s 

F005 stone 
wall 
foundation 

McCarthy 20th-century salt 
harvesting, possible store room 

Shore whaling/ mixed resource 
maritime frontier settlement  
1845-1850s, probably reused 
during salt harvesting activities 
1889-1920s  

F006 oven Probably whaling phase. F006 
more likely than F003 to have 
been  reused by Andrews boys in 
1889 

Shore whaling/ mixed resource 
maritime frontier settlement  
1845-1850s, possibly reused by 
Andrews boys in 1889. 

F007 soak 
well 

Constructed by Andrews boys in 
1889-90 

Possibly constructed by Andrews 
boys in 1889-90 

F009 
flagstone 
floor 

McCarthy 20th-century salt 
harvesting 

Shore whaling/ mixed resource 
maritime frontier settlement  
1845-1850s, probably reused 
during salt harvesting activities 
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1889-1920s and/or shipwreck 
salvage 1920s 

F013 
Gnamma 
hole/ dam/ 
garden 

N/A Continuous use, with most recent 
dam construction possibly related 
to later 19th to early 20th-century 
agricultural or salt harvesting 
activities. 

 

There is insufficient archaeological evidence to draw any conclusions about women 

or children living on Middle Island, despite historical references to their presence 

during the sealing, shore whaling and salt harvesting phases. The few artefacts that 

have been associated with women are interpreted as being from the earliest sealing 

phase—remains of worked ceramics Dortch and Morse (1984: 33, 35-36) attribute to 

Aboriginal women living and working with sealers. The finding of these artefacts 

away from the historic settlement site, which is also likely to have been the main 

sealing camp area, may be an indication of the location of Aboriginal womens’ 

places in the landscape.  

There is a question as to why the archaeological evidence for gender and cross-

cultural contact is so mute, when the historical record is consistent in describing the 

presence of both European and Aboriginal women on Middle Island throughout the 

19th century. Part of the explanation is likely to be related to the low population 

numbers involved (ranging from 2 to 40 people during different phases of 

occupation), as well as the relatively short, temporary phases of settlement—in the 

case of sealing these were likely to have been only transitory, seasonal camps. In 

comparing the situation to the Russian trading post of Fort Ross in northern 

California (1812-1841) where archaeology has revealed evidence of cross-cultural 

contact between Russians, native Americans and Alaskans (Lightfoot et al. 1998), 

there is simply not the population size, duration of permanent occupation nor clearly, 

spatially demarcated camp/enclave areas between ethnic groups with corresponding 

richness of archaeological deposits which would allow a more detailed investigation 

of spatial and artefactual attributes. 

As perhaps a more comparable example, at Taieri Island whaling station in southern 

New Zealand—an outlying station from the ‘mother station’ settlement at Otakou 

(1831-1845) on the mainland—whalers were not in direct or sustained contact with 
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the mainland Maori population of about 500 persons (Coutts 1976: 292). However 

Taieri Island could be accessed from the mainland at low tide, it was regularly 

supplied from Otakou (ibid), and there were greater opportunities for cross-cultural 

contact with the large mainland Maori population that would have been likely to 

have been drawn into the orbit of the whaling industry and offshore/island activities. 

Nevertheless archaeological evidence for cross-cultural contact at Taieri Island is 

scant, though does suggest Maori (or people of Maori descent) were present on the 

island during whaling activities (ibid: 300). Given the above examples, it is not 

surprising that Middle Island with its remoteness, temporary phases of maritime-

based settlement involving small, transient populations, and without evidence for 

contact with significant Aboriginal mainland populations, should have such limited 

material remains allowing closer investigation of issues related to gender and cross-

cultural contact. 

Despite some remaining confusion and gaps of information in both the historical and 

archaeological records, correlating these data provides a better understanding of the 

different phases and multiple layers of activity that have occurred on Middle Island.   
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Chapter 9 The history and archaeology of the sealing brig 
Belinda (1824)  
Introduction 

A key research question in this thesis is ‘Does the historical and archaeological data 

contribute to our understanding of the nature and extent of early sealing activity in 

the Archipelago of the Recherche? Belinda is the earliest known archaeological site 

relating to the sealing and whaling industries on the south coast of Western 

Australia, and is the earliest and only archaeologically-excavated shipwreck 

pertaining to sealing activity so far located in Australia (Bateson 1972: 66; 

Henderson 1980: 75). This chapter presents the results of new historical research and 

analyses into Belinda’s site and archaeological assemblage to maximise information 

relating to this significant wreck. Appendix C provides the results of the functional 

artefact analysis in further detail. Chapter 11 incorporates this information with other 

historical and archaeological data relating to sealing within the Archipelago of the 

Recherche. 

Background 

Belinda’s wrecking event on Middle Island, the ordeals suffered by the crew and 

their rescue were reported upon their returning to Port Jackson as follows: 

We are sorry to announce the loss of the brig Belinda, Captain Coverdale, 

which vessel sailed from hence for the seal fishery, in Bass's Streights [sic], on 

the 17th of May last. On the 18th of July last this fine brig was unfortunately 

stranded on Middle Island, one of the archipelago of Recherche to the 

Westward of New Holland. Providentially the captain, officers, supercargo, 

and crew, were saved—with a poor supply of provisions or stores, the whole of 

which were nearly lost. Having preserved two of the boats, an attempt was 

made to reach Sydney from the wreck, but, after proceeding nearly 200 miles, 

one of the boats swamped near the shore. They then came to the determination, 

as the dernier resource, of walking back to the place from whence they started, 

attended by the remaining boat. The Nereus being fortunately out sealing in 

that direction, fell in with our hapless countrymen, when reduced to the utmost 

distress in the absence of provision, which was almost consumed—having, for 

a long time, been existing on an allowance so scanty as scarcely to admit of the 
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prolongation of life—but a Gracious Providence has delivered them! 

(SGNSWA 17/3/1825: 2)  

An expedition led by Graeme Henderson of the WA Museum’s Department of 

Maritime Archaeology discovered the wreck of Belinda in 1989, and excavated 

approximately 70% of the remains in 1991 (Henderson 1989; 1991a). While 

preliminary findings from the site’s discovery and 1991 excavation have been 

reported (Henderson 1989; 1991a), a full artefact analyses remained to be 

undertaken. As such a key aim of this research is to further the investigation into 

Belinda and provide a complete record of analyses and findings. 

History of Belinda and its final voyage 

The 159-ton two-masted wooden brig Belinda was built in 1819 in Yarmouth, 

England for its merchant owner Isaac Lee, who appears to have named the vessel for 

his then 11 year-old daughter (Jewish Chronicle 6/4/1900: 9). It had a single deck 

with iron knees and standards, and was fastened with copper bolts (Lloyds 1820, 

1823, 1824). It had been repaired for unspecified damage in 1822 (Lloyds 1824), 

was sheathed with copper in 1822 (Lloyds 1824), and sheathed with wood boards 

and patent felt in 1823 (Lloyds 1823). It had been surveyed by Lloyds as being in A1 

condition, suitable for all ocean voyages and types of cargo. Belinda had previously 

voyaged to Jamaica (Lloyds 1823) before sailing to Hobart, Van Diemen’s Land, 

Sydney, New South Wales, and the Archipelago of the Recherche, New Holland 

where it was wrecked on Middle Island (HTGVDL 15/11/1823; SGNSWA 17/3/1825: 

2). 

On 5 August 1823 Belinda sailed from Deal, England to Hobart, Van Diemen’s Land 

via the Cape of Good Hope, with a cargo of general merchandise and 28 passengers 

(Nicholson 1983: 92). Isaac Lee’s son Edward Lee travelled aboard the vessel as its 

supercargo. After leaving the Cape of Good Hope, it met with a ‘tremendous gale’ in 

42 degrees latitude south off St Pauls Island causing it to lose both masts and the 

caboose (deck cabin). All of the ship’s boats on deck and two men and a boy were 

swept overboard. The brig arrived under jury rig in Hobart ‘in a dismasted and 

otherwise wrecked condition’ on 12 November 1823 (HTGVDL 15/11/1823; 

SGNSWA 26/2/1824: 2)—a testament to the seamanship of Captain Thomas 

Coverdale and the crew. Belinda is reported in Hobart Town harbour on 6 December 
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1823 and again on 1 January 1824 (Nicholson 1983: 92, 94) where it was probably 

still undergoing repairs. After some delays on 15 February 1824, Belinda sailed for 

Sydney with a cargo of sundries, bulls and cows, arriving on 23 February 1824 

(Nicholson 1983: 92; Cumpston 1963).  

While in Sydney Belinda is listed as having two guns, not previously described as 

part of the ship’s fittings (Cumpston 1963; Henderson 1980: 75). These guns may 

have been fitted in either Hobart or Sydney after Belinda’s arrival in Australia, in 

preparation for sealing and other trading voyages. Earlier in 1823 France and Spain 

had gone to war, while just prior to Belinda’s arrival a visit to Hobart on 29 May 

1823 by the Russian ship Kreuzer and frigate Ladoga on a voyage of exploration 

heightened fears among both colonial and British officials about the potential for 

maritime war (Nicholson 1983: 88, 90). On 26 August 1823 Lieutenant Governor 

Sorell in Hobart had written to London requesting twelve new battery guns and 

muskets, pistols and swords to equip the colonial yeomanry (Nicholson 1983: 90). 

At this stage there was no official British settlement in New Holland west of Van 

Diemen’s Land, and colonials were aware of American and French sealers visiting 

the area. The guns may also have been fitted as defensive armament for trading 

voyages from Australia to China and Southeast Asia as defence against pirates in the 

Indo-Malay Archipelago, or for voyages to South Pacific islands such as Fiji, Tonga 

and New Caledonia for pork, flax and sandalwood, where a number of vessels and 

crews had been attacked and killed following cultural provocations. At this time it 

was usual practice for Australian-based agents and masters to send vessels on 

speculative voyages to source goods for both import and export.  

Soon after arriving in Hobart, Berry and Wollstonecraft, merchants and ship agents 

of George St, Sydney were appointed as Belinda’s agents. After arriving in Sydney, 

Belinda was described as ‘the property’ of merchants Messrs. Berry and 

Wollstonecraft, and at the time was one of ten vessels engaged in procuring seal 

skins ‘destined for the English market’ (SGNSWA 1/7/1824; SGNSWA 25/11/1826).  

Alexander Berry (Figure 134) had travelled as a surgeon’s mate aboard East India 

Company ships while Edward Wollstonecraft was a lawyer. They met during a 

voyage aboard the ship Confianza travelling from the Azores to Cadiz in 1812, 

formed a close friendship, and resolved to become business partners (Anderson 
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1993: v). In 1819 both partners arrived in Sydney to set themselves up as merchants 

and landowners, each receiving 2,000-acre grants of land on Sydney’s northern shore 

(Anderson, P. 1993: vi), the present day suburbs of Wollstonecraft and Crow’s Nest 

(Wollstonecraft’s residence), and Berry Bay being named after them. 

 

Figure 134. Alexander Berry (Image GP01/33012, State Library of NSW). 

Alexander Berry (1781-1873) had earlier visited Sydney, Hobart, New Zealand, 

Norfolk Island and Fiji in 1809 aboard the ship City of Edinburgh. It was during his 

time aboard City of Edinburgh he personally rescued the remaining four survivors 

from the ship Boyd, whose crew were massacred by Maoris at Whangaroa Bay, New 

Zealand, following a cultural provocation (SMH 19/9/1873: 5, Perry 1966). In 1822 

the New South Wales government commissioned Berry along with Lieutenant 

Hamilton Hume to survey the New South Wales south coast as far as Montague 

Island in the government vessel Snapper, Berry discovering the Shoalhaven River.  

On the basis of its extensive stands of valuable cedar timber, in 1822 Berry and 

Wollstonecraft applied jointly for a 10,000 acre land grant at Shoalhaven, and were 

allocated one convict for every hundred acres who were put to work as timber 

sawyers, fencers, builders, boat builders and farmhands (Anderson 1993: vi). Berry 

and Wollstonecraft’s Shoalhaven farm ‘Coolangatta’ became the most extensive 
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settlement in New South Wales outside of the main settled districts of Sydney, 

Bathurst and the Hunter Valley. They cleared land, cut a channel to make the mouth 

of the Shoalhaven River navigable and filled in swamps to make the land suitable for 

diverse agricultural products destined for sale in Sydney and export including sheep, 

pigs, cattle, wheat, maize, hay, barley, potatoes, tobacco (Perry 1966). 

Edward Wollstonecraft (1783-1832), a cousin of Frankenstein author Mary Shelley, 

become well known in his own right as a central figure on the Sydney commercial 

scene during the 1820s as a magistrate, director of the Bank of New South Wales and 

Bank of Australia, and chairman of the New South Wales Chamber of Commerce 

(Stephen 1967).  

Berry and Wollstonecraft’s interests were predominantly in importing goods to 

Sydney from London and India and selling timber, dairy and produce from 

Shoalhaven, though around 1822 they became interested in sealing and whaling. At 

this point there was a glut of goods and timber in the market, the New South Wales 

government was not spending on major building projects requiring timber, and the 

partners had little cash to spare. By bartering goods for skins at a time when skins 

and oil commanded a ready market and good prices, they planned to convert the 

skins to ready cash. In April 1823 they forwarded a cargo of skins to London aboard 

the ship Venerable (SLNSW MLMSS 315/802: 83), while on 24 January 1824 they 

sent their own vessel the 15-ton sloop Water Mole with sixteen crew on a voyage to 

King Island and Kangaroo Island to barter goods with resident sealing gangs for 

kangaroo and seal skins (SLNSW MLMSS 315/50 Wollstonecraft to Berry 

24/1/1824). Wollstonecraft also proposed digging tanning pits at Shoalhaven and 

selling the raw hides for a good price to a Sydney shoe manufacturer (SLNSW 

MLMSS 315/86-87 Wollstonecraft to Berry), perhaps to speed up potential cash 

inflow. This suggests that the voyage would have been most likely for hair seal skins 

used for leather due to the local depletion of fur seals in Bass Strait by this time. 
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Figure 135. Naval colonial port clearance document dated 24 January 1824 
giving permission for Berry and Wollstonecraft’s sloop Water Mole to sail to 
‘Basses Straits’ to load a cargo of skins (SLNSW MLMSS 315/3). 

This reference is of interest as it is shows that colonial skins were destined for the 

local economy and not the London market. By the 1820s there was a domestic 

market for kangaroo skins, seal skins and oil, and Bass Strait sealers were regularly 

trading with Hobart and Launceston merchants by bartering skins for grog, slops and 

stores. Until 1825 it was illegal to trade alcohol, when Governor Arthur gave official 

sanction to the trade by allowing ships’ captains to load two gallons of rum per 

crewman. A gallon of rum in turn could be bartered for up to a dozen seal skins 

(Kostoglou 1996: 43-44). During Belinda’s voyage of mid-1824, trading alcohol was 

still illegal, and if it did engage in such trade it would have been kept secret from the 

authorities. Berry and Wollstonecraft’s financial ledgers do not provide any specific 

indication that quantities of alcohol were shipped on Belinda, their subject headings 

only broadly referring to their ‘Ration account’ and ‘Merchandize’ (SLNSW 

MLMSS 315/50). Berry was to later say he was opposed to grog as ‘an evil’ (SMH 

22/2/1859) so it seems unlikely that he would have jeopardised Belinda’s voyage by 

supplying quantities of alcohol intended for illegal trade. 

Unfortunately, much of Berry and Wollstonecraft’s personal and business 

correspondence for the period of interest (November 1823 to July 1824) is scant—all 
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of Wollstonecraft’s correspondence, business and legal papers for the period 

between December 1823 and June 1824 (SLNSW MLMSS 315/86) are missing, 

while Berry’s correspondence for the period 1823 to 1824 (SLNSW MLMSS 

315/46-49) is minimal, and does not reveal more on their intelligence, background 

and motives behind Belinda’s voyage to the west coast of New Holland. Their 

financial ledger for the period November 1821 to December 1828 includes an entry 

described as ‘Adventure for Belinda’, indicating it was a speculative voyage attended 

with financial risk (Figure 136). It is a clue that Belinda’s voyage was intended as 

something more significant than a trip to Bass Strait, which could be conducted in a 

smaller vessel such as the sloop Water Mole.  

 

 

Figure 136. ‘Adventure for Brig Belinda’ showing Debits column in Berry and 
Wollstonecraft’s double entry financial ledger (Ledger Nov. 1821-Dec. 1828, pp. 
117-118, SLNSW MLMSS 315/10). 

Other ‘adventures’ the partners were involved in during this period were supplying 

cargoes of wool, skins and timber to the ships Ocean, Lang, Royal George, Shipley, 

Venerable and Triton and medicines to the Mary (MLMSS 315/50). When viewed 

with the cost of Belinda’s voyage and its singular goal of obtaining skins, it is 

obvious that the partners were committing much to the enterprise. In his later 

reminiscences, Berry expressed the partners’ philosophy behind taking up land in the 

then unsettled Shoalhaven district that ‘Everyone was flocking to the Hunter River, 

Bathurst and other places…and all were elbowing one another. But we neither 
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wished to elbow anyone or be elbowed’ (Perry 1966). This may be a clue to the 

partners’ decision to send Belinda to the distant west coast of New Holland, in the 

hope of gaining uncontested profits by exploiting untapped resources in a remote 

area.On 17 May 1824 Belinda sailed from Sydney ‘on a trip to the sealing grounds’ 

(SGNSWA 20/5/1824: 2), a purposely vague destination that could encompass 

anywhere in southern Australasia from New Zealand to Bass Strait, Kangaroo Island, 

and the west coast of New Holland. The Belinda appears to have dropped at least one 

or more sealers off in Bass Strait: 

The weather has been very severe in the Straits lately. The master of the 

William and Ann was three days lashed to the Flat Rock, at King's Island, with 

nothing whatever to eat or drink, his boat dashed to pieces, 300 skins swept 

from off the rock that he was bound to, and the sea at the same time, making a 

complete breach over him. On this rock he found the skeleton of a man named 

Newman, who had been left there by the Belinda brig, and had actually been 

starved to death. This man had collected between 4 and 500 skins; and, it is 

supposed that, previous to his death, he had set fire to them in order to attract 

the attention of the gang on King's Island, as burnt fragments of the skins were 

found on the rock. (SGNSWA 3/3/1825: 2) 

Newman, however, does not appear in the ‘Claims and demands’ notice listing the 

28 crew of Belinda departing from Sydney in May 1824, which included:  

Thomas Coverdale (Captain), John Hassell (Chief Officer), William Rooke, 

Robert Robinson, Christopher Robinson, Nathaniel Thomas, John Burke, John 

Happy, John Mathers, William Tomline, George Williams, Clouse Jansen, 

James Caddell, John Watson, Brian Dunn, Thomas Wakefield, William 

Scandon, William Savery, Charles Morris, Henry Green, Robert Scott, Robert 

Campbell, John Sedgeworth, Thomas Rudd, Thomas Cosgrove, Henry Waller, 

William Taylor and James Dagg Lowe. (SGNSWA 22/4/1824: 3)  

Indeed on 12 May 1824 Captain Thomas Coverdale wrote to Colonial Secretary 

Frederick Goulbourn requesting permission to discharge four of Belinda’s seamen 

‘at their own desire’ including a John Newman (CSO Reel 6061 4/1779 p.80), and 

this permission was duly granted (CSO Reel 6013 4/3511 p.273). None of the other 

seamen discharged—Peter White, John Andrews or Charles Wilson— sailed on 
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Belinda’s final voyage. It also is notable that Nereus only picked up 26 and not 28 

survivors from Middle Island, though none were recorded to have died in the wreck 

or subsequent survivor ordeals. It is possible that Newman illegally boarded Belinda 

at the last minute and was dropped in Bass Strait or, alternatively, arrived in Bass 

Strait aboard another vessel, the newspaper report confusing the vessel(s). 

Ten of the sixteen crew of Water Mole who sailed to Bass Strait and Kangaroo 

Island in January 1824, sailed on Belinda. A document from the Colonial Secretary 

permitting the crew of Water Mole to leave the colony lists their names, and gives all 

of their occupations as ‘seaman’. It also gives the names of the ships by which the 

men originally arrived in the colony, as follows: George Williams (Brampton), 

Robert Robinson (Medway), Claus (Clouse) Jansen (Derwent schooner), John 

Watson (John Bull), John Happy (Brig Macquarie), John Burke (Medway), William 

Tomlin/Tomline (Schooner Endeavour), Nathaniel Thomas (Shipley), Christopher 

Robinson (Caroline), James Caddell/Caddle (Sydney Cove) (SLNSW MLMSS 315/2 

Colonial Secretary’s Office 23/1/1824). This document is evidence that many of 

Belinda’s crew were experienced seamen, and that some had prior sealing 

experience.  

Nathaniel Thomas is the same ‘Nat Thomas’ who lived and sealed at Antechamber 

Bay on Kangaroo Island from the 1820s to 1840s (SAR 13/9/1845: 4). According to 

one secondary source, Thomas arrived on Kangaroo Island with the notorious sealer 

George ‘Fireball’ Bates in late 1823, both having deserted from the brig Nereus 

while on a sealing expedition, although the source notes that the exact timing and 

nature of Thomas’ arrival on Kangaroo Island is ‘unclear’ (Reudiger 1980: 35). 

Nereus is recorded to have sailed to ‘the Sealing Islands’ on at least two occasions in 

1824 (HTGVDLA 14/5/1824: 2a; Aust 11/11/1824: 2b). Thomas could have either 

deserted from Belinda on its outward voyage, or if he was rescued from Middle 

Island, could have deserted from Nereus on its return voyage to Sydney sometime 

between January and March 1825.  

When Captain Jones visited Kangaroo Island in 1833, he recorded it had a 

population of seven Englishmen with five Aboriginal women, the names of the men 

being Nat Thomas, ‘Walley’ (or Wallen), James Allen, William Day and William 

Walker (Clarke 1996: 70). Henry Waller also sailed on Belinda, and may be the 
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same person as Walley/Wallen. If Walley/Wallen and Henry Waller are indeed the 

same person and deserted from Belinda or Nereus either with Thomas or separately, 

this could explain Belinda’s two missing crew members. 

Captain Coverdale must have had some intelligence about the sealing grounds in 

New Holland, as he appears to have headed directly to the Archipelago of the 

Recherche via Bass Strait, and probably Kangaroo Island, which was a major 

stopover for shipping to replenish supplies of fish, kangaroo meat, water, vegetables 

and firewood. Masters of trading vessels also traded goods—and in some cases 

Aboriginal women from Tasmania—for kangaroo and seal skins, vegetables, seal 

and whale oil and whale bone (Clarke 1996: 55-56). Belinda probably carried trading 

goods such as flour, provisions, tobacco, guns and ammunition for sale and barter 

with any resident sealing gangs, to maximise the prospect of obtaining skins in as 

short a time as possible.  

Captain Coverdale’s intelligence was lacking in some respects, however. Sealing 

was best conducted on Western Australia’s south coast during the summer months as 

there are fewer storms and large swells to inhibit access to the rocky islands—his 

timing to arrive at Middle Island for the beginning of Western Australia’s south 

coast winter was therefore not ideal.  

Two months after sailing from Sydney, on 19 July 1824 (there are discrepancies in 

the various newspaper reports but 19 July 1824 is suggested as most probable by 

Bateson) Belinda was wrecked on Middle Island (SGNSWA 17/3/1825: 2; Bateson 

1972: 66).  

Belinda’s crew all survived the wrecking, and having salvaged two ship’s boats and 

some limited provisions attempted to sail back to Sydney. After voyaging 200 miles 

eastwards, one of the boats was wrecked on the mainland and its crew began walking 

back to Middle Island, with the other boat sailing just offshore. Four and a half 

months after the wrecking on 8 December 1824, Master Thomas Swindells sailed the 

sealing brig Nereus into the Middle Island anchorage and rescued Belinda’s by then 

desperate survivors (SGNSWA 17/3/1825: 2; Bateson 1972: 66; CSO Reel 6063 

4/1785: 156). 
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On 11 March 1825 Nereus arrived in Sydney with Belinda survivors and a cargo of 

3500 seal skins ‘from Kangaroo Island’ (SGNSWA 17/3/1825: 2). It appears likely 

that some, if not most of these skins were also collected from the Archipelago of the 

Recherche.Shortly afterwards on 29 March 1825, Captain Coverdale and Mr. G. Lee 

departed Sydney sailing for England in the ship Hope (SGNSWA 31/3/1825: 2).  

Between March and May 1825 Thomas Swindells, Master of Nereus, and Nereus’ 

agent Robert Campbell Jnr., lodged claims for compensation with the Colonial 

Secretary for the rescue and victualling of ‘Twenty Six British Subjects being the 

late crew of the Belinda’ in accordance with relief afforded by the 53 Geo. III Chap. 

85 ‘to all such seafaring Men and boys subjects of Great Britain and Ireland as 

should be shipwrecked’ (CSO Reel 6063; 4/1785 p.156; CSO Reel 6014; 4/3514 

p.63 ). Although Belinda’s crew would have worked their lengthy passage home as 

an ‘instant sealing gang’ during the three months that elapsed before Nereus returned 

them to Sydney, Campbell and Swindells were seeking to take advantage of the 

government’s ‘victims of shipwreck’ compensation legislation to maximise the profit 

from their voyage. 

A list of Nereus’ crew at the time of embarking Belinda survivors was provided by 

Robert Campbell to the Colonial Secretary on 9 April 1825 as follows: 

Thomas Swindells, Master; Richard Buckles, 1st Mate; John Winch, 2nd Mate; 

Andrew Summerfield, Carpenter; Thomas Inall, Steward; William Howe, 

Seaman; Thomas Stack, Seaman; James Ward, Seaman; Henry Gulley, 

Seaman; Richard Woolton, Seaman; Evan Davies, Seaman; Joseph Thompson, 

Cook; William Gass, Seaman; Samuel Squibb, Boy; Joseph Bradley, Boy; 

William West, Seaman; James Anderson, Seaman; Robert Ainscow, Seaman; 

John Lindsay, Seaman; William Lindsay, Seaman; William Cooper, Seaman; 

Henry Sheen, Seaman. (CSO Reel 6063 4/1785: 157-158) 

The next record for Belinda appears in March 1826, when a public notice (Figure 

137) advertised for claim or sale ‘A quantity of old copper and iron, with two 

anchors, having been picked up by William Young, Master of the Schooner Liberty, 

at Middle Island…the above-mentioned Articles are part of the wreck of the Brig 

Belinda’ (SGNSWA 29/3/1826: 1).  
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Figure 137. Auction notice for Belinda material salvaged by William Young, 
master of Liberty (SGNSWA 29/3/1826: 1). 

This clue, along with the fact that all the crew survived, led maritime archaeologist 

Graeme Henderson to consider it likely that Belinda had been wrecked in shallow 

waters in Goose Island Bay anchorage (Henderson 1989). It is significant to note that 

if Belinda had not been wrecked and subsequently salvaged, the presence of Belinda, 

Nereus and Liberty sealing in the Archipelago of the Recherche would have passed 

unnoticed in the historical record, with implications for knowledge of other historic 

sealing activities in the Archipelago at this time, and the study of impacts on regional 

seal populations based on historical records of seal skin cargoes. 

Belinda’s chief officer John Hassell must have seen future potential in the west coast 

of New Holland despite having been shipwrecked there, as he later returned to 

became a successful pioneer settler in the King George Sound area with his wife, 

five sons and a daughter, owning stations at Jerramungup and Kendenup, and 

property around Fitzgerald River and Doubtful Island (Sale 1894-1914). 

In an echo of Belinda’s voyage, on 1 April 1827 the sealing schooner Samuel arrived 

in Sydney having rescued Captain Swindells (ex-Nereus) and his crew, their vessel 

Glory having wrecked while on a sealing expedition to New Zealand (CTTA 

13/4/1827: 2; Nicholson 1981: 19). 

Belinda 1989 finding and 1991 excavation 

In 1989 WA Museum maritime archaeologist Graeme Henderson led an expedition 

as part of the ‘South Coast Sealing and Whaling Project’ to attempt to locate all 

shipwreck sites associated with the sealing and whaling industries, as part of the 
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Department of Maritime Archaeology’s historic shipwreck management programme 

(Henderson 1991). 

Belinda’s wreck site was found on 24 January 1989 by a team including Graeme 

Henderson (OIC), Patrick Baker, Geoff Kimpton and Ian Godfrey (Henderson 1989, 

1991). The site was located by snorkelling in a shallow sandy gutter in 3-4 m depth 

just off the south-eastern end of Belinda Beach, on the northern coast of Middle 

Island. Based on its site location at the south-eastern end of Belinda Beach, the 

wrecking event was caused by a winter northwest gale causing it to drag its anchors 

in the poor rocky and weed-covered holding ground of Goose Island Bay, to come to 

rest in the gutter after first striking and bumping over an outer limestone reef ledge. 

The Goose Island Bay anchorage is exposed to northerly winds and does not provide 

good holding ground, as found to Captain Matthew Flinders chagrin when he had to 

abandon two anchors from the HMS Investigator in 1803, and by Captain Thomas 

Talbot of the government trawler SS Penguin, blown ashore and totally wrecked in 

1920. 

The team found that ‘one side of the vessel is just visible, lightly buried under a layer 

of sand. Copper bolts and some ballast stones are evident throughout’ (Henderson 

1989). As the remains were of a 100 to 300-ton wooden sailing vessel, the site 

location correlated with historical information on the circumstances of the wrecking, 

and Belinda was the only large sailing vessel known to have been lost in the area, the 

site was identified as Belinda (ibid). During the inspection, a number of timber, felt, 

coal, pitch, leather and copper sheathing samples, musket balls, ceramic and glass 

artefacts were recovered, and a site plan drawn (Figure 138).  

Henderson was concerned that once the site location was known the site would be 

looted, and proceeded to arrange a follow up excavation with both research and 

management aims (Henderson, G., 2011, pers. comm., 28 July).  
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Figure 138. 1989 Belinda site plan (Graeme Henderson/WA Museum). 

 

Figure 139. Underwater view of the Belinda wreck site in 1991 looking east 
showing the 3 x 1m excavation grid used. Note calcarenite beach rock formation 
at right (south) of image. (Patrick Baker/WA Museum). 

In February 1991 an eight day expedition was undertaken with objectives to: 

1. Survey the known remains of the Belinda wreck; 

2. Locate other associated remains in the area; 

3. Remove exposed artefacts judged to be at risk (Henderson 1991a). 
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A baseline was laid out on the site corresponding as closely as possible to the 1989 

baseline location (G. Henderson, 2014, pers. comm. 12 March) with coordinates 

given as ‘A’ (‘X’ axis, east to west) and ‘B’ (‘Y’ axis, north to south). Site areas 

selected for excavation were gridded with a portable 3 x 1m aluminium grid, and 

excavated using a water dredge (Figure 139) 

The positions of artefacts were recorded using baseline and offset coordinates, with 

no ‘Z’ depth measurements recorded. The exposed timbers were partially 

(approximately 50% of the excavated areas) measured and drawn. According to the 

field notes and site plan, it was mostly the western and eastern parts of the site that 

were excavated, leaving about 30% of the central part of the wreck unexcavated. The 

site was backfilled as the excavation progressed, and photomosaic images were taken 

over the course of the excavation to depict the wreck with maximum detail, as if all 

excavated areas were exposed at once (P. Baker, 2014, pers. comm., 6 February) 

(Figure 140).  

 

Figure 140. Belinda photomosaic using 1m grid square for scale (Patrick 
Baker/WA Museum). 
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Figure 141. Belinda site plan traced from 1991 photomosaic (Ross 
Anderson/WA Museum) 

Results and findings from the 1991 excavation were that: 

1. Timbers are coppered up to a certain level and then there are pine boards, 

showing the vessel has lain keel to shore; 

2. The length of the site is 12 m; 

3. The site was buried in up to 20cm more sand than during the 1989 survey; 

4. Coal concretions were removed and bagged to expose timbers for surveying; 

5. A photo-mosaic of the site was produced; 

6. A total of 77 field entries for over 350 artefacts included wood planking 

samples, fragments of rigging including rope and pulleys, copper sheathing, 

metal hull fastenings, furniture fittings, ballast stones, provisions (bone, coal, 

various shot, dunnage etc), crews’ possessions (shoes, buttons, coins, cutlery, 

clay pipes, ceramics, glass bottles etc); 

7. Cannonballs were found, consistent with the recorded presence of guns on 

the Belinda; 

8. A number of faunal bones recovered offered the opportunity to answer 

questions about crews’ diet, and possible interactions with resident sealers on 

the islands if they proved to be seal or wallaby bones; 

9. More historical research was required particularly in the area of activities 

occurring on Middle Island at this time; 

10. Widespread evidence of molten lead over the entire site indicated the 

deliberate burning of the wreck by contemporary salvagers to obtain metal 
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fittings (Henderson 1991a). Such fittings would have included bronze rudder 

pintles and gudgeons, iron knees and standards, copper sheathing and copper 

fastenings. 

The report concluded that: 

The February 1991 expedition made substantial progress in the achievement of 

its aims. The known remains of the wreck were surveyed. In the process the 

items judged to be at risk were removed from some 70% of the structural 

remains. Time constraints prevented the removal of the remaining 30%, and 

also prevented any attempt to locate other associated remains that might lie in 

the area. A further expedition to the site is thus recommended for the future. 

(Henderson 1991a) 

Subsequent site inspections in 2001, 2008 and 2011 have shown that the wreck site 

is normally covered in a thin layer of sand with a few exposed concretions, the sand 

level fluctuating depending on seasonal factors (Figure 142). 

 

Figure 142. Belinda site sanded up in 2011 showing exposed concretions and 
ballast rock (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 
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Survivors’ camp 

The 26 crew members of Belinda survived on Middle Island for nearly five 

months—less the unknown number of days spent during their abortive attempt to sail 

to Port Jackson—before being rescued. The survivors’ campsite location on Middle 

Island has yet to be discovered. While it could have been in the area of the historic 

settlement at the western end of Belinda Bay, it is also logical that the camp was 

close to the wreck at the eastern end of Belinda Bay, where materials from the wreck 

could be easily salvaged and brought ashore.  

As the crew had only ‘…a poor supply of provisions or stores, the whole of which 

were nearly lost’ (SGNSWA 17/3/1825: 2) they must have lost most of their 

provisions such as salted meat and flour in casks through spoilage or being trapped 

below deck underwater. They may also have had limited fresh water supplies, which 

would have been carried in casks. Middle Island has fresh water available in the rock 

gnamma holes—more so during winter months—and food resources of tammar 

wallabies, Cape Barren geese and shearwaters. The crew must therefore have relied 

on locally collected water, native fauna and fishing for their survival. 

The scrub at the eastern end of Belinda Beach is too dense to conduct archaeological 

surveys, while subsequent activities in the area of the historic site are likely to have 

obscured any possible remaining evidence of a survivors’ camp (Appendix B). Any 

natural bushfires that burn the vegetation at the eastern end of Belinda Beach would 

create an opportunity to survey for a possible survivors’ camp in this area. 

Site and artefact analyses 

Following the 1991 fieldwork, scope remained for further research and analyses to 

be undertaken into Belinda artefacts. The artefact database was not completely 

populated with data, some analyses had been undertaken but not been published, the 

artefacts had not been photographed, the status of site and artefact drawings was 

unknown and a full excavation report remained to be completed and published 

(Millar 1994: 29). As part of the Department of Maritime Archaeology’s legacy 

program to publish work on previously excavated sites, this thesis aimed to complete 

the Belinda investigation and report the results as completely as possible. 

To investigate the Belinda site and artefact assemblage, the following methodology 

was adopted: 
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1. Undertake further historical research into primary sources; 

2. Undertake further archaeological site inspections to assess the current 

condition of the site; 

3. Interview excavation personnel to obtain any additional information; 

4. Collate all 1989 and 1991 archaeological data including photos, artefacts, 

field notes, site plans, results of previous analyses and reports; 

5. Identify, photograph and measure artefacts, count Minimum Number of 

Vessels (MNV) for relevant artefact categories and provide full descriptions 

to update the WA Museum Maritime Archaeology artefact catalogue/ 

database; 

6. Photograph all artefacts; 

7. Assign functional categories to artefacts and create an artefact research 

database to conduct a comparative and functional analysis; 

8. Analyse artefacts and samples to obtain further information; 

9. Interpret the Belinda site and artefact assemblage. 

Archaeological artefact analysis 

Shipwrecks are often described as ‘time capsules’ as their associated artefacts can be 

precisely dated to the time of the event, without the added complexity of later 

occupation/ activity layers such as found on terrestrial sites. By comparing artefacts 

from the site with historical records, certain artefacts can potentially be associated 

with particular people and events in the ship’s history.  

The primary purpose of an artefact catalogue is to facilitate analysis and 

interpretation of the assemblage as a whole. In order to do this, a catalogue generally 

consists of four elements, namely i) a catalogue format that is designed to fulfil its 

research purpose; ii) data fields that count the number of artefacts, weights and 

number of vessels; iii) features that allow the grouping of artefacts by form, 

decoration, manufacture, modification and date; and iv) archaeological context so 

that chronological and spatial variation in artefact densities may be compared across 

a site(s) to interpret likely uses of areas (Crooks et al. 2002: 31).  

After counting, artefacts are identified and assigned to functional categories. 

Functional analyses describe the intended use for artefacts and activities they are 

associated with, and are an important aspect to any post-excavation analysis (Brooks 
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2005: 7-14). Artefacts have a number of layers of uses and meanings (e.g. Brooks 

2005: 7-14), that can be summarised as follows: 

1. Identifiable features: e.g. type, material(s), form, date range; 

2. Primary intended function: the intended use for which the artefact was 

designed and manufactured; 

3. Primary intended use or ‘polyfunctionality’—the way in which the artefact 

was primarily used by the owner/ consumer if not the primary intended 

function, or it may have been used in a number of ways; 

4. Meaning: an interpretation of the likely social and symbolic meanings (e.g. 

class, gender, status) attached to the object. 

Artefact registration and cataloguing 

Belinda artefacts were provided with field numbers during excavation, with 88 field 

numbers being issued to clusters of artefacts found in the same area on site, a total of 

over 522 artefacts having been raised. After transportation back to the WA Museum 

in Fremantle, these artefacts were sub-grouped by material type for conservation 

purposes, and accessioned into the Department of Maritime Archaeology’s artefact 

collection with new registration numbers, making a total of 333 registered entries. As 

part of this research all of the artefacts were sorted, individually identified, provided 

with detailed descriptions, weighed, dimensions measured, photographed, and 

electronic artefact, numismatic and image databases updated accordingly.  

Functional analysis 

The Department of Maritime Archaeology’s artefact registration database classifies 

artefacts by number, description and material. For example, the Belinda grindstone is 

numbered BEL319, is described as a grindstone, and classified as stone. Material 

category descriptions include ‘stone’, ‘non-ferrous metal’, ‘ferrous’, ‘marine’ (shell), 

‘glass’, ‘ceramic’, ‘timber’, ‘composite’ and ‘concretion’. While useful for allocating 

conservation treatments and grouping objects by material type, the Department’s 

database does not provide for functional categories, and therefore does not allow for 

subsequent functional analyses. 

In order to carry out a functional analysis for this research, a new artefact database 

was created in which Belinda artefacts were assigned functional categories. These 
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categories are based on general functions typically used by Australasian historical 

archaeologists (Brooks 2005: 7-14), with the addition of maritime-specific shipboard 

functions such as ‘ballast’, ‘ship construction’, ‘ship’s rigging’, ‘cargo’, ‘navigation’ 

and ‘ship’s fittings’ (Table 5). The functional categories are based on a ‘primary 

intended function’ as their manufactured use would suggest (Brooks 2005: 10), with 

no specific categories for poly-functionality or primary intended use where this 

differs from the intended function. However, where an artefact’s form, evidence of 

use or modifications, or the context of a specific artefact suggests poly-functionality, 

this is recorded in the artefact database record description field and described in the 

interpretation. Where more than one interpretation of their function is possible, some 

artefacts are listed in more than one functional category to maximise potential 

information. 

Minimum Number of Vessels (MNV) counts were undertaken to identify the 

minimum number of possible vessels included in a fragmentary archaeological 

assemblage based on the form of the wares, their design and features (e.g. bases, 

handles, rims). MNV counts are especially valuable for glass and ceramic artefacts, 

as they assist in interpreting the likely function of artefacts before they entered the 

archaeological record (Crooks et al. 2002: 30; Voss and Allen 2010: 1).  

Table 5. Selected functional categories for Belinda shipwreck artefacts in 
alphabetical order, including maritime functions 

Function Description/ examples 

Architectural Bricks, worked building stone 

Armament Artillery, bladed weapons, firearms, projectiles, 

ammunition, gun flints, gunnery equipment, gun 

carriages 

Ballast Ship’s ballast e.g. stone, gravel, sand, pig iron 

(kentledge) 

Coins Bullion, cash, tokens 

Cargo Cargo items and related packaging materials, barrels, 

boxes, casks, staves, bungs, dunnage  

Food Foodstuffs, animal, vegetable 

Food preparation Cooking utensils, pots, stove 
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Fuel Firewood, coal 

Hygiene Chamber-pots, combs, toothbrushes, basins 

Container/ food Jars, bottles 

Container/ beverage Bottles, demi-johns, kegs 

Consumption/ food Plates, dishes, cutlery 

Consumption/ beverage Cups, saucers, glassware 

Navigation Navigational instruments, compass, dividers, hourglass, 

log, navigation lamps, binnacle 

Personal/ adornment Jewellery, beads 

Personal/ clothing Buttons, shoes, clothes 

Recreation Gaming pieces, musical instruments, clay pipes, 

collected objects 

Ship construction/ hull  Ships’ timbers, frames, planking, caulking materials 

Ship construction/ 

fastenings 

Bolts, spikes, clench rings, tacks 

Ship construction/ 

sheathing 

Copper, copper alloy, lead, felt or wooden sheathing 

protecting the ship’s hull 

Ship fittings/ furnishings Handles, screws, locks, furniture, washbasins, cabinets 

Ship fittings/ general Hatch fittings, stair treads, lead scuppers, plumbing, 

pumps and fittings, rudder pintles and gudgeons 

Ship fittings/ rigging Masts, yards, pulleys, blocks, sheaves, rope, deadeyes 

Ship fittings/ furnishings Cabin furniture, hinges, cabinets, locks, handles 

Tools Carpenters and blacksmiths tools, tool handles, 

processing equipment, grinding and sharpening stones, 

knives, toolboxes 

Ventilation and lighting Scuttles (portholes), deck-lights, lanterns, candle 

holders 

Writing/ literacy Pens, quills, writing slates, inkwells, books 

Unknown/ miscellaneous Assigned to artefacts with no identified function, or 

uncertain function e.g. concretions 
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Artefact descriptions and a functional analysis of Belinda artefacts are provided in 

Appendix C. 

Discussion of findings 

This investigation into Belinda’s history, site and material culture contributes to the 

research questions outlined in Chapter 1 seeking a better understanding of the nature 

and extent of early sealing activities in the Archipelago of the Recherche. The 

resulting information can be used to better understand life aboard a sealing vessel, 

and sealing in southern Australia in the early 19th century generally. 

Historical background 

The Belinda’s final voyage was a speculative undertaking with risk attached, and 

was exploratory in nature. The site is related to New South Wales’ colonial exchange 

economy as Berry and Wollstonecraft’s business and financial imperatives were the 

impetus for the voyage—their need for ready cash that could only be acquired 

through the sale of hair seal skins following their tanning for use as shoe leather in 

the Sydney market. By using a captain with no local knowledge of the south coast of 

Western Australia and setting out to arrive in the winter sealing off-season, 

combined with the usual unknown factors commensurate with exploration, the 

voyage faced difficulties at the outset. Winter storms with strong northwest gales 

combined with the poor holding ground of Middle Island anchorage to seal Belinda’s 

fate. 

On the positive side all of Belinda’s crew were experienced seamen and some had 

gained experience sealing in Bass Strait. At least one or two members of the crew, 

Nathaniel ‘Nat’ Thomas and possibly Henry Waller, went on to become sealers and 

pioneers in the early, pre-colonial settlements on Kangaroo Island, South Australia. 

Belinda’s Chief Officer John Hassell returned to Western Australia to take up 

pastoral interests in the King George Sound area, indicating the social and maritime 

links typically shared by early settlements along the Southern Ocean frontier. 

The ordeals faced by Belinda’s survivors, and the fact they were not rescued until six 

months later, shows that at this time there was little or no shipping traffic in the 

Archipelago outside of the summer sealing season, and no resident sealing gangs 

were living on Middle Island. 
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Ship construction 

The remaining structure of Belinda is identified as an amidships-stern section of the 

starboard side of the hull. Hull construction elements such as the fastenings, copper 

and pine sheathing are consistent with those expected from this size and type of 

British-built vessel (Bingeman et al. 2000; Staniforth 1985). The results of analysis 

of a felt and tarry sheathing substance appears to be evidence of a newly patented 

technology for waterproofing and sheathing ships’ hulls based on the use of a 

retorted pine resin, and is of significant interest for further comparative study in the 

area of early 19th-century hull sheathing techniques and patented products. It 

suggests the vessel was well constructed for strength and longevity using the latest 

technology available. In terms of Gould’s (1983) notion of vessels being pushed 

beyond their use-life for economic reasons, as well-built, relatively new and recently 

repaired vessel, Belinda was well suited to the task of ocean voyaging.  

Salvage and site formation processes 

Following its initial wrecking Belinda was heavily salvaged with major features such 

as the windlass, cannon, iron knees, anchors, ships’ fastenings and copper sheathing 

removed. Evidence of molten lead (BEL7, BEL83, BEL182, BEL280) and copper 

(BEL268, BEL313) indicate that the ship was purposely burnt to remove metal 

fittings and hull fastenings (Figure 143) (Henderson 1991a).  

 

Figure 143. Small scraps of molten lead (BEL133) are evidence of burning for 
salvage (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 
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Burning wooden wrecks causes metal fastenings and fittings to fall out and sink to 

the seabed, where they could be dived for and collected for their scrap metal value. 

As relatively few copper alloy hull fastenings were recovered from the site, it would 

appear that most of these were salvaged. 

There is no evidence of any of the iron deck support knees described as part of 

Belinda’s construction (Lloyds Register 1820) indicating they were also salvaged, 

probably by the crew of Liberty that advertised ‘a quantity of old copper and iron’ 

from the wreck (SGNSWA 29/3/1826: 1). Accessible in shallow, protected water 

close to the beach, the wreck may have provided a source of salvageable material 

long after the initial primary salvage, as it continued to disintegrate over time. A 

comparable example is found around 1828-29 when George Robinson recorded 

meeting Friday, Kate and Magey, three Aboriginal men from the Sydney area living 

with sealers in Van Diemen’s Land, who were salvaging copper from the Portland 

wrecked in 1823 (Plomley 1966: 578). William ‘Warroba’ Pidgeon was one of the 

sealers abandoned by the schooner Hunter on Middle Island in 1826, who met with 

and assisted Major Edmund Lockyer as an interpreter at King George Sound. 

Pidgeon subsequently drowned in Port Phillip during salvage of the William 

Salthouse (1841) wreck, so perhaps with his swimming and diving skills had also 

been involved in opportunistic salvage of Belinda during his time on Middle Island. 

Opportunistic salvage may have continued over a number of years, or decades. The 

location would have been a well-known local landmark as indicated by the 

toponymy of Belinda Beach.  

Material culture and social status 

The collection of material culture recovered from Belinda provides insight into 

voyaging aboard a colonial sealing vessel of the 1820s, with artefacts related to food 

and drink consumption, vessel fit-out and personal items and clothing. Evidence of 

ship’s cabin furnishings in the form of sliding latches and handles and a marble wash 

stand top indicate an cabin area, while blue and white ceramics, remains of a liqueur 

glass, a quill pen, and an hourglass fragment further support interpretation of this 

area being the disintegrated ship’s cabin area in the stern of the vessel, traditionally 

housing the captain and officers.  
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Figure 144. Author’s impression of Belinda the day after being blown ashore on 
Middle Island, with Lake Hillier and Flinders Peak visible in the background. 
(Ross Anderson). 

Along with the knowledge that these artefacts were mainly excavated from the 

eastern end of the wreck, and that Belinda was wrecked keel to shore in a north-

westerly gale, the spatial context of these artefacts indicate the site is oriented stern 

to east and bow to west (Figure 144), and the remaining hull timbers on site are 

therefore a section of the stern starboard side of the hull. Further evidence of this is 

the hull frame room and space measurements that gradually decrease from the west 

to the east, the gradual closer spacing of the frames indicating an increase in the 

curvature of the ship’s hull toward the stern. 

The small number of ceramic vessels, including both matching and non-matching 

blue and white willow pattern tableware, indicates that they are most likely part of a 

small personal assemblage(s), some being possibly part of Captain Coverdale’s own 

dinner service, as officers typically carried their own tableware aboard vessels. As a 

status signifier, the use of fashionable, decorated ceramics for both meal and tea-

drinking would have affirmed the owner’s aspirations to be seen as a person of 

cultivated taste and social position even while surrounded by gangs of rough 
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maritime workers, a feature also noted on Tasmanian shore whaling sites ( Lawrence 

2001: 226-227). 

In order to test the hypothesis that Belinda material had been salvaged for use by 

Middle Island-based resident sealers, blue and white ceramic sherds from Belinda 

were compared with the blue and white ceramics found on Middle Island by Dortch 

and Morse (1984), though with no positive matching result. Given the variation in 

items on Belinda this result may not be conclusive. 

Clothing fasteners recovered include some of the earlier types of wooden or bone 

single-hole buttons that would have been secured with a metal fastening pin. Along 

with examples of leather shoes that were recovered, these artefacts give an insight 

into the clothing worn by early 19th-century sailors and sealers. The variety of wood, 

bone and metal buttons is significant as one of the earliest dated collections of a 

range of fasteners used on 19th-century clothing in Australasia recovered from a 

shipwreck.  

Trade and exchange 

Belinda’s crew were planning to conduct sealing themselves, although to maximise 

any potential profits from the voyage it is likely trade goods were carried that could 

be exchanged for seal skins with sealing gangs and isolated settlements existing on 

the Southern Ocean maritime frontier in Bass Strait and Kangaroo Island. Such 

goods could have included flour, tobacco, firearms, ammunition and other provisions 

unable to be obtained by self-sustaining communities, much of which would not 

have survived in the archaeological record. 

A number of miscellaneous artefacts of unknown function (BEL111, BEL112, 

BEL227, BEL241, BEL172) appear to be recycled lumps of scrap and sheet lead 

(Figure 145, Figure 146, Figure 147), along with part of a cut lead ingot (BEL212) 

(Figure 148) . Based on theoretical considerations outlined in Chapter 3 relating to 

the significance of anomalous objects, and Chapter 6 regarding the importance of 

trade and exchange on the Southern Ocean frontier, these items are interpreted as 

possibly having been carried for the purposes of raw material for manufacturing 

ammunition and/or trade. While sheet lead was useful on board ships for patching 

and repairs, lead was also used for manufacturing shot. Lead and lead shot would 
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have been highly desirable commodities on the maritime frontier for the purposes of 

hunting game and seals. Belinda’s crew may have been manufacturing their own 

lead shot, or the scrap lead may have been carried to trade with resident sealing 

gangs for skins, or both. All of the musket balls found on Belinda were handmade in 

shot moulds with sprues and mould marks evident (see Appendix C).  

 

 

Figure 145. Folded scrap lead sheet 
BEL241 with tack holes (Ross 
Anderson/WA Museum). 

 

 

Figure 146. Folded scrap lead sheet 
BEL111 with tack holes (Ross 
Anderson/WA Museum). 

 

 

	

Figure 147 Molten scrap lead worked into a semi-circular shaped ingot BEL172 
(Ross Anderson/WA Museum) 
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Figure 148. Lead ingot BEL112 with evidence of cutting (Ross Anderson/WA 
Museum). 

The finding of musket balls and bird shot is consistent with ammunition found on the 

wreck of the Thistle (1837) at Port Fairy, Victoria—a comparable vessel for its 

engagement in early sealing and trading along the Southern Ocean frontier. Muskets 

and lead were listed among items salvaged from the wreck of the French sealing 

schooner L’Entreprise in Bass Strait (recorded in colonial reports as Surprise or 

Surprize) in 1803 (SGNSWA 12/3/1803), indicating a valuable quantity of the metal 

was carried aboard. Captain Collett Barker described his soldiers ‘casting balls’ 

when stationed at King George Sound in 1830 (Neville and Green 1992: 337), 

indicating that even the military were not supplied with manufactured ammunition at 

this time. The fact sealers relied on firearms to hunt seals and game, along with 

evidence of handmade lead shot on board and recycled scrap lead suggests the scrap 

lead was destined to be converted into shot ammunition, and accordingly had trade 

value as a raw material. 

King George III copper ‘cartwheel’ pennies (Figure 149), and a brass Chinese cash 

coin (Figure 150) recovered from Belinda are likely to have been used in small scale 

trade and exchange interactions between crew members, and reflect the diverse range 

of currency available in Australia at the time (Juhasz 2001: 15).  
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Figure 149. George III 1797 copper penny (BEL7) (Ross Anderson/WA 
Museum). 

 

Figure 150. Chinese cash coin (BEL8) (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

The King George III copper pennies minted in 1797 were part of a shipment of four 

tons of coins imported on HMS Porpoise in 1799. The arrival of the coins led 

directly to Governor King’s proclamation to regulate Australia’s currency, and as 

Australia’s first official coin occupies an important place in Australia’s numismatic 

history (Industrial Revolution pioneer 2011). The pennies were nicknamed 

‘cartwheel pennies’ due to their large size as they contained exactly an ounce of 
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almost pure (99%) copper, being intended to be used as standard weights for 

measuring goods. As both official monetary currency and a scale weight for goods 

they represent an early stage in Australia’s transition from an exchange economy to a 

cash economy. 

A single glass bead (BEL118) was possibly intended for small scale cross-cultural 

trade and exchange purposes (Figure 151).  A comparative example was found in an 

early 19th-century Chippewa native American Indian habitation site in the Saginaw 

Valley, USA (Chippewa Nature Centre n.d.) indicating a possible function as a trade 

bead. It appears to be a wound glass bead manufactured in Europe (possibly 

Amsterdam) and is of Venetian quality, with a manufacture date between 1613 when 

the factory was established, to the early 19th century (J. Craig, pers. comm., 3 April 

2014). A single glass bead found at the Taieri Island whaling station in New Zealand 

was considered to be evidence that the occupants were in contact with Maori people, 

or there were women at the site (Coutts 1976: 298). 

 

Figure 151. Wound green glass bead, scale 1cm (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

While trade beads are not commonly found on Australian historical archaeological 

sites, the British Government sent trade goods out with the First Fleet to engender a 

favourable response from local Aboriginal people, including nine casks of 

ironmongery, ten cases of beads, and eleven looking glasses (Anon., 8 December 
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1786, Admiralty Records 106/2347 cited in Stanbury 1994: 87). Ceramic and glass 

beads were widely used as trade goods throughout the Pacific and exchanged for 

many types of food, shell armbands, sandalwood, pigs, pork and flax, Europeans 

often paying for small services by Islanders with beads and tobacco (Beck 2009: 25). 

Fourteen wire-wound glass trade beads were recovered from the wreck of the 

Queensland labour trade vessel Foam (1893) wrecked on Myrmidon Reef, North 

Queensland, along with other trade goods such as ceramic armbands, clay pipes, 

axes and hatchets (ibid: 10-22, 123, 130). Given the context of Belinda’s voyage and 

the likelihood of the crew visiting remote, unexplored areas it appears likely that the 

bead was carried by a crew member for trade and exchange purposes.  
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Chapter 10 Investigation of a sealer’s cave at Boxer Island 

Introduction 

This chapter presents the results of historical and archaeological research into a 

sealer’s cave on Boxer Island, which relates to the research question ‘Does the 

historical and archaeological data contribute to our understanding of the nature and 

extent of early sealing activity in the Archipelago of the Recherche?’ 

 

Figure 152. Map of Boxer Island showing location of sealer’s cave. 
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Background 

On 9 November 1950 members of an Australian Geographic Society expedition to 

the Archipelago of the Recherche discovered a sealer’s cave with bundles of 

sealskins in situ on Boxer Island, 25 km southwest of Esperance (Bechervaise 1950) 

(Figure 153). The group’s guide and Esperance local Don MacKenzie provided some 

historical information to the team members at the time: 

We descended and Jim showed us the lower cave, all screened with a curtain of 

sea spinach, where he had found the old stretcher, the bundles of dried seal 

skins and the case of rock salt. Later Don [McKenzie] told us that he believed 

an elderly man still living in Esperance, one White, had a father who fifty or 

sixty years ago last trapped seals here. (Bechervaise 1950: 13) 

 
Figure 153. Exterior of sealer’s cave entrance, view west (Ross Anderson/WA 
Museum). 

Following Bechervaise’s account, in June 2005, a group of local amateur historians 

relocated the cave (EE 12/5/2005: 3). The group removed four sealskins that had 

been rolled up into bundles (Figure 154), and other artefacts including corroded 

metal cans and metal baking tins. All of the artefacts were handed over to the 

Esperance Bay Historical Society. The seal skins and baking tins were subsequently 

taken to the WA Museum for conservation, assessment and treatment, though the 

metal food cans remained in Esperance and were subsequently accidentally 
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discarded not realising the diagnostic value of the tin cans for dating purposes. Two 

of the skins have since been returned to Esperance and placed on exhibition 

(Anderson et al. 2013), while the Esperance Bay Historical Society donated the 

remaining two skins to the WA Museum for research purposes. 

 

 
Figure 154. Esperance Bay Historical Society members Merv Andre, Karina 
Mitchell, Danell Cameron and John Robertson recovering sealskins from Boxer 
Island cave in June 2005 (Esperance Bay Historical Society). 

On 24 April 2006, a combined University of WA and WA Museum archaeological 

team led by Dr Alistair Paterson (UWA) investigated the Boxer Island cave with the 

objectives of recording the remaining artefacts and features (Paterson and Souter 

2006). The team included Esperance Area Traditional Owner Ron ‘Doc’ Reynolds, 

staff and students from the University of Western Australia and staff from the 

Western Australian Museum’s Department of Maritime Archaeology, including the 

author. Further research undertaken for this thesis included an archaeological 

analysis of the skins and associated material culture to identify industrial and 

domestic aspects of the site, undertaking a DNA sequence analysis method to 

attempt to identify the species of the skins, and corroborating all of the available 

historical and archaeological information to date the site. 
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The cave was situated on the eastern side of Boxer Island, the cave entrance facing 

eastwards about halfway up a limestone cliff gully, camouflaged by vegetation 

(Paterson and Souter 2006: 28). The cave interior consisted of the main entrance 

chamber with a maximum roof height of 1.86m (the roof was mostly lower requiring 

stooping or crawling on knees), and a smaller, lower rear chamber ( 

Figure 155). The dirt floor had a build-up of bird droppings, feathers and remains of 

dead shearwater carcasses.  

 
Figure 155. Plan of Boxer Island cave (Paterson 2007 based on Anderson 2006, 
in Paterson and Souter 2006: 28). 
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Figure 156. Interior of sealer’s cave in 2006 showing canvas sailcloth, sealskin 
box, bed frame and wooden shelf in far right corner (Ross Anderson/WA 
Museum). 

 
Figure 157. Canvas sailcloth with copper alloy grommets and rope still attached 
(Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 
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Figure 158. Interior view of cave in June 2005 with sealskins in situ. Baking tins 
are visible on the cave floor in the background, with canvas sailcloth in 
foreground (Esperance Bay Historical Society). 

Other features in the main chamber included a wooden frame described as a 

‘stretcher’ by the 1950 expedition (Figure 156), a crumpled canvas sail or tarpaulin in 

friable condition with copper alloy grommets and rope attached (Figure 157), a pine 

box-like structure in which the bundles of processed sealskins were originally 

discovered (Figure 161, Figure 162) and a small wooden shelf built into the side of the 

cave used to store tins of preserved foodstuffs. The canvas sailcloth lying on the 

floor may have been used as a door-flap for the cave, a floor covering, or makeshift 

bed for another occupant(s).  

 

The smaller rear chamber contained the collapsed remains of a wooden pine box 

with a clump of salt (Figure 159), where it was undoubtedly stored for use as part of 

the curing process. Although Bechervaise (1950: 13) reported it to be ‘a case of rock 

salt’, it is more likely to be a congealed clump of loose solar-evaporated salt 

obtained locally from either Pink Lake at Esperance or Lake Hillier on Middle 

Island. 
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Figure 159. Congealed lump of salt with remains of pine timber box (Ross 
Anderson/WA Museum). 

Samples were obtained of the canvas sail, remnant seal hairs and salt (Paterson and 

Souter 2006: 36). A sample of salt was also obtained from the floor of the cave. 

Sealskin processing 

Seals or sea lions would have been killed, skinned and de-blubbered, most likely 

using a technique known as ‘beaming’. Beaming involved stretching the pliable fresh 

skin over a curved wooden beam, then using the flat blade of a knife to scrape the 

blubber from the skin (R. Warneke, pers. comm. 11/7/13) (Figure 160). This could 

have been done at the killing site as the requisite equipment of a wooden beam and 

knife were portable items easily carried. 

 

The skins would have then been transported uphill to the cave for further processing 

by curing. There were two main methods historically used in Australia to cure seal 

skins, depending on the availability of salt.  
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Figure 160. Beaming technique used for deblubbering sealskins on St Paul’s 
Island, Alaska in 1946 (V.B. Scheffer/ NOAA). 

John Boultbee described two variations on the salting method in 1824 where sealers 

either left ‘…an inch of blubber on the skins, which were washed, heavily salted, and 

then folded or booked into rectangular shape for packing’, or alternatively ‘…the 

skins are placed to dry, and are then salted, and are kept in salt until properly 

impregnated, when they are packed up—if there is no salt, the blubber is scraped off 

clean, and the skins are pegged out to dry in the sun till they are hard’ (Kostoglou 

1996: 56). 

 

While scraping the skins clean of blubber and pegging them out on the ground to dry 

in the sun was relatively easily accomplished, more thorough curing by salting was 

always preferable to prevent the skins fermenting and spoiling (Kostoglou 1996: 56). 

Richards (2010: 8) estimates between 10 and 15 per cent of all fur seal skins 

harvested from the Southern Ocean were wasted through spoilage, mostly as a result 

of imperfect curing. As one example of extreme waste upon arriving in London, one 

ship’s cargo of 100,000 skins was found to have completely rotted, requiring the 

entire cargo to be dug out of its hold and sold for manure (ibid). 
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The Boxer Island sealskins were originally found bundled in a wooden ‘box’ of 

unusual construction, as it does not appear to be a portable box but rather a series of 

pine boards wedged horizontally between four stanchions driven into the earth floor 

of the cave (Figure 161, Figure 162). 

 
Figure 161. In situ bundles of sealskins as found in June 2005 (Esperance Bay 
Historical Society). 

This box-like structure may in fact be a small ‘kench’ or salting bin, used in the 

process of curing skins using the kenching method that was a ‘rapid and effective 

process of salting’ (Elliot 1882: 76). When United States fisheries officer H.W. 

Elliot visited the North Alaskan seal fishery in 1872, he described the process: 

 

CURING THE RAW SKINS—The skins are taken from the field to the salt-

house, where they are laid out, after being again carefully examined, one upon 

the other, “hair to fat”, like so many sheets of paper, with the salt profusely 

spread upon the fleshy sides as they are piled up in the “kenches”, or bins. The 

salt-house is a large barn-like frame structure, so built as to afford one-third of 

its width in the center, from end to end, clear and open as a passageway; while 

on each side are rows of stanchions, with sliding planks, which are taken down 

and put up in the form of the deep bins, or boxes—“kenches” the sealers call 
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them. As the pile of skins is laid at the bottom of the empty “kench”, and salt 

thrown in the outer edges, these planks are also put in place, so that the salt 

may be kept intact until the bin is filled as high up as a man can toss the skins. 

After lying two or three weeks in this style they become “pickled”, and they 

are suited then at any time to be taken up and rolled into bundles, of two skins 

to the package, with the hairy side out, tightly corded, ready for shipment from 

the islands. (Elliot 1882: 76) 

 
Figure 162. Pine timber structure with vertical stanchions in 2006. The ‘floor’ 
of the structure is in fact one of the side walls that has collapsed inwards since 
the skins were removed in 2005 (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

The kenching method has been used in Alaska from at least the 19th century until the 

modern day (Figure 163, Figure 164). 
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Figure 163. Illustration of kenches (salt-curing bins) in a large-scale kenching 
process in a salt-house at St Paul’s Island, Alaska in 1872 (Elliot 1882: 77). 

 

Figure 164. Kenching process of salting fur seal skins in Alaska in 1946. Note 
planked up sides and stanchions of the kench (V.B. Schiffer, NOAA). 
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Figure 165. Detail of chloride crystals on exterior, hairy side of Boxer Island 
seal skin (Carmela Corvaia/WA Museum). 

Elliot’s description of the Alaskan kenches with their stanchions and built-up 

planked sides fits the description of the Boxer Island ‘box’, albeit at a smaller scale. 

It implies familiarity with the techniques at larger scales, and may well be the 

product of an experienced sealer. The Boxer Island inner box dimensions are only 

740 x 300 mm and therefore not large enough to fit a seal skin(s) laid out flat. If it 

were to have been used for kenching, the skins must have already been partially—if 

not fully—rolled up or folded over. This would have necessitated a different 

technique, and perhaps a more economical use of a limited salt supply. In 

considering the processing sequence required for the skins, the canvas sail would 

have been useful as a floor covering for laying out and salting the skins, rolling them 

up and keeping them free of dirt from the earth floor of the cave. The small size of 

the box may be an indication of the small scale of harvesting that was occurring at 

this time. 
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Figure 166. Illustration of a bundle of two fur seal skins tied with cordage for 
transport to the London market (Elliot 1882: 77). 

 
Figure 167. View of Boxer Island sealskin rolled into a bundle (Esperance Bay 
Historical Society). 

The Boxer Island sealskins have been rolled into a bundle with the hairy side 

outwards, though it appears that there is only a single skin to each bundle (Figure 

167). There was no evidence of any cordage having been used to tie the bundle 

together, though canvas sailcloth with attached rope has survived in the cave 

environment. Due to the fragility of the skins, they could not be unrolled for further 

analysis—for example to see if there were in fact two skins, if flipper holes have 

been sewn up, or other evidence of folding/ bundling techniques. Once processed, 
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fur seal skins were packaged for transport in bundles, sacks and casks. Bundles could 

contain between 2-5 skins (Elliot 1882: 77; Ling 1999: 323), sacks up to 20 skins 

and casks up to 40 skins (Ling 1999: 323). 

Food preparation 

Two metal baking tins stored nested together (Figure 168) and early sanitary-type 

metal food cans were recovered from the cave by amateur historians in 2005. Based 

on the type of manufacture of the metal cans dated to the early 20th century (Busch 

1981), the sealer’s camp, and sealskins are most likely associated with this period.  

 

 
Figure 168. Two nested metal baking tins prior conservation treatment (John 
Carpenter/WA Museum). 

Unfortunately, due to their advanced state of corrosion, and the Esperance Historical 

Society not realising their information potential due to their common appearance, the 

rusty metal food cans were discarded by the Society without being photographed. 

The baking tins were probably used for making bread or damper, and/or heating 

tinned food. These items were found in proximity to a small wooden shelf fitted into 

groove cut into the limestone wall in an alcove in the north-western part of the main 

cave chamber, indicating that this area was used to store foodstuffs and food 
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preparation equipment. There was no indication of any fireplace or hearth inside the 

cave, and fires were probably made outside the cave entrance due to lack of 

ventilation in the confined space. 

Bed 

The ‘stretcher’ reported by the 1957 expedition was also interpreted by the 2006 

team to be a ‘bed’. The bed measured 2.15m x 66.5cm and was made of a timber 

sandwich type construction with lower bedframe timbers, with a sheet of hessian 

stretched between them fixed in place by overlying top timbers nailed to the 

bedframe timbers. The timbers were recycled as indicated by traces of blue paint on 

them, and some of the timbers were of the ‘tongue and groove’ type which have been 

available in Australia since the 1850s (Figure 169). Remnants of sealskin hairs were 

found caught in nails in situ on the top edge of the timbers (Figure 170). The 

possibility was raised that this might have been used as a sealskin stretching frame, 

although this would have been unnecessary if a salt curing method was being used, 

besides the fact that if fresh skins were being stretched and sun-cured, they would 

have to be outside exposed to direct sunlight. The remnant sealskin fur caught in the 

bedframe thus indicates that skins were being used as bedding. This practice is 

consistent with sealer behaviour as crews of sea elephant hunters in the Crozet 

Islands are recorded to have lived in upturned sealing boats, making their beds out of 

long tussock grass, using sealskins as sheets and blankets to keep warm (Rousset 

2011: 116). 
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Figure 169. Detail of bed frame top timbers showing remnant paint on recycled 
tongue and groove board and hessian (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

 

 
Figure 170. Detail of remnant sealskin fastened in place with iron nail in 
bedframe (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 
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Analysis of the skins 

Following the skins’ discovery, they were taken to the Western Australian 

Museum’s Department of Materials Conservation for assessment and treatment. 

Surface chloride tests confirmed that the skins had an extremely high level of salt 

(greater than 100,000 parts per million), indicating they were likely to have been salt 

cured (Anderson et al. 2013: 119). 

In 2012 the author invited Oliver Berry from the Commonwealth Scientific and 

Research Organisation (CSIRO) to identify the species of origin of the sealskins 

using a DNA sequence analysis method. The CSIRO team employed a DNA 

barcoding approach to identify the species from which the recovered sealskins 

originated. Two skin samples (BIS4564A, BIS4565C) were positively identified as 

being from an Australian sea lion (Neophoca cinerea) (Anderson et al. 2013: 118; 

Appendix E). 

Discussion of findings 

The Boxer Island sealer’s cave has significant cultural and natural heritage values. 

As yet no other archaeological site containing in situ processed sealskins has been 

located in Australia or New Zealand. It is a rare and unique archaeological site 

associated with historical sealing on the Southern Ocean frontier, and has potential to 

reveal further information on the history, and prehistory of the Archipelago of the 

Recherche. 

 

Historical and archaeological research corroborates to date the sealer’s cave to a 

period of late 19th or early 20th-century sealing. Chloride tests undertaken during 

conservation revealed high levels of salt, confirming the skins were salt-cured. The 

skins and associated archaeological features demonstrate the process used for curing 

and transporting sealskins, which is likely to have been traditionally used by 19th-

century sealers. The size of the cave, the single bed frame and its archaeological 

assemblage are indicative of a single person occasionally visiting the island with 

supplies for short periods to conduct sealing.  

 

DNA sequence analysis has identified the sealskins as being Australian sea lion 

(Neophoca cinerea) skins. Australian sea lions were less favoured by sealers than 

New Zealand fur seals, and their presence in a late 19th or early 20th-century sealer’s 
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cave may reflect the marginal nature of the sealing resource at that time when New 

Zealand fur seals were possibly close to regional extinction (Campbell 2005; Berry 

et al. 2012). The fact the skins were abandoned may be a sign of the overall 

unsustainability and abandonment of the industry at this time. 

 

Australian sea lions are Australia’s only endemic pinniped, are one of the world’s 

rarest pinnipeds, and have showed limited recovery from sealing in comparison to 

the increasingly more abundant New Zealand fur seal. Contributing to this slow 

demographic response is the extreme population structure that characterises the 

species, with each breeding colony effectively exchanging no females (Campbell et 

al. 2008). It is unclear whether this represents a historical pattern that pre-dates 

sealing, or is a response to the low densities caused by sealing (ibid). Existing DNA 

data show that Australian sea lion breeding colonies in Western Australia retain 

highly distinct mitochondrial DNA sequences (ibid). Future analysis of historical 

Australian sea lion skins from additional locations would reveal the origins of this 

extreme population sub-division, and permit a better understanding of the reasons for 

the slow recovery of the species (Anderson et al. 2013: 121). 

 

The high quality of the DNA sequences obtained from the preserved skin samples 

indicates that sealskins are potentially an excellent resource for understanding 

historical seal population dynamics, and potentially, sealing practices, through DNA 

sequencing analysis. Future discoveries of any intact historical sealskins in 

archaeological sites, or sampling from well-provenanced museum collections would 

be valuable for further DNA analysis and research (Anderson et al. 2013: 121).  
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Chapter 11 Discussion and conclusions 
The main aim of this study is to formulate a model to explain the development of 

early, informal maritime industries and society in the Archipelago of the Recherche, 

with their associated cross-cultural engagements.	Six research questions posed in the 

first chapter shaped the directions of this thesis, and different aspects of each of these 

research questions are addressed in preceding chapters. Two overarching themes 

emerge and these are taken up in this final chapter. The first of these themes relates 

to modelling maritime society and economy on the Southern Ocean frontier, 

encompassing the vitally significant sealing and whaling industries that drove 

exploration and coastal settlement, cross-cultural contact, and contributed 

significantly to the development of the Southern Ocean and colonial exchange 

economies. The second theme to be addressed relates to colonisation processes and 

how the Southern Ocean frontier transformed over time observing two key factors: 

first, the phases of transformation and environmental resource exploitation and, 

second, the way administrative institutions were introduced to increase political, 

social and economic control.	

Modelling maritime society and economy on the Southern Ocean frontier  

Frontiers are fluid and changing, and modelling frontiers and their related socio-

cultural aspects must take into account processes relating to shifts, phases, transitions 

and transformation. Key transformative processes affecting environmental, cultural, 

economic and political boundaries on Southern Ocean frontier were maritime 

exploration, cross-cultural contact, resource over-exploitation and abandonment, the 

development of hybrid exchange economies and, ultimately, the establishment of 

Anglo-European institutions and settler society. As the setting for human activities, 

the coastal geography and ecology of the frontier influenced the scale, timing and 

nature of transformative events. 

The Southern Ocean frontier was defined by its available ‘maricultural exploitation 

area’ (Westerdahl 1992: 5), an environmental boundary encompassing the habitat, 

foraging and breeding grounds and seasonal migratory routes of pinnipeds and 

cetaceans in the Australasian and sub-Antarctic region. It is significant that all of 

Australasia’s earliest official and informal colonial settlements lay within this 
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boundary, and were linked by shipping and maritime socio-economic networks 

crucial to establishing the economic foundation for the colonies. 

As a result, the Archipelago of the Recherche contains historical, underwater and 

Aboriginal archaeological sites related to sealing and whaling along the Southern 

Ocean frontier. To interpret sites within their broader maritime landscape, this 

research has adopted a multidisciplinary approach to bring together archaeological, 

environmental and historical data. In doing so, a holistic interpretation of early 

informal maritime society, cross-cultural contact, economic activity, environmental 

change and colonisation processes has been possible. 

Sealing and whaling—expanding economic and cultural boundaries 

A reference to the French-China trader L’Entreprise that sailed from Isle de France 

(Mauritius) for New Holland in 1802 is the earliest reference to a sealing vessel yet 

found that may have predated the arrival of the American sealing brig Union in 

1803—the earliest confirmed foreign sealer on the Western Australian coast. Other 

foreign sealers—most likely Americans—would have made landfall on the Western 

Australian coast crossing the Indian Ocean en route to China via sub-Antarctic 

Islands and Port Jackson. Meanwhile, colonial sealers from Sydney and Tasmania 

were working in Kangaroo Island as early as 1806, as they expanded their reach 

westward in search of new hunting grounds following the depletion of Bass Strait 

and New Zealand seal rookeries. A reference to the colonial-built sealing schooner 

Endeavour sailing for the ‘western coast’ from Kangaroo Island in 1810, along with 

the presence of sealing gangs there, is a clue to the timing of the expansion of 

colonial ship-based sealing activity west of Bass Strait, that possibly extended to 

Western Australia’s south coast. While foreign (American, French and British) 

sealers and whalers approaching Australia from the Indian Ocean explored the coast 

of New Holland from at least 1799, the expansion of colonial sealing activities from 

New South Wales, Van Diemen’s Land and Kangaroo Island westwards across the 

Great Australian Bight appears to have occurred from around 1810, and possibly 

earlier (Figure 171). 
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Figure 171. Colonial expansion along the Southern Ocean frontier (Ross 

Anderson). 

The arrival of the first resident sealers in Western Australia likely mirrors the latter 

part of the phase of resident sealers in expanding westwards from Bass Strait to 

South Australia and Kangaroo Island in the 1820s. Cognitive and cultural factors 

such as their maritime skills and knowledge and labour contributed by Aboriginal 

men, women and children, favoured sealers’ ability to forage and live self-

sufficiently on remote maritime frontiers. Furthermore, their experience of relatively 

predictable prevailing winds and seasonal weather conditions along Australia’s 

southern coastline would have facilitated this exploration.  

Biographical research has highlighted some of the personalities involved in sealing 

and whaling in the area. Of particular note is New South Wales Aboriginal sealer, 

John ‘Warroba’ Pidgeon, who contributed significantly to the formation of amicable 

relations between the English and Minang people at the founding of the King George 

Sound colony. This was recognised by Lockyer (1826) at the time, but has not been 

adequately recognised in standard historical texts since then. The story of Fanny 

Bailey, the seven or eight year old Aboriginal girl abducted from the Cape Arid area 

by sealer Samuel Bailey, and removed from him by Lockyer to be sent to the 
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Blacktown Native School in Sydney is the earliest example of a ‘stolen generation’ 

incident known to have occurred in Western Australia. Resident sealers such as John 

‘Black Jack’ Anderson, Robert Gamble, John William Andrews, Isaac Winterbourne 

and Solomon Aspinall have contributed to the development of folklore surrounding 

early sealing and maritime society on the south coast. Sealing and whaling captain 

and shipbuilder John Thomas emerges as a more significant figure than perhaps 

hitherto understood in the development of the colonial whaling industry, and early 

settlement in the Great Australian Bight and Archipelago of the Recherche. 

There is no historical or archaeological evidence for resident sealers living in the 

Archipelago of the Recherche or on Middle Island at the time of either Belinda or 

Nereus’ arrival in 1824. The earliest confirmed references to sealers living in the 

Archipelago are the gangs abandoned by Governor Brisbane in October 1825 and 

Hunter in December 1825.  

An increase in the price of fur seal skins in London led directly to a brief revival of 

colonial sealing in the 1820s, and the earliest recorded voyages to the Archipelago 

by colonial ship-based sealing vessels Belinda, Nereus, Governor Brisbane, Hunter 

and Liberty between May 1824 and March 1826 appear to have been in response to 

this stimulus. Research into primary historical sources for Belinda has provided new 

information on the activities of Sydney merchants, Alexander Berry and Edward 

Wollstonecraft, their economic imperatives motivating Belinda’s voyage, details of 

Belinda’s crew, their rescue by Nereus and subsequent claims for compensation from 

the government by Nereus’ owner Robert Campbell Junior. Berry’s proposal to 

process sealskins into shoe leather for shoe manufacturing for the Sydney domestic 

market gives an insight into the early development of the colonial economy, and 

shows that not all Australian seal skins were shipped to London. 

Foreign whaling voyages to the New Holland whaling ground off Western Australia 

peaked in the late 1830-40s. The period between 1824 and the 1860s appears to have 

been the busiest time in the Archipelago in terms of early settlement, shipping and 

multi-seasonal harvesting activities by a combination of colonial ship-based sealers, 

resident sealers and foreign and colonial whalers. Historical accounts describe 

Tasmanian and/or South Australian colonial shore or bay whalers building 

substantial houses and infrastructure on Middle Island around the mid-1840s 
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supported by shipping records showing colonial whaling activity by Adelaide and 

Launceston-based interests in the area. Western Australian colonial shore whaling in 

the Archipelago is officially recorded as commencing around 1862 at Middle Island, 

which along with other east coast stations along at Barrier Anchorage (1871-1879) 

and Thomas Fishery (1862-1879) operated until as late as 1879. These east coast 

stations were the last operational colonial shore whaling stations in Western 

Australia, with up to 30% of their workforce consisting of Aboriginal workers 

(Gibbs 1995: 446). 

Cross-cultural contact—transforming economic, cultural and demographic 

boundaries 

This thesis argues for better recognition of the role of sealers, whalers and 

Aboriginal people in their contribution to the development of early Western 

Australian society and economy. Their maritime and hunting skills, detailed 

environmental knowledge of Western Australia’s coast and its anchorages, weather 

conditions, hinterland resources and water sources benefited colonisation processes 

by facilitating maritime and inland exploration along the Southern Ocean frontier. 

This knowledge base in turn supported the development of the colonial sealing and 

shore whaling industries, and the associated development of coastal ports and 

shipping routes that supported seasonal or permanent outlying settlements.  

The littoral zone, islands, ships and coastal hinterland were key contact zones of the 

Southern Ocean frontier where social, cultural and economic influences were able to 

permeate in both directions. Cross-cultural contact events have had long-term effects 

extending to the present day, as Aboriginal traditional life was irrevocably and 

radically transformed by the arrival of newcomers. Sealers’ and whalers’ needs for 

food, water, resources, sex, knowledge of country and labour could be met, whether 

through negotiated exchanges or by force. Bay and shore whaling activities 

transformed Noongar cultural life as they changed their seasonal hunting patterns to 

spend more time along the coast during winter months to feast on whale meat (Green 

1983: 184). Through the creation of social relationships and hybrid economies, 

Aboriginal people were able to select goods and activities to suit their own needs. 

Newcomers were in turn reliant on Indigenous hospitality, knowledge, trade and 

labour to create economic opportunities and establish settlements.  
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As colonial sealers made their way westwards across the Great Australian Bight, 

they brought a blend of newcomer and Aboriginal cultural knowledge such as 

maritime navigational skills and an ability to adapt, forage and live in a maritime 

frontier environment. By necessity, their reliance on imported consumer goods was 

minimal, other than their basic toolkit of boats and firearms, obtaining necessities 

such as flour, grog, tobacco, ammunition and provisions by bartering with passing 

ships or trading visits to settlements. Their clothing, diet and way of life integrated 

traditional Aboriginal hunting and foraging strategies, both from the land and the 

sea. Their income was seasonally based with summer activities including sealing and 

salt harvesting, while during winter months they could join shore whaling operations 

or conduct tonguing operations either as paid crew or independently. They could also 

derive income by working as pilots or crew on vessels, beachcombing to collect 

whalebone, trading salted seal meat, shearwater meat, shearwater feathers, kangaroo 

and wallaby skins and meat and wallaby and possum skin rugs. Sealers also used 

their maritime skills to engage in shipwreck salvage and illicit activities such as 

smuggling and theft. By adapting to frontier life they could comfortably live there, 

while others saw them as fringe dwellers that had regressed to the life of ‘savages’. 

Historical sources record the important role Aboriginal people played in the sealing 

and whaling industries, in the case of shore whaling down to annual seasons, names 

and shore whaling station locations, but there is very little direct archaeological 

evidence for this. This may be explained by Aboriginal sailors and shore whaling 

crews adapting to newcomer maritime culture while they were involved in the 

industry, including the use of English language, equipment and dress. Conversely, 

non-Aboriginal resident sealers in the ‘Islander’ tradition adapted to Aboriginal 

hunting and gathering techniques to sustain themselves from the natural environment 

(Clarke 1996: 59-60), with minimal requirements for imported European goods, and 

corresponding minimal archaeological signatures.  

Lizard traps in proximity to the whalers’ lookout at Barrier Anchorage are 

interpreted as possible evidence for 19th-century Aboriginal shore whalers 

maintaining their traditional knowledge and lifeways to supplement their diet with 

bush foods into the historic period. This may also help to explain the longevity of 

east coast stations being able to operate with minimal overhead costs by having a 

partly self-sufficient workforce. Aboriginal rock art sites on the mainland adjacent to 
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the Archipelago of the Recherche may reflect early contact with, and/or direct 

involvement of Aboriginal people in the whaling industry, most significantly in the 

depictions of a ship and a whale at Marbaleerup, and a possible ship depiction at 

Boyatup. The Marbaleerup motif is interpreted as a depiction of an oared whaleboat, 

supporting a relationship between the direct observations of Aboriginal people and 

historical whaling activities. Overall, it may be said that there is some fragmentary 

but consistent archaeological evidence for the different types of involvement and 

adaptation historically recorded for Aboriginal people in the sealing and whaling 

industries. 

One future avenue of research to gauge the extent of Aboriginal interaction with 

shore whaling stations is to compare Aboriginal artefact assemblages from the wider 

Esperance region with the Cape Arid area, where shore and bay whaling sites were 

concentrated. Ongoing archaeological surveys incorporating statistical analyses may 

provide broader scale landscape insights into historical-era contact activities, and any 

potential corresponding archaeological signatures. 

The Southern Ocean colonial exchange economy 

Social and economic connections between regional maritime economies must be 

considered across the wider maritime space to provide a broader picture of the 

interlinked nature of early colonial trade and exchange, and maritime society. With 

little or no available monetary currency, regional coastal exchange economies 

combined to form a wider network making up the Southern Ocean exchange 

economy, in turn part of Australia’s colonial exchange economy. 

This thesis argues that Aboriginal knowledge, trade and labour (whether paid, 

enslaved or semi-enslaved) were intrinsic to the exploitation of a variety of marine 

and coastal products exchanged in hybrid, colonial economies right across the 

Southern Ocean frontier, and represent a direct, vital and little-recognised 

contribution to Australia’s economic development.  

In describing Aboriginal involvement in early Australian sealing and whaling, Lloyd 

(2010: 31) states that ‘…significant numbers of Aborigines became involved in the 

fishery but only as workers (often semi-enslaved) within the capitalist world market, 

or as female concubines and wives of sealers’ (ibid: 31-32). By differentiating 
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largely ‘semi-enslaved’ Aboriginal labour from a more equitable partnership 

involving customary economies, Lloyd excludes Aboriginal sealing and whaling 

from being defined as a valid type of hybrid economy. While recognising there were 

variations in regional economies and examples of cultural blending that cannot be 

stereotyped, Chapter 6 provides evidence that the Southern Ocean frontier exchange 

economy was based on a more diverse range of seasonal activities and products than 

just sealskins, and—at least in the early phase—it did involve customary economies, 

thereby meeting the definition of ‘hybrid’. Some Aboriginal people made return 

voyages aboard ships and undertook seasonal whaling work on equal pay terms to 

move between customary and newcomer worlds, while Aboriginal ‘wives’ have also 

been described as ‘economic partners’ of sealers (Cameron 2011).  

Guns and ammunition were key resources on the maritime frontier. There is 

evidence of recycling of scrap lead on Belinda that is interpreted as having been 

intended for manufacturing ammunition by Belinda’s crew, bartering with resident 

sealers for the same purpose, or both.  

Transforming the Southern Ocean frontier 

Maritime exploration for marine mammal resource sites led to seasonal visitation, 

cross-cultural contact, knowledge acquisition and cultural blending that in key 

activity nodes led to informal permanent settlement. This process was the foundation 

of maritime society along the Southern Ocean frontier, linked by shipping and trade. 

As the economic importance of sealing and whaling diminished in response to 

environmental overexploitation, maritime-based society adapted and diversified to 

rely on a mixture of other marine resources like fishing and mutton-birding, and 

coastal hinterland activities such as kangaroo and wallaby hunting, bark gathering, 

timber cutting and farming. As formal colonial institutions were progressively 

introduced and established, some experienced sealers and whalers were able to 

utilise their skills to find paid maritime-based employment as pilots, lighthouse 

keepers and boatmen.  

Phases and environmental overexploitation 

Archaeological sites in the Archipelago of the Recherche reflect a range of sealing 

and whaling harvesting methods and economic phases of the industries, in turn a 

result of local overexploitation of marine mammal resources and external market 
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forces. Sealing activities in the Archipelago of the Recherche coincided with the 

post-Canton market period, and were therefore meeting London market demand, 

although there was also a colonial market for skins. The Belinda shipwreck is 

associated with colonial sealing by Sydney merchants during a revival in the fur 

trade during the 1820s and Berry and Wollestonecraft’s need to create financial 

liquidity; the Mountaineer shipwreck is associated with activities of early 19th-

century Southern Ocean frontier sealers and coastal traders; while the Boxer Island 

sealer’s cave is associated with late 19th or early 20th-century resident sealing. 

Historical and archaeological research supports the remains of stone structures at the 

Middle Island historic site being related to the expansion of bay and/or shore 

whaling and mixed resource frontier settlement by Tasmanian and/or South 

Australian whalers from around the mid-1840s. The structures do not fit Gibbs’ 

model for the layout and construction of Western Australian late season whaling 

stations, supporting an interpretation that they were most likely to have been 

constructed, occupied and possibly abandoned prior to the first Western Australian 

colonial shore whaling station lease issued for Middle Island in 1862.  

Historical research undertaken in the course of this research directed exploratory 

archaeological surveys to potential sealing and foreign bay whaling sites at Hawes 

Island, Cape Arid, Daw Island, Point Malcolm and Rossiter Bay. As a result, sites 

archaeologically surveyed for the first time include the Cape Arid western lookout 

associated with Barrier Anchorage colonial shore whaling station and Hawes Island 

lookout associated with North American bay whaling. A whalers’ lookout and 

artefacts left by the crew of the American whaler Hamilton (1840) at Hawes Island 

are evidence of American bay whaling in Western Australia. An 1840 sketch map of 

Middle Island and Cape Arid drawn by Captain Hawes of the Julian (PMB 687) is a 

unique document of its type for showing the key maritime features and whaling 

lookouts utilised by American whalers, confirming the association of the 

archaeological remains on Hawes Island.  

The maritime cultural landscape of abandoned shore whaling stations, bay whaling 

sites and whaling lookouts around Middle Island and Cape Arid speak to the area’s 

focus for activity with its natural advantages of protected anchorages, food, fresh 

water, salt and wood resources, and the hunting strategies employed by whalers. The 
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5 km wide, 30 m deep Arid Strait separating Cape Arid and Middle Island created a 

natural ‘pinch point’ along migratory whale pathways where right and humpback 

whales could be ambushed and their chances of escape limited.  

New Zealand fur seals (Arctocephalus forsteri) and Australian sea lions (Neophoca 

cinerea) are the major pinniped species found in the Archipelago today. An 

unquantified number of these animals were hunted and killed in Western Australia, 

the population in 1999 estimated to be some 10% of the stocks that existed prior to 

19th-century harvesting (Ling 1999: 326). Ling’s (1999: 338) analysis of fur seal skin 

cargoes exported from Australia, New Zealand and Sub-Antarctic Islands found that 

skins harvested from Western Australia contributed just 1% of the total of skins 

harvested between 1823 and 1949. Ling’s counts of exported skins would not have 

included all skins harvested from Western Australia due to the lack of historical 

records and gaps in shipping data. Chapter 5 presents historical research for sealing 

being conducted along Western Australia’s south coast throughout the 19th century, 

suggesting the possibility that Ling’s estimate could conservatively be doubled. 

Nevertheless adopting this figure remains negligible in overall percentage terms, and 

remains consistent with the sparse documentary evidence for sealing and shipping 

activity generally in the region. 

The Boxer Island sealer’s cave is unique in the Australasian context for its finding 

with seal skins in situ, and other archaeological evidence of seal skin processing 

techniques and domestic arrangements. DNA analysis of the skins found them to be 

Neophoca cinerea (Australian sea lion) skins, and not the more valuable fur seal 

skins usually targeted by sealers (Anderson et al. 2013). Both the historical and 

archaeological evidence correlate to provide a late 19th to early 20th-century date for 

this sealing site. The fact the skins were a less favoured type, and that they were 

abandoned in the cave may reflect the marginal nature of the industry at this time, 

and indicates the site was likely to have been abandoned for economic reasons. 

While dated as a late 19th or early 20th-century site, 19th-century sealers would have 

used traditioonal skin processing techniques, thus giving a valuable insight into 

small-scale individual and industry practices.  

Other sites reflect themes of entrepreneurship, unsustainability and abandonment in a 

remote environment. The abandoned shore whaling settlement on Middle Island and 
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seasonal shore whaling camps at Barrier Anchorage and Thomas Fishery, and a try-

pot abandoned at Thomas Fishery now at Lynburn Station are material indications of 

the collapse of seal and whale stocks and the declining profitability of the markets 

for skins and oil. However, as much of the infrastructure for seasonal shore whaling 

stations could be easily put together from local stone at no cost other than human 

labour, their abandonment would not matter once they had fulfilled their purpose, 

whether over a period of one, or a number of seasons. 

Failed attempts at agriculture and salt harvesting on Middle Island also resulted in an 

abandonment of a tool cache, sheds and tramway infrastructure.  

Administrative institutions—increasing social and economic control 

In the early phases of coastal settlement Aboriginal society was able to quickly adapt 

to the initial stages of cross-cultural contact and ways of newcomers while retaining 

customary lifeways and access to traditional lands. As imported administrative 

institutions (including government, church and economic) asserted greater control 

over lands and all aspects of society and economy, they transformed fluid cultural 

boundaries and customary land use along the frontier, with the longer-term effects of 

marginalising and disadvantaging the Aboriginal population.  

For example, Protector of Aborigines George Robinson’s official mission to Van 

Diemen’s Land and Bass Strait between 1829 and 1834 aimed to remove Tasmanian 

Aboriginal people from the Van Diemen’s Land mainland, and to remove Aboriginal 

women from Bass Strait sealers, segregate them on Flinders Island and establish 

government control. The timing of this increasing officialdom appears to have been a 

push factor for Bass Strait sealers moving westwards to Kangaroo Island and 

Western Australia, as they sought to escape increasing government control, maintain 

their Islander lifestyle and retain access to Aboriginal women. As administrative 

controls extended to control land tenure in the Bass Strait islands, Straitsmen who 

remained as permanent residents came into conflict with authorities, not having any 

capital or legal right of possession to the land on remote islands they had settled 

upon and claimed as their own (Cameron 2011: 120; Skira 1997). 

In Western Australia, British annexation and consequent settlement of coastal land at 

King George Sound (1826) and Swan River Colony (1829) dispossessed Aboriginal 
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people of their land rights in settled areas, though this footprint was relatively small 

at the time. As settlement expanded into the hinterlands and Aboriginal peoples’ 

resistance increased, both the British and colonial government administrations used 

military force where necessary to subdue resistance, supporting the process. 

Hinterland exploration (often directed by the government/ military), the 

establishment of military garrisons, land surveying and mapping were political and 

military activities aimed at defining and controlling peripheral borderland spaces and 

imposing a new colonial-capitalist land tenure regime that expanded settlement 

further into the hinterland. A significant toponymic transformation occurred in 1831 

when all of the territory known as New Holland was formally annexed by Great 

Britain. The name for the entire western third of the continent transformed from 

‘New Holland’ to ‘Western Australia’ (Carney 2013: 8).  

Upon establishing the King George Sound garrison Major Lockyer documented 

recent sealers’ crimes including the murder of a Minang man on Green Island and 

kidnapping and marooning of men, women and children. While he recognised his 

jurisdictional limits in that he was unable to act retrospectively on events preceding 

his arrival, he attempted to carry out justice according to British law by ordering the 

Amity to Middle Island to arrest the culprit(s) believed to be staying there (Lockyer 

1826: 18). Lockyer did not attempt to have had Fanny Bailey, the young Aboriginal 

girl abducted by sealer Samuel Bailey from Cape Arid, repatriated to her people. His 

decision to send her aboard the Amity to Sydney and the Blacktown Native 

Institution is another example of him exerting administrative control and the 

beginnings of establishing official processes in a ‘lawless environment’. Lockyer 

also wrote to Port Jackson officials seeking naval support that would enable him to 

establish firmer control in the New Holland maritime space, though this was not 

forthcoming at the time. 

Up to the latter part of the 19th century, the Archipelago of the Recherche was part of 

the economic frontier of both the eastern colonies and King George Sound, yet 

remained a remote place where sealers and others could live with little or no 

intervention by authorities. The lack of official controls in the area up into the 

pastoral period is reflected in the reported use of Boxer Island as a prison for 

Aboriginal people by pastoralists carrying out vigilante justice.  
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Other examples of government exerting control over the maritime space along the 

Western Australian coast were the establishment of Crown control over islands 

requiring leases to access Rottnest Island salt, and regulation of the colonial whale 

fishery through the issuing of shore whaling station leases from around 1836. In 

1843 the Government Magistrate in Albany posted a notice applying the three 

nautical mile limit to settled bays in the colony, while in 1860 the Western 

Australian government enacted legislation to prevent foreign whaling (Gibbs 1995: 

67-68). By the late 19th century formal leases were also required for salt harvesting 

on Middle Island, phosphate mining and pastoralism on islands in the Archipelago of 

the Recherche.  

Institutional and commercial factors in 1837 accelerated Western Australia’s 

economic development. The Bank of Western Australia was established, while the 

establishment of two whaling companies diversified the colonial economy from 

dependence on wool and wheat (Department of Treasury and Finance 2004: 4). The 

availability of capital, along with changes to land tenure allowing the sale and 

transfer of previously allocated lands, accelerated the expansion of agro-pastoralism 

into the hinterland with associated impacts upon traditional Aboriginal lifeways and 

access to country. While the Bank’s cautious lending policy did not result in 

immediate change and settlers continued to depend on barter (ibid), the increasing 

availability of money capital impacted on the operation of regional hybrid economies 

as it facilitated the growth of a capitalist cash and credit based economy, ultimately 

reducing dependence on individual-based transactions between colonists and 

Aboriginal people.  

Summary 

To contextualise and interpret activities in the Archipelago of the Recherche across 

the span of the 19th and early 20th centuries, this investigation has consulted, 

critiqued and analysed a wide range of historic, ethnographic, environmental, and 

archaeological data. In doing so new findings and interpretations have been made 

possible. This thesis argues for a holistic way of understanding the extent, 

significance and interlinked nature of activities along Australasia’s entire southern 

coast by introducing the concepts of Australasia’s Southern Ocean frontier, 

Australia’s colonial exchange economy and the Southern Ocean exchange economy, 

allied with the development of a new maritime-based frontier model. The model 
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incorporates a variety of factors to describe early maritime society, informal 

processes of colonisation, and mechanisms by which the fluid maritime frontier was 

transformed to become a more rigidly controlled colonial boundary.  

Sealing and whaling have often been regarded by historians and archaeologists as 

distinctly separate maritime industries. However, they are best understood as closely 

related, seasonal, mainstay industries that were part of a mix of other diverse 

seasonal activities that ebbed and flowed according to global economic cycles, local 

demand, hinterland penetration and regional resource availability. Commercially-

driven processes expanded sealing, whaling, maritime trade and shipping networks, 

linking colonial urban centres with isolated settlements and regional economies 

along the islands, littoral and hinterland spanning Australasia’s Southern Ocean 

frontier, and beyond.  

The Southern Ocean frontier model is able to explain the interlinked complexity, 

mobility and transformative nature of a range of activities where sealers and whalers 

were also entrepreneurs, traders, salt harvesters, tonguers, mutton-birders and wattle 

bark gatherers; where convict transports, merchant ships and colonial trading vessels 

became sealing and whaling ships—and vice versa—as economic priorities dictated; 

and where sealers and whalers included Aboriginal men, women and children as well 

as newcomers of diverse ethnic backgrounds. Adopting the Southern Ocean frontier 

model opens up new, multi-layered ways of investigating cross cultural and socio-

economic aspects associated with coastal and maritime archaeological sites. By 

recognising the involvement and contribution of Aboriginal people to early maritime 

societies through their participation in exchange economies, the model demonstrates 

both the significance and continuity of Aboriginal history in the maritime and 

colonial space.  

In terms of future research and heritage site management, the Southern Ocean 

frontier model may be usefully applied both locally and to other oceanic regions with 

themes of exploration, frontier studies, cross-culture contact and colonisation 

processes. Examples include researching the development of related, but widely 

separated coastal settlements, cross-cultural contact and maritime society within their 

broader context of changing social, economic and environmental processes; 

assessing the significance of sites in terms of their stage of development in a frontier 
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context, and understanding frontier processes that may still be continuing to the 

present day.  

The archaeological remains related to these activities are often slight, but are 

significant as some of the few remaining threads from a broader historical tapestry 

steeped in the cold waters of the Southern Ocean. They provide a new source of 

information on early maritime society, cross-cultural contact and the informal 

exploration and colonisation of Australasia’s Southern Ocean frontier. 
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Appendix A Historical, underwater and Aboriginal 
archaeological sites identified in the Archipelago of the 
Recherche 
	

The following table lists known and potential sites identified as being related, or 

potentially related, to sealing, whaling and other maritime activities in the course of 

this research. GPS positions are provided where known. 

Historical archaeological sites 

ID Description Latitude Longitude 

Middle Island F001 Standing stone fireplace made of 
granite slabs cemented with soft 
mud mortar 1.5 x 1.65m, height 
1.0m. Collapsed to north and west.  

-34.0927 123.19790 

Middle Island F002 Dry stone construction, low-walled 
square structure 2.75 x 3.0m, 
maximum height 35cm, door width 
1.10m. Collapsed to north, west, 
east and south.  

-34.09251 123.19784 

Middle Island F003 Stone hearth 1.0 x 1.35m. 
Collapsed to south and south-east. 

-34.09256 123.19796 

Middle Island F004 Intact stone-lined circular well. A 
loose sheet of corrugated iron 
lying over the well is held in place 
with a stone. 

-34.0926 123.19808 

Middle Island F005 Collapsed and buried stone wall/ 
features south of F001 

-34.09273 123.19786 

Middle Island F006 Large two-compartment oven/ 
forge  

-34.09251 123.19790 

Middle Island F007 Stone-lined soak well No coordinates  
Middle Island F008 Stone feature SE of F005 

Not excavated in 2006 
No coordinates  

Middle Island F009 Flagstone floor  -34.09251 123.19784 
Middle Island F010 Vertical stone arrangement 75m 

ESE of F005 
No coordinates  

Middle Island F011 Stone feature north of F001 No coordinates  
Middle Island F012 Tool cache of corroding iron 

implements 
-34.09203 123.1972 
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Middle Island F013 Gnamma hole/ dam wall and 
garden 

  

Middle Island F014 
 

Scatter of fine white porcelain rim 
sherds on granite dome near 
historic settlement 

-34.09355 123.19595 

Middle Island F015 
 

Surface finds in modern camp area   

Middle Island F016 
 

‘Fish on Fridays’ shack ruins   

Middle Island F017 
 

Belinda Beach mast   

Middle Island F018 
 

SS Penguin (1920) salvage site 34° 05.483 S  123° 12.498 E 

Middle Island F019 
 

Flinders bosun Charles Douglas 
grave site (1803), site location 
reported by Charles Trevan (see 
below-may be Williams’ grave?). 
Not confirmed grave site. 

34° 05.674  123° 11.467  

Middle Island F020 Lake Hillier tramway artefacts   
Belinda survivors 
camp (1824) 

Middle Island Not located  

Sealer Williams’ 
grave 

Reported by Andrews (1959) on 
Middle Island 

Not located  

Goose Island F001 Stone arrangement of loose granite 
rocks and flat slabs approximately 
2 x 2 m square on bare rock 
surface, three-sided and open-
ended at east end, view to east, 
possible lookout shelter. 

-34.08101 123.1837 

Goose Island F002 Dry stone rock cairn made of flat 
granite rocks slabs approximately 
1.5 m high on summit of Goose 
Island, no signs of collapse, solid 
through to centre, possible whaling 
lookout flagpole or signal station. 
Alternatively may be related to 
19th or 20th-century hydrographic 
surveying activities. 

-34.08043 123.18391 

Goose Island F003 Single ‘wall’ of loose flat slabs 
and rocks propped up to form a 
windbreak on bare rock surface, 
view to south-west, possible 
lookout shelter/ windbreak. 

-34.08022 123.18269 
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Goose Island F004 Intact dry stone whalers lookout 
with three walls and up to eight 
courses of flat granite slab rocks, 
approximately 2 x 2.5 m square, 
open-ended at east end (view 
looking east). Interior floor has 
cover of sediment and vegetation. 

-34.0801 123.18341 

Goose Island F005 Small cairn of rocks on bare rock 
surface, partially collapsed. 

-34.08101 123.18391 

Goose Island F006 Natural vertical rock surface and 
associated loose rocks, possibly 
used as lookout shelter in NW 
winds. 

-34.0809 123.18355 

Goose Island F007 Dry stone walled flat granite slab 
and loose rock arrangement with 
four sides, approx. 2 x 2 m, 
sediment and vegetation in 
interior, possible whalers lookout/ 
shelter or fireplace. 

-34.08096 123.18362 

Barrier Anchorage 
F001 
 

Low walled dry stone whalers 
lookout with two ‘C’ shape walls 

-33.97549 123.1506 

Barrier Anchorage 
F002 
 

Granite stone tryworks base -33.9740752 123.1526805 

Barrier Anchorage 
F003 
 

Ceramic fragment, chert flake, 
oyster shells, corroding ferrous 
material (possibly hoop iron) 

-33.9742016 123.1526374 

Barrier Anchorage 
F004 

Stone feature north and downslope 
of lookout, possible fireplace or 
windbreak 

-33.97512 123.15048 

Barrier Anchorage 
F005 

Stone cairn, possible navigation 
aid 

-33.97522 123.1628 

Cape Arid West 
lookout 

Dry stone walled whalers lookout 
built into protection of granite tor. 
Viewshed to sea 100°E to 0°N. 

-34.00748 123.17143 

Cape Arid East 
lookout 

Linear loose stone arrangement  -33.98764 123.21956 

Hawes Island 
lookout 

Dry stone walled whalers lookout 
and campsite used by crew of 
Julian bay whaling in 1840 

-33.98569 123.14830 

Hawes Island 
butchered bone 

Two pieces of butchered bone, 
probably provisions for Julian’s 

-33.98606 123.14892 
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crew 
Hawes Island hoop 
iron 

Corroded fragments of hoop iron -33.98629 123.14864 

Thomas Fishery  Shore whaling station with 
tryworks and domestic structures, 
modern use as a fishing and 
camping area 

-33.992429 123.221996 

Point Malcolm 
Julian carved tree 
and bay whaling 
camp 

Bay whaling campsite with carved 
melaleuca tree reported by Edward 
Eyre in 1841, used by crew of 
American whaler Julian in 1840. 

-33.792932 123.754179 

Boxer Island sealers 
cave 

Sealer’s cave with assemblage of 
sealskins, bed, timber boxes, salt, 
food tins, baking tins, canvas sail 

-34.000123 121.683257 

Alexander Bay rock 
shelter 

Natural hollow granite tor built up 
with granite rocks to form a 
shelter, since dismantled by DEC. 
Possible historic-era camp or 
shipwreck survivors shelter, or 
modern 20th century. 

Not located  

Mondrain Island 
sealers camp and 
grave 

Sealers camp and grave of sealer 
John ‘Black Jack’ Anderson, fresh 
water at southern end of island. 
Site not located/ surveyed. 

-34.134947 122.246465 

Israelite Bay  
 

Sealing and bay whaling site, 
anchorage 

-33.617963 123.886228 

Hummock Island Reported whaling lookout – not 
inspected, position approximate 

  

Duke of Orleans 
Bay 

Bay whaling site and anchorage, 
possibly named after French 
whaler Duc d’Orleans in 184? 

-33.925418 122.590422 

Rossiter Bay Anchorage used by French whaler 
Mississippi for bay whaling in 
1841, garden established on shore 
and livestock kept on small island 
in bay 

-33.97164 122.273621 

Twilight Cove Sealers camp on mainland west of 
Esperance. Site not located/ 
surveyed. 

-33.895274 121.823131 

Sandy Hook Island 
 

Sealers camp. Site not located/ 
surveyed. 

-34.036881 121.99751 

Chapman Rocks Sealers camp on mainland west of 
Esperance. Site not located/ 

Reported  
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surveyed. 
Esperance Bay 
 

Anchorage -33.868071 121.898974 

Taylor Boat 
Harbour 
 

Anchorage, marked on charts -33.903539 122.849106 

Daw Island Anchorage and probable sealing 
site 

-33.85668 124.133311 

Rabbit Island Toponymy - possible sealing camp -33.914462 121.893832 
Red Island Reported location of sealer’s cave 

with sealskins. Not located/ 
surveyed. 

-33.869795 121.349797 

Charnley Island Rabbits introduced, possible 
sealing camp 

-33.922708 121.876604 

Butty Harbour Protected anchorage in SW winds 
possibly named after NZ sealer/ 
whaler William Parr who was 
nicknamed ‘Butty’ (Sale n.d.), 
marked on charts. 

-33.872681 121.672653 

Tagon Harbour Protected anchorage in SW winds, 
marked on charts  

-33.88748 122.982934 

Woody Island Possible sealing camp site -33.963302 122.013239 
Seal Creek Small boat anchorage on east side 

of Cape Arid with offshore island, 
possible sealers’ campsite 

-33.918151 123.329626 

Thistle Cove Fresh water and anchorage, fresh 
water lake inland used for hunting 
by Mississippi crew in 1841 

-34.004078 122.201504 

Lucky Bay Fresh water and anchorage -33.995884 122.229507 
Poison Creek Protected small boat anchorage 

east side of Cape Arid in SW 
winds, possible sealer’s camp site 

-33.90449 123.352537 

Ram Island Sealers storage cache of 700 skins 
on an island near Mondrain Island 
opposite Thistle Cove and Lucky 
Bay (Lockyer 1826: 38) (possibly 
Ram Island). 

-34.030955 122.143052 

Shipwrecks and Underwater Cultural Heritage sites 
ID Description Latitude Longitude 
Belinda (1824) 159-ton wooden brig built 

Yarmouth U.K. 
-34.090042 123.210736 

Belinda boat (1824) Wooden ship’s boat 
wrecked on mainland 200 

Not located  
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miles east of Middle Island 
Tagon Bay UNID (1850?) Unidentified wooden 

wreck in inter-tidal zone. 
Inspected, position 
approximate. 

-33.86976 123.002383 

Mountaineer (1835) Wooden 35-ton sealing 
and trading cutter built 
Tasmania. Not located – 
position approximate 

-34.001321 122.20015 

Mary Ann (1872) Wooden schooner, 
previously operated as a 
whaling station supply 
vessel 

-33.885098 123.645901 

Thomas Fishery whalebone Reported not located – 
position approximate 

-33.993572 123.221912 

Cape Arid whaleboat Reported not located – 
position approximate 

-33.993787 123.165296 

 

Aboriginal archaeological sites 
ID Description Latitude Longitude 
Marbaleerup/ Mt Ridley  

Rock art site – ship and 
whale depictions 

-33.292357 122.117167 

Boyatup   
Rock art site - possible 
ship depiction 

-33.734198 123.041728 

Barrier Anchorage F003  
 

Chert flake -33.9742016 123.1526374 

Barrier Anchorage F004 
 

Lizard trap 1 -33.97493 123.15054 

Barrier Anchorage F005 
 

Lizard trap 2 -33.97578 123.15065 

Barrier Anchorage F006 Aboriginal camp and 
water soak 

-33.97338 123.16386 

Middle Island site 1 Dortch and Morse 1984 – 
position approximate 

-34.087087 123.216202 

Middle Island site 2 Dortch and Morse 1984 – 
position approximate 

-34.088191 123.216344 

Middle Island site 3 Dortch and Morse 1984 – 
position approximate 

-34.080798 123.21604 

Middle Island site 4 Dortch and Morse 1984 – 
position approximate 

-34.081746 123.215669 

Middle Island site 5 Dortch and Morse 1984 – -34.09694 123.205835 
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position approximate 
Middle Island site 6 Dortch and Morse 1984 – 

position approximate 
-34.095537 123.195537 

Middle Island gnamma 1 Granite outcrop west of 
historic site 

-34.09222 123.19667 

Middle Island gnamma 2 Granite outcrop west of 
historic site 

-34.09282 123.19633 

Middle Island gnamma 3  Granite outcrop west of 
historic site, with ceramic 
frag 

-34.09291 123.19624 

Middle Island stone axe Granite outcrop west of 
historic site 

-34.09294 -123.19609 

Middle Island gnamma 4 Granite outcrop west of 
historic site 

-34.09278 123.19742 
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Appendix B Timeline of human activities on Middle Island 
	

Date Activity Reference 
>11,000-
9,000BP 

Aboriginal use of Middle Island before it 
was separated from the mainland by rising 
sea levels  

Dortch and Morse 
1984 

1627 Captain Francois Thijssen in Dutch East 
India Company ship Gulden Zeepard 
discovers southern coastline of Australia 
charting offshore islands in the Archipelago 
of the Recherche and Nuyts Archipelago 

Pearson 2005: 36 

 Dec 1792 French explorer Bruni D’Entrecasteaux in 
ships La Recherche, L’Esperance and 
Casuarina discovers and names Isle de 
Milieu (Middle Island), Archipelago of the 
Recherche and Esperance Bay 

Marchant 1988 

Jan 1802 British explorer Captain Matthew Flinders 
anchors HMS Investigator off Flinders Peak 
and lands on Middle Island 

McIlroy 1987: 18; 
Pearson 2005: 86 

May 1803 Flinders revisits Middle Island during 
circumnavigation of Australia, obtains 
firewood, geese and boils down seal oil, 
loses two anchors in Goose Island Bay, 
buries boatswain Charles Douglas and 
possibly William Hillier on Middle Island. 
Places a commemorative plaque to Douglas. 

Flinders 1814; McIlroy 
1987: 18; Pearson 
2005: 88 

1810-1824 ‘The Dark Ages’ - possible early phase of 
colonial sealing period in Archipelago of 
the Recherche with exploration and arrival 
of sealers from Port Jackson and Van 
Diemen’s Land, including Aboriginal men, 
women and children from New South 
Wales, New Holland (South Australia) and 
Van Diemen’s Land 

SGNSWA 7/4/1810: 1; 
WA 24/8/1929; Dortch 
and Morse 1984: 39 

24 July 
1824 

Belinda wrecked on Middle Island on 
sealing voyage from Port Jackson (Sydney), 
all 26 crew survive 

SGNSWA 17/3/1825: 
2; Bateson 1972: 66 

24 Jul-8 
Dec 1824 

Belinda survivors’ camp – crew attempt to 
sail to Sydney in two boats, but lose one 
boat and all return to Middle Island where 
they camp for 4-5 months 

SGNSWA 17/3/1825: 2 

8 Dec 1824 Nereus sealing in Archipelago of the SGNSWA 17/3/1825: 
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Recherche, rescues Belinda survivors from 
Middle Island 

2; Bateson 1972: 66; 
CSO Reel 6063 
4/1785: 156 

Late 1824-
early 1825 

Liberty arrives in Sydney with Belinda 
anchors, ironwork and copper, as well as 
1500 fur seal skins and 2 tons of salt, 
probably collected from Middle Island/ 
Archipelago of the Recherche 

SGNSWA 22/3/1826: 2 

Ca. Oct 
1825 

Sealing gang from Governor Brisbane 
dropped off at Middle Island 

D’Urville cited in 
Rosenman 1987: 31-
34; HTG 1/10/1825: 2; 
Lockyer 1826 

Dec 1825 Sealing gang from Hunter dropped off at 
Middle Island 

Nicholson 1983: 104; 
Lockyer 1826 

July 1825 – 
Dec 1826 

John Sigsworth, sealer living at Middle 
Island. Also probably John Randall, James 
Kirby, George McGinnis, James Everett, 
James Leaderhall, John Smidmore, ‘black 
boy Harry’ and Aboriginal women Mooney, 
Dinah and Sally 

Lockyer 1826: 22, 37, 
38 

Mar 1826  7-8 year old Aboriginal girl Fanny Bailey 
taken from mainland opposite Middle 
Island by sealer Samuel Bailey, and taken to 
Middle Island. In December 1826 
Lockyer’s crew find her marooned on 
Eclipse Island, with other Aboriginal men 
and a woman from King George Sound area 

Lockyer 1826: 18 

Jan 1827 Amity ordered to stop at Middle Island to 
arrest sealers 

Lockyer 1826 

1833 Captain Hart in colonial barque Elizabeth 
collects 20 tons of salt from Middle Island 

Cumpston 1970: 304 

Jan 1834 Henty’s Thistle left two sealing gangs 
‘some distance to the eastward of King 
George’s Sound, to collect seal-skins, 
which abound in that quarter’. 

PGWAJ 1/2/1834: 226 

6 Apr 1835 Mountaineer (1835) survivors land on 
Middle Island and find John Anderson’s 
(alias Black Jack Anderson) sealing gang 
consisting of an Englishman named Isaac, 
James Manning, a man named Frank, one 
named White, a boy named James, and 
three Aboriginal women.  

Declaration of James 
Newell of Albany, 
Albany Courthouse 
Records, Plaints,13 
August 1835. SROWA 
WAS 1686, CONS 
348, Item 1. 
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March 1836 Anderson still living on Middle Island with 
at least one woman. Anderson salvaged 
anchor and cable from Mountaineer (1835) 
wrecked at Thistle Cove. 

Declaration of John 
William Andrews, 
Examination of John 
Anderson, Albany 
Courthouse Records, 
Plaints, 18 March 
1836. SROWA WAS 
1686, CONS 348, Item 
2. 

7 June to 30 
Sep 1840 

American whaleships Hamilton and Julian 
bay whaling in Goose Island Bay, plant 
garden and obtain firewood from Middle 
Island, and mutton birds from Goose Island 

Hamilton log PMB 
687 

Ca. 1841-
July 1842 

American whaling barque Pindus whaling 
on south coast, and ‘it is possible that the 
crew set up a shore base near Middle 
Island’ 

Dickson 2007: 179 

Ca.1836 -
1840-42 

Robert Gamble, Eliza, John Hughes 
Morgan and wife, and other sealers living 
on Middle Island 

Lopresti, T. pers. 
comm., 22/7/2008 

21-23 Feb 
1842 

Cutter Alpha arrived Port Adelaide from 
Middle Island with 30 tons salt 

Sexton 1990: 96 

Dec 1843 Cutter Alpha, 37 tons, master Martin, J. 
Raven agent, sails from Launceston to 
Middle Island in ballast, via Kangaroo 
Island. Returns to Launceston via Adelaide 
with 20 tons salt 

CC 23/12/1843: 2; SA 
1/3/1844: 2 

Mar 1844 Alpha sails from Adelaide to Launceston 
with 20 tons of Middle Island salt (part of 
original cargo) 

SA 1/3/1844: 2 

1844 Solomon Aspinall and two seamen from 
Emma Sherratt go to Middle Island in 
Solomon Aspinall’s boat ‘to procure salt’  

SROWA Cons 348 
WAS 1648 Plaints-
Albany Courthouse 
cited in Dickson 2007: 
271 

Sept 1844 Patriot (Capt. Hudspeth) whaling off Cape 
Arid and Two Peoples Bay 

Dickson 2007: 277 

Mar-July 
1845 

Vulcan (Capt. John William Andrews) 
arrives in Port Adelaide with 25 tons of 
Middle Island salt on 28 March 1845, sails 
for Middle Island in ballast, wrecked 
Flinders Island, South Australia 22 April 
1845 

SAR 1/4/1845: 2; AO 
5/12/1845: 5; AO 
12/4/1845: 5; Sexton 
1990: 111 
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Ca. July 
1845 

Report of a ‘newly formed’ whaling station 
established on Middle Island, probably by 
Tasmanian bay/ shore whalers (see entry 
below) 

CC 23/7/1845: 14a, b; 
LA 17/7/1845: 14 

June-July 
1845 

Hobart-based colonial whalers Harriet 
Nathan (126-ton barque, Capt. Gardiner), 
Patriot (189-ton brig, Capt. Hudspeth) and 
Francis (217-ton ship, Capt. M. Connor) 
anchored bay whaling at Middle Island and 
western side of Cape Arid  

Dickson 2007: 286-
287, 293 

August 
1845 

John William Andrews departs Adelaide in 
newly acquired vessel (not named) to return 
to Flinders Island to pick up remainder of 
Vulcan crew and proceed to Middle Island 

Arnott n.d.; CSO 
1845/1268 

Apr 1846 Thetis arrives in Fremantle with 16 tons of 
salt from Middle Island 

Inq 15/4/1846: 2 

Mar 1847 Alpha (Master Dowsett) from Adelaide to 
Middle Island in ballast 

SA 18/5/1847: 2 

June-Sept 
1847 

Hobart whaling brig Patriot (Capt. J. 
Hudspeth) bay whaling off Cape Arid.  

Dickson 2007: 
316,334;  

June-July 
1848 

Hobart whaling brig Patriot (Capt. J. 
Hudspeth) bay whaling off Cape Arid. 
Three men deserted, or were put ashore, at 
Cape Arid. Two men died of starvation near 
Doubtful Island Bay attempting to walk to 
Cheynes Beach whaling station 

Dickson 2007: 
316,334;  
HTC 22/7/1848: 2;  
CT 21/7/1848: 3 

1848 Reference to Middle Island being a base for 
‘lawless desperados, composed of runaway 
convicts, sealers, etc’. 

Inq 5/1/1848 
 

15 Oct 1848 92-ton schooner Eagle, Paterson, departs 
Port Adelaide for Middle Island in ballast 

Sexton 1990: 138; SA 
17/10/1848: 2 

April 1850 Wreck of sealing boat with cargo of seal 
skins and seal oil on beach on mainland 
abreast Middle Island. Two men drowned, 
three survivors walked to Cheyne’s Beach.  

Inq 17/4/1850: 3 

Mar 1851 Schooner Grace collects a cargo of 
sealskins, seal oil and salt from Middle 
Island  

Inq 9/4/1851: 1 

7 Dec 1855 Henry and Mary, Master Goss sailed from 
King George Sound to Middle Island on a 
sealing voyage 

ICN 19/12/1855: 2 

12 Mar 
1856 

Henry and Mary, Master Goss arrives in 
King George Sound from Middle Island 

ICN 19/3/1856: 2 
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with a cargo of sealskins, oil and salt 
1855-1859 William Whitecar crewman on board 

American whaler Pacific describes ‘small 
craft’ sealing in the Archipelago of the 
Recherche 

Whitecar 1864: 129 

1858 Solomon Aspinall sailed from King George 
Sound to Middle Island and Eastern Group 
looking for seals in a whaleboat with two 
other men 

SAR 29/7/1856: 2 

1862 Lease for shore whaling station taken out on 
Middle Island by John Thomas, manager of 
Cheyne Beach whaling station with ten 
men, though apparently was operating late 
season at Cape Arid.  

McIlroy (1986) and 
Gibbs (1994: 86) citing 
Government Gazette 
29/7/1862, Gibbs 
(1995: 450) 

1863 Tillage lease No. 2690 of 400 acres on 
Middle Island granted to Mr. G.M. Larnach. 
However, this was forfeited in 1864 for 
non-payment of rent.  

SROWA WAS 
1887/3694 

9 May 1866 A prospecting party sailed from Adelaide to 
Middle Island in the schooner Adelaide 

OMA 10/5/1866: 2 

8 June 1866 Schooner Adelaide arrived in Adelaide from 
Middle Island ‘and the coast’ 

AE 8/6/1866: 2 

1879 Last known season of colonial shore based 
whaling in Middle Island/ Cape Arid area 

Gibbs 1995 

20 Sep- 
25 Oct 1886 

American whaler John D. Winthrop bay 
whaling at Cape Arid in ‘John D. Winthrop 
Harbour’ (Barrier Anchorage). On 30 
September the crew went ashore and 
reported finding a wreck of a whaleboat 
they supposed to be from the Hobart whaler 
Emily Downing. In August 1882 the Emily 
Downing lost a whaleboat with five men at 
night while fastened to a whale. 

Dickson 2007: 593-94, 
613-618; PMB 611 

1889-1890 T.C. Andrews collecting salt, two boys 
living in a prefabricated jarrah hut nearby 
the existing stone well, oven and fireplace 
for eight months. Constructed a fireplace 
with lime mortar and dug a well near their 
hut which became salty. Visited by a 
sealing gang of five men from Albany one 
of whom was injured as a result of seal 
bites. Boys located and cleaned a grave site. 

Andrews 1948, 1959 

1890 Special one year lease (82/550) granted to SROWA WAS 
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E. Andrews for salt collection Middle 
Island 

1903/3124 

Ca. 1890 Two boys left on Middle Island sealing 
were met by Captain Douglas and Mr C.G. 
Miller aboard Miller’s yacht Saide 

Argus 11/10/1894: 5 

1892 Proclamation of closed season for sealing 
between November-March under the Game 
Act 1892 

Government Gazette 
9/6/1892 cited in 
McIlroy 1979: 18 

1900 J.W. Innes holds pastoral lease (209/93) on 
Middle Island 

SROWA WAS 
1903/3124 

1900(?) T.C Andrews stated ‘a number of years’ 
after 1889 that two young men lived on 
Middle Island growing vegetables for the 
Kalgoorlie and goldfields market for an 
Adelaide based employer. Possibly related 
to J.W. Innes pastoral lease held in 1900. 

Andrews 1959: 91 

Dec 1900 Schooner Eclipse stranded at Middle Island, 
cargo discharged onto beach totally 
damaged, vessel later refloated. 

SROWA WAS 430 
1900/5237 

1903-1905 E.J. McCarthy obtains salt works lease for 
10 years. McCarthy states he has had ‘men’ 
working on the lake since the lease was 
granted, though it appears there was only a 
man named McKay working on ‘piece 
work’ and a woman living on Middle Island 
for two years 1903-05. 

SROWA WAS 
1903/3124 

Sep 1913 E.J. McCarthy lease expires 30/9/13 though 
government surveyor records plant and 
equipment remaining on Middle Island, and 
notes that ‘McCarthy has not worked the 
salt deposits for some time’. Lease 
cancelled on 23/9/1914 . 

SROWA WAS 
1903/3124 

1915 Ten year lease for Middle Island salt lake 
granted to Mr Charker from 21/1/1915.  

SROWA WAS 
1903/3124 

27 June 
1920 

Government vessel SS Penguin wrecked at 
Middle Island while undertaking trawl 
fishery experiments in the Great Australian 
Bight 

SROWA 1920/4629 

23 July-22 
Aug 1920 

SS Penguin government salvage camp on 
Middle Island 

SROWA 1921/20 

July?-Dec 
1920 

Mr McKay and two other men who were 
camped on Middle Island left the island, 
with no one on island to supervise Penguin 

Chief Inspector of 
Fisheries to Acting 
Under Secretary 
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wreck Aborigines and 
Fisheries Department 
22/12/1920, SROWA 
1920/32 

20 July 
1921 

Wreck of SS Penguin sold to C.A. Lloyd, 
Wellington St, Perth for £20. Salvage rights 
later obtained by Messrs Richards and 
MacKenzie 

SROWA 1920/32; 
Green Souter and 
Baker 2001: 5 

Oct 1921-
Jan 1922 

At least two men salvaging Penguin wreck 
for three to four months, based on Middle 
Island. The men ran out of provisions, were 
picked up in January 1922, and the salvaged 
material recovered shortly afterwards. 

Green Souter and 
Baker 2001: 5  

1921  Mr A. Scott unsuccessfully seeks 
government support for a major 
development to exploit resources in the 
Archipelago of the Recherche based on 
Middle Island, with fishing, sealing, 
farming, whaling, fertiliser works, salt 
works, ice plant, digester, smoke house, 
salvage of SS Penguin 

SROWA 1921/0122 

1928 Scott and Carr again unsuccessfully seek 
government support for major Middle 
Island development and immigration 
resettlement scheme 

SROWA 1928/5075 

1935 Pastoral lease held by Mr N.G.A. Ihlen of 
East Fremantle 

 

1943 British Phosphate Commission and WA 
Department of Mines investigating 
Abrolhos Islands and Archipelago of the 
Recherche for phosphates 

Under Secretary for 
Mines to Under 
Secretary of Lands, 
3/2/1943, SROWA 
1921/0122 

1947 Archipelago of the Recherche gazetted as 
Flora and Fauna Reserve 22796 

SROWA 1921/0122 

ca.1950s  ‘Victoria’ Park’ fishing shack constructed   
1973 Investigator’s anchors discovered by South 

Australian Underwater Explorers Club and 
recovered for museum displays 

 

1990s Amateur historian, commercial diver and 
fossicker Clive Trevan living on Middle 
Island, recorded to have disturbed sites and 
removed historic artefacts including 
Flinders/ Charles Douglas memorial plaque 

MA Esperance Area 
file 
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1996 Amateur metal detecting expedition to 
Middle Island historic site 

WA 6/4/1995, Big 
Weekend: 5 
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Appendix C Belinda (1824) artefacts functional analysis 
Note: Dimensions, weights and spatial information for artefacts are recorded on the 
Department of Maritime Archaeology’s artefact database. 

Armament 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL28 1 Musket ball. 
BEL110 1 Musket ball or pistol shot with semi-circular mould marks 

and sprue, eroded 
BEL119 4 Musket balls with semi-circular mould marks and sprue. 
BEL146 1 Bag of bird shot 
BEL155 1 Cannon ball. 
BEL162 1 Musket ball with semi-circular mould marks and sprue. 
BEL171 1 Musket ball with semi-circular mould marks and sprue. 
BEL181 2 Musket balls with semi-circular mould marks and sprues. 
BEL185 1 Musket ball with semi-circular mould marks and sprue. 
BEL228 1 Pistol ball 
BEL244 1 Musket ball, eroded 
BEL254 27 Musket balls with semi-circular mould marks and sprue. 
BEL270 3 Musket balls with semi-circular mould marks and sprues. 
BEL332 1 Pistol shot 
BEL3554 1 Musket ball, eroded 
BEL3565 4 Musket balls/ pistol shot with semi-circular mould marks and 

sprues. 1 x squashed on two sides with a sprue. 
 

A cannonball found on the site confirms that Belinda carried cannon (Henderson 

1995) though no guns were found, indicating they were salvaged. As Liberty is not 

specifically recorded as having salvaged the guns there may have been other salvage 

events by other vessels. It is possible that Nereus was involved in removing high 

value portable items from Belinda including the guns with the assent of Captain 

Coverdale, though this is not mentioned in historical records.  

Sealers used firearms for hunting game, self-defence and sealing. Sealer John 

Boultbee described how in the Bass Strait Islands during the 1820s ‘sometimes we 

had to shoot them when we could not get near enough to club them’ (Kostoglou 

1996: 54, 57). William Nairne Clark described sealers on the south coast of Western 

Australia using firearms in the 1840s:  
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In these boats the hardy sealer approaches the rocks where the seal repose, and 

often during a heavy swell. The headsman prepares himself, and standing on 

the bow of the boat, jumps on the rock armed either with a club or a gun…if 

they take the alarm, and prepare to escape to the sea, he and an assistant shoot 

them with their rifles or double barrelled guns (PGWAJ 3/9/1842: 3). 

Andrews (1948: 98) also described how when steep topography or slippery rocks 

made the use of clubs impracticable, ‘the Winchesters were brought into play’, and 

mentions a fatal accident where a sealer was killed by a bullet that had passed 

through a seal and ricocheted of rocks, striking him in the head. 

As ship and boat-based sealers may be left in gangs ashore for lengthy periods, foods 

gathered by hunting and foraging were an important part of their diet (Figure 174). 

Shore parties hunted fresh game such as kangaroos, wallabies, geese, ducks and 

shearwaters (‘muttonbirds’) to supplement their diet, which was otherwise 

predominantly salted provisions. Individual musket and pistol shot would have been 

used for hunting game such as seals, kangaroos and wallabies, while bird shot would 

have been used for fast-moving flying targets such as ducks and geese. Ammunition 

could also be traded with resident sealing gangs for skins. Ammunition carried on 

board Belinda included musket shot (Figure 172), pistol shot and bird shot (Figure 

173). 

 

 

Figure 172. Musket shot  

(Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

 

 

Figure 173. Bird shot  

(Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

There were 48 musket balls measuring between 28.8 and 34.8mm diameter and 

weighing between 21 and 37 grams. Two musket balls were ‘squashed’, presumably 

during their manufacture accounting for the lower end of the weights. Two pistol 
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balls measured 15mm in diameter and 20.9 grams, while an amount of bird shot with 

a total of 232.7 grams and individual weight of 0.2 grams was calculated to be 

equivalent to 1163 individual shot balls. The majority of shot by weight was musket 

balls (Figure 175, Figure 176). If taken to be a representative sample this result could 

indicate the primary use of firearms was for hunting seals and larger game such as 

kangaroos.  

The musket and pistol shot were handmade in individual shot moulds, with mould 

marks and sprues evident, while the bird shot appeared to have been commercially 

manufactured. 

The cannonball was described as being for a four-pounder cannon (Henderson 

1995a), though this artefact could not be relocated for photography following 

conservation treatment. 

 

Figure 174. Detail from illustration of a sealers’ camp at Byers Island in the 
Southern Ocean in the 1820s. Material culture includes flintlock musket, sheath 
knives, spears (or ‘steels’), and whale vertebrae table or chopping block 
(Fanning 1833). 
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Figure 175. Scatterplot of shot weight (X) by diameter (Y). 

 

Figure 176. Graph comparing shot type by total weight, n=1213. 

Ballast 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL76 2 Stones, basalt. 
BEL184 1 Stone, rounded cobble, probably ballast stone. 
BEL230 1 Stone, flint 
BEL134 2 Stones, flint fragments 
BEL192 2 Stones, flint fragments, hammer percussion marks visible on 

one 
BEL273 2 Stones, flint fragments 
BEL5133 2 Stones, flint 
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Stone artefacts (BEL192) identified as pieces of English flint were ‘almost certainly 

produced by an 18th-19th century flint mason using a steel hammer’ and not ballast 

paleoliths such as found in Port Lincoln, South Australia, where grain ships dumped 

flint ballast before taking on cargo (C. Dortch n.d., Belinda research notes). Other 

ballast stone types include basalt and a rounded cobble. An unknown amount of 

ballast and coal was removed from the site during the excavation, with much delicate 

material observed to be caught and preserved amongst the ballast (Henderson 2013, 

pers. comm.). One artefact BEL5133 had some features resembling an Aboriginal 

artefact, but has been identified as a naturally fractured English flint nodule (V. 

Winton, pers. comm., February 2016). 

 

Figure 177. Flint nodule BEL5133 (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

Three large iron blocks recorded in situ just northeast of the main concentration of 
timbers (Henderson 1995a) may be kentledge—pig iron ingots used for ballast. 

Bone 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL11 1 Faunal bone.fragment  
BEL164 1 Faunal bone. 
BEL195 3 Faunal bone.fragments. 
BEL206 1 Faunal bone. 
BEL217 1 1 x faunal bone, possibly thigh bone from a bird, butchered. 
BEL218 1 Seed pod 
BEL260a 1 Faunal bone. 
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BEL281A 1 Faunal bone. 
BEL326 1 Faunal bone. 
BEL5126 1 Faunal bone. 
BEL5127 1 Faunal bone. 
BEL5128 5 Faunal bone, small fragments, some with iron staining 
BEL5129 1 Faunal bone with joint, butchered 
BEL5130 2 2 x faunal bones 
BEL5131 1 Faunal bone. 
BEL5132 10 10 x faunal bones. 

1. 4 x larger bones with evidence of butchering 
2. 6 x small bone fragments 

BEL5133 1 Faunal bone, small fragment with evidence of butchering/ 
cutting. 

BEL5134 1 Faunal bone fragment, with iron staining 
BEL5135 1 Faunal bone, appears charred or degraded 
BEL5136 9  Faunal bone fragments, 2 with evidence of butchering/ 

cutting 
BEL5137 4 Faunal bones, 2 bones with evidence of butchering/ cutting 
BEL5138 5 Faunal bone. fragments 
 

 

Figure 178. Butchered faunal bone BEL5129 (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 
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Figure 179. Faunal bones and fragments, with evidence of butchering 
(BEL5132) (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

Butchered bones are evidence of salted provisions being carried on board (Figure 178, 

Figure 179). Early on in their operations of their Shoalhaven farm, Berry and 

Wollstonecraft were supplying salted beef to the government, and also supplied all 

of their own needs from their Shoalhaven farm (SMH 22/2/1859: 2). These 

provisions carried on Belinda may thus be the product of Berry and 

Wollestonecraft’s Shoalhaven farm. The faunal bone appears to be beef or sheep. 

Cargo 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL30 1 Tree branch section: dunnage or firewood? 
BEL66 1 Timber branch: dunnage or firewood? 
 

Two small timber branches with signs of chopping (BEL66, BEL30) may have been 

used as dunnage for stowing and stabilising cargo in the hold. Alternatively they 

may have been carried for firewood. 
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Figure 180. Chopped timber possibly used for dunnage or firewood (Ross 
Anderson/WA Museum). 

Coins 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL1 1 Unidentified/ concreted 
BEL2 1 Unidentified/ concreted 
BEL3 1 Unidentified/ concreted 
BEL4 1 George III one penny ‘Cartwheel penny’, 1797, Soho mint, 

copper 
BEL5 1 George III one penny ‘Cartwheel penny’, 1797, Soho mint, 

copper 
BEL6 1 George III one penny ‘Cartwheel penny’, 1797, Soho mint, 

copper 
BEL7 1 George III one penny ‘Cartwheel penny’, 1797, Soho mint, 

copper 
BEL 8 1 Chinese cash coin, Q’ing Dynasty (1644-1911), brass 
BEL9 1 Unidentified/ concreted 
BEL10 1 Unidentified/ concreted 
BEL11 1 Unidentified/ concreted 
BEL12 1 Unidentified/ concreted 
BEL13 1 Unidentified/ concreted 
BEL14 1 Unidentified/ concreted 
 

Fourteen coins recovered from Belinda included four copper George III ‘Cartwheel’ 

pennies dating from 1797 (BEL4, BEL5, BEL6, BEL7) and a copper Chinese cash 

coin (BEL8). 

Nine coins (BEL75, BEL109, BEL129, BEL233, BEL329b-f) are heavily concreted 

and unable to be identified, although the size of some of them suggest they are likely 
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to also be George III copper pennies. The pennies feature a wreathed bust of King 

George III on the obverse side with lettering ‘GEORGE III D.G. REX’ around the 

rim, while on the reverse appeared a seated figure of Britannia holding an olive 

branch, trident and shield and the lettering ‘BRITTANIA 1797’ around the rim. The 

date indicates the coins are a second issue from the Soho Mint. 

The George III copper pennies were one of the first coins to be mass-produced using 

industrial pioneer Matthew Boulton’s steam minting press in Soho, London, 

enabling greater amounts of currency to be produced. Both Britain and its colonial 

population in New South Wales were suffering from currency shortages, the latter 

relying on a ‘chaotic’ system involving the barter of goods and rum (Juhasz 2001: 

14). When the Imperial Government finally acceded to various Governors’ requests 

for more currency to be sent to Australia, nearly four tons of Boulton’s copper 

pennies were sent out aboard the Porpoise in 1799 (ibid). Their size and relative 

inconvenience gave them their nickname of ‘cartwheel pennies’ (The 1797 

Cartwheel penny 2008)  

The successful arrival of the Porpoise’s shipment prompted Governor King to issue 

a proclamation to regulate the value of coinage, roughly doubling the value of coins 

in an attempt to stop the currency leaving the country in the hands of foreign traders 

(Juhasz 2001: 15). The pennies contained exactly an ounce of almost pure copper for 

longevity, as they were intended to be used as standard weights for measuring goods. 

The coins directly led to Governor King’s proclamation to regulate Australia’s 

currency, and as Australia’s first official coin occupies an important place in 

Australia’s numismatic history (Industrial Revolution pioneer 2011).  

The Chinese cash coin (BEL8) is badly corroded. However, it is most likely to have 

been minted between 1644 and 1824 during the Q’ing Dynasty (1644–1911). It is 

representative of the various types of international currency that were in circulation 

in early Australia (Juhasz 2001: 15).  

 

Consumption–beverage 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL157 1 Base and body fragment of jug or jar, willow pattern 
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transferware, probably ‘Two Temples’ design  
BEL160 1 Broken pewter ring, convex shape, base for tableware e.g. jug 

or candlestick? 
BEL165 1 Cup/bowl sherd, willow pattern—similar to BEL215 
BEL193 3 2 x conjoining glazed white sherds possible cup base, 1 x 

glazed white sherd with rim edge 
BEL194 11 Clear glass stemware fragments, possibly liqueur glass 
BEL200 1 Small probable stemware glass body and rim fragment 
BEL215 6 Cup sherds, Willow Pattern (5 glued together), all conjoining 

fragments. Similar to sherd BEL165. 
BEL250 1 Cup sherd, Willow Pattern. Similar to BEL215 
BEL259 1 Clear glass rim and body fragment of stemware e.g. wine 

glass 
BEL274 2 Fragments of cup handle, triangular shape, blue and white 

transferware floral decoration 
BEL275 1 Cup sherd, blue and white willow pattern, rim and body 

fragment 
BEL285 1 Small clear glass stemware e.g. wine glass body and rim 

fragment 
BEL333 1 Cup handle, white porcelain 
BEL328 1 Teaspoon bowl fragment, handle missing, pewter 
 

A minimum number of vessels (MNV) count found a blue and white ‘Two Temples’ 

Willow Pattern decorated serving jug (BEL157-008, at least two tea cups with 

handles (BEL215, BEL333) one cup having a blue and white Willow Pattern design 

with ‘butterfly, trellis and Greek key’ inner rim decoration, a liqueur glass (BEL194, 

BEL200) and a wine glass (BEL259, BEL285). A pewter footring is possibly from a 

serving jug or candlestick. 

The small MNV count of matching decorative blue and white ware including a 

serving jug, teacups and glass stemware are indicators of a small suite of objects 

used for the service and consumption of drink. The objects may be interpreted as 

having a social and cultural meaning beyond their utilitarian purpose, as being 

material means by which to confirm the higher social status of the user/ consumers. 

Consumption–food 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL9 1 Sherd, white china 
BEL86 1 Sherd, plate or dish, blue floral transfer ware, same pattern as 
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bowl BEL274 
BEL130 1 Broken handle of pewter brass based metal spoon 
BEL135 5 Bowl section, Willow Pattern + sherds, 2 white 
BEL148 1 Intact pewter spoon 
BEL157 7 7 x blue and white ceramic sherds 

1. 1 x glazed unmarked body sherd 
2. Body and base sherd of serving dish, ovoid with footrim, 
Willow Pattern ‘Two Temples’ design 
3. Small sherd of base with footrim, unmarked 
4. Small sherd of base and body with footrim, blue and white 
transfer decoration on body probably Willow Pattern 
5. Small sherd, blue and white transfer decoration 
6. Base sherd of plate with footrim, blue and white 
decoration, same pattern as bowl BEL274 

BEL216 2 2 x blue and white transfer fragments from two seperate 
dishes, matching set with same decoration, scalloped rim 
with blue striated edge decoration 

BEL258 1 Rim sherd, blue and white transfer pattern 
BEL274 7 7 x fragments of blue and white transfer printed shallow dish 

or bowl, blue and white transferware floral design on rim and 
centre, foot rim on base. 

BEL3551 4 1. 3 x glazed white porcelain sherds  
2. 1 x black glazed earthenware sherd  

 

A large intact pewter spoon (BEL148), a broken copper alloy spoon handle 

(BEL130) and bowl of a small teaspoon (BEL328) represent a sample of tableware/ 

cutlery used on board. A pewter ring (BEL160) is possibly either a broken base from 

a small serving jug or candlestick. 

Blue and white transfer printed wares were highly popular with the middle classes in 

England from the 1780s, as well as in the Americas, Europe and India (Coysh and 

Henrywood 1982: 10). From 1815 the boom in manufacturing of printed 

earthenwares following the Napoleonic Wars and the popularity of different designs 

saw manufacturers using up to fifty different designs on separate individual wares in 

the same dinner service, which can be grouped into series (ibid).  
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Figure 181. Blue and white transfer ware dish (BEL274) with geometric floral 
border (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

 

Figure 182. Willow Pattern ‘Two Temples’ design cup or small jug (BEL157-
008) and ovoid serving dish (BEL157-002) with sherds (Ross Anderson/WA 
Museum). 

Of the 28 ceramic sherds there was an MNV of at least nine items including two 

bowls (BEL135, BEL274), an ovoid serving dish/ platter (BEL152-002), two 

matching plates or dishes (BEL216), a bowl (BEL135) at least one white porcelain 

vessel (BEL009, BEL3551), a foot rim from an unknown vessel (BEL157-003) and 

a black glazed earthenware vessel of unknown type (BEL3551), but probably either 

food storage or consumption related. Most of these vessels were blue and white 
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transfer decorated earthenware, with plate BEL157-006 and bowl/ dish BEL274 

(Figure 181) having matching patterns, and BEL216 also a representing a matching 

pair of bowls or dishes. Though no manufacturers’ marks appear, all of the above 

wares are likely to have been manufactured in England. The designs such as floral 

borders with geometric edging, and the ‘Two Temples’ Willow Pattern design are 

consistent with other examples of British manufactured wares produced by hundreds 

of manufacturers in the nineteenth century. 

In order to test the hypothesis that Belinda material had been salvaged for use by 

Middle Island-based resident sealers, the blue and white ceramics from Belinda were 

compared with blue and white ceramics found on Middle Island, with no positive 

matching result. Given the variation in items on Belinda this may not be conclusive. 

Overall, the small MNV count and presence of matching wares in the Belinda 

assemblage are indicative of a food consumption set(s) used by one or two 

individuals. 

Container–beverage 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL22 1 Case Bottle–side body fragment with part of edge, olive 
green glass 

BEL50 4 Bottle–Olive green glass bottle cylindrical body fragments 
BEL71 1 Case bottle–olive green glass, body fragment 
BEL82 1 Bottle–Small broken olive green glass cylindrical body 

fragment 
BEL103 1 Bung (or part of trenail?) 7 worked flat faces, one face wider 

than others, cut flat one end and broken at other end, slightly 
wider at cut end. 

BEL106 1 Bottle–Broken olive green glass cylindrical body fragment, 
from near base 

BEL158 2 Bottle–Dark olive green glass cylindrical neck and rim 
fragment with cork, string rim finish 

BEL167 1 Bottle–Broken cylindrical olive green glass shoulder and 
neck fragment 

BEL208 1 Bottle–Broken clear glass cylindrical body fragment, seam 
and number 83 visible, modern glass 

BEL216 1  1 x small stoneware fragment, probably from bottle 
BEL222 1 Bottle–Clear glass flat octagonal body and base fragment, 

remains of embossed lettering ‘NE’ visible 
BEL231 1 Bottle–cylindrical body fragment, olive green glass 
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BEL249 1 Bottle–Small broken cylindrical green glass body fragment 
BEL259 2 2 x glass fragments 

1. Case bottle–Olive green glass body fragment with corner 
2. Bottle–Green glass cylindrical body fragment 

BEL276 3 3 x broken olive green glass cylindrical bottle fragments 
1. Dark olive glass neck fragment 
2. 2 x thin olive green glass body fragments 

BEL291 1 Broken olive green glass bottle cylindrical body fragment 
BEL302 1 Case bottle, aqua green colour, side/ shoulder fragment 
BEL3556 1 Bottle neck and rim fragment; dark olive green, cylindrical, 

string rim finish 
BEL3557 1 Broken olive green cylindrical glass bottle base fragment 

with push up 
BEL3564 1 Bottle neck and part of rim, clear glass, moulded, modern 

glass, seams on both sides and around rim 
BEL63a 1 Cork—closure for wide mouth stoneware container BEL63b, 

has suffered from shrinkage. 
BEL63b 1 Jar—Neck, shoulder and rim sherd from large brown glazed 

stoneware jar.  
Associated with sherds BEL240, BEL67, BEL237, BEL166, 
BEL73. 
Conjoined with sherds BEL67, BEL166, BEL73 

BEL67 2 Jar—Body sherds from large brown glazed stoneware jar.  
Associated with BEL240, BEL237, BEL166, BEL63, 
BEL73. 
Both sherds conjoined with BEL166, BEL63 and BEL73 

BEL73 1 Jar—Ceramic body sherd from large brown glazed stoneware 
jar.  
Associated with BEL240, BEL67, BEL166, BEL 63, BEL73. 
Conjoined with BEL67, BEL 63, BEL166 

BEL104 1 Jar sherd 
BEL122 1 Jar, body fragment 
BEL166 4 Jar—4x sherds from large brown glazed stoneware jar.  

Associated with BEL240, BEL67, BEL237, BEL 63, BEL73. 
2 x body sherds conjoined with BEL67, BEL 63, BEL73 
2 x body sherds conjoined with BEL104. 

BEL237 1 Jar—Body sherd from large brown glazed stoneware jar.  
Associated with BEL240, BEL67, BEL166, BEL 63, BEL73. 

BEL240 4 Jar—4 x body sherds from large brown glazed stoneware jar.  
Associated with BEL67, BEL166, BEL 63, BEL73, BEL237, 
BEL122, BEL104 
1. 3 x loose sherds 
2. 1 x sherd conjoined with BEL122 
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BEL257 1 Jar—wall sherd 
 

Of a total of 26 bottle glass fragments, the majority were small body fragments. An 
MNV count resulted in a total of just two green glass bottles, one green glass square 
case bottle and a stoneware bottle. 

The low MNV shows that the bottles were most likely for personal consumption, and 
do not appear to have been carried as cargo for trading purposes. 

Other artefacts in this category came from a single large stoneware storage jar 
(BEL63b) (Figure 183) that was found in a number of broken pieces, with a cork 
closure still intact. Having a small mouth the jar was probably used to store a liquid. 

 

Figure 183. Large glazed stoneware storage container (BEL63b) (Ross 
Anderson, WA Museum). 

Container–food storage 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL64 1 Barrel band, broken and eroded fragment 
BEL214 5 Barrel stave + band fragments 
BEL272 3 3 x barrel stave fragments; 
 

In the context of Belinda’s voyage barrel stave fragments (BEL214, BEL272) and 
fragments of iron cask hoops (BEL64, BEL214) would have been used for storing 
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salted meat, flour and water casks, both as provisions and possibly also for trading/ 
bartering purposes with resident sealing gangs for skins. 

Fuel 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL5 1 Coal fragments. 
BEL8 1 Coal lumps 
BEL20 1 Coal fragments 
BEL23 1 Coal fragments 
BEL29 1 Coal 
BEL33 1 Coal 
BEL38 1 Coal 
BEL40 1 Coal 
BEL136 1 Coal 
BEL141 1 Coal 
BEL145 1 Coal 
BEL163 1 Coal 
BEL175 1 Coal 
BEL187 1 Coal 
BEL198 1 Coal 
BEL213 1 Coal 
BEL220 1 Coal 
BEL229 1 Coal 
BEL238 1 Coal 
BEL243 1 Coal 
BEL247 1 Coal 
BEL261 1 Coal 
BEL271 1 Coal 
BEL283 19 Coal fragments from concretion 
BEL286 1 Coal 
BEL289 1 Coal 
BEL294 1 Coal 
BEL297 1 Coal 
BEL301 1 Coal 
BEL307 1 Coal 
BEL309 1 Coal 
BEL314 1 Coal 
BEL321 1 Coal 
BEL325 1 Coal 
BEL3549 1 Coal sample 
BEL3555 4 Coal fragments 
BEL66 1 Tree branch, chopped, dunnage or firewood? 
BEL30 1 Tree branch, chopped, dunnage or firewood? 
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Figure 184. Fragments of coal with iron staining (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

A number of pieces of coal were recovered during the excavation (e.g. BEL44, 108, 
125, 175, 283) while a number of larger coal concretions were moved off the site to 
clear areas for excavation. Coal was a compact, portable and self-sustainable fuel 
that reduced the need to land to obtain firewood on extended voyages, and on 
Belinda would have been mainly used for fuelling the ship’s stove for cooking. 
Other uses aboard Belinda include fuel for heating in cabin fireplaces, for a portable 
forge and possibly for boiling down seal oil. The coal was not analysed, as at the 
time of this research being conducted the only available testing method would 
identify lignite content and not source (e.g. by identifying microfossils). However, it 
considered most likely to have originated from the Newcastle area, sent to Sydney 
via the regular coastal trade between the Hunter River and Sydney, then stowed on 
board Belinda in preparation for its voyage. At this time Newcastle was the only coal 
port on the Pacific rim. In 1823 Berry and Wollstonecraft exported a cargo of coal to 
Rio de Janeiro (Perry 1966), showing they had ready access to Newcastle coal in 
course of their regular trading activities at this time. 

Some small timber branches with signs of chopping (BEL66 and BEL30) may have 
been used either as firewood, or as dunnage for stowing cargo in the hold. 

Navigation 
Reg. No. No. Description 
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Items 
BEL10 2 Navigation—possible small hourglass base, conjoining 

fragments 
BEL15 1 Fragment of decorative copper alloy handle, possible 

navigation or mathematical instrument 
 

A glass artefact BEL10 was found in this category, initially described a wine glass 
fragment. However, it has a flat base with no stem, and is therefore not stemware. It 
is made of very thin-walled glass indicating it is not designed as utilitarian ware such 
as a bottle. It is interpreted as the basal end of a small hourglass, probably originally 
mounted within a timber frame. Calculating time on board a ship was essential for 
navigation using the dead reckoning method (time elapsed, course and speed) as well 
as for maintaining shipboard time and watches. 

BEL15 is a broken fragment of a decorated copper alloy handle that is possibly part 
of a navigational or mathematical instrument. 

 

Figure 185. Decorative handle BEL15 possibly from a navigational/ 
mathematical instrument (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

Personal—adornment 
A single wire-wound, green glass, oval/ ellipsoid shape bead with air bubbles visible 
(BEL118) was excavated in 1991. It is not known why this bead was on Belinda, 
although as only one was found there are a number of possible explanations. It may 
be a bead lost by a passenger on an earlier voyage—a relic of the past life of the 
brig—or it may have been intended as a trade good either on an earlier northern 
hemisphere voyage, or on Belinda’s final voyage.  

Reg. No. No. 
Items 

Description 

BEL118 1 Bead, wound green glass, ovoid shape, possibly Venetian 
made  
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Personal—clothing 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL42 1 Shoe with brass toe cap: leather. 
BEL62 1 Button: wood, single hole. 
BEL79 2 1. Flat brass button with brazed on cone and squashed eyelet 

on reverse 
2. Small rounded brass/ copper button, no obvious eyelet, 
broken in half by corrosion 

BEL97 1 Brass button with broken eyelet 
BEL98 1 Button, copper alloy. Front face number ‘9’ or ‘6’ appears to 

be gilded. Back face stamped ‘* L.M. Cowan and Gerrard * 
London’ 

BEL99 6 Shoe leather fragments. Rt foot (?). Insole, small. Grain side 
upwards. Edge/flesh stitching holes on underside.  

BEL127 1 Small wooden circular object with single hole, possible 
button 

BEL144 1 Button: bone, single hole 
BEL169 2 1. Flat copper button, brazed cone and eyelet on reverse. 

2. Flat brass button, broken eyelet on reverse. 
BEL178 1 Enamelled metal button, flat face, domed back with eyelet 
BEL190 1 Enamelled metal button, flat face, domed back with eyelet 
BEL202 1 Large brass coat button, incised ‘rope’ decoration around rim 

edge, brazed cone and eyelet on reverse, eyelet broken 
BEL209 1 1. Small dome brass button, no eyelet. 
BEL225 2 Domed brass buttons 

 
BEL234 1 Brass button, flat face, rounded edges, brazed eyelet on 

reverse 
BEL239 3 Leather fragments: probably shoe leather all with evidence of 

stitching 
BEL251 7 1. 4 x domed brass buttons 

2. 1 x rounded brass button with eyelet 
3. 1 x domed convex shaped brass button with rolled edge 
and brazed on cone on reverse, broken eyelet 
4. Flat copper button, seam across reverse with cone and 
broken eyelet 

BEL260 1 Leather fragment, child’s shoe (?) insole. Grain side 
upwards? Heel or toe section. Stitching holes and diamond 
shaped nail/peg holes.  

BEL263 2 1. Flat copper/brass button, brazed cone and eyelet on 
reverse, eyelet missing 
2. Small copper/brass button, no eyelet apparent  
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BEL312 6 Shoe leather. Right foot (?). Insole, small. Grain side 
upwards. Edge/flesh stitching holes on underside.  

BEL5136 1 Small bone button, single hole 
BEL5138 1 Bone button sew-through with 4 holes and raised edge 

around rim on top face, convex rear face 
 

Twenty three buttons of various sizes and varieties were found including copper, 
brass, wooden and enamelled metal. All but two are plain types without decoration 
or manufacturer’s marks. Buttons featured on most types of clothing worn by men, 
women and children in the 19th century. As the style and form of buttons changed 
with fashion and newly introduced mass manufacturing methods they are useful for 
dating. As clothing does not often survive in archaeological contexts they also 
provide information about the possible types of clothing worn by, and potentially 
gender and class of, people related to those sites (Lindbergh 1999: 56). Button-like 
decorative accessories fashionable in the 19th century include small domed shirt and 
skirt studs, and domed glove buttons (Lindbergh 1999: 52).  

Buttons could come in many sizes and were measured in lines, with forty lines to an 
inch (25 mm). Generally small buttons for shirts, underclothing and waistcoats 
measure between 14 and 24 lines (8-15 mm) and coats, jackets, trousers and pyjamas 
used medium sized buttons in the range of 26-34 lines (16-21 mm) (Lindbergh 1999: 
51). 

The 28 buttons excavated from Belinda can be categorised into a number of main 
types based on their manufacture and construction: 

1. Two-piece copper alloy buttons with metal loops soldered onto a flat metal 
disc (BEL97, BEL98, BEL169a, BEL169b, BEL190a, BEL190b, BEL202, 
BEL234, BEL263a ); 

2. Copper alloy button with seam on reverse (BEL251g) 
3. Two-piece convex domed copper alloy button with loop soldered onto a 

metal disc (BEL251e) 
4. Sew-through wooden button with four holes (BEL5138); 
5. Early bone and wooden buttons with a single hole (BEL127, BEL5136, 

BEL144,BEL62); 
6. Small two-piece metal buttons in the form of a double sided dome (BEL97, 

BEL209, BEL225a, BEL225b, BEL251a, BEL251b, BEL251c, BEL251d, 
BEL251f, BEL263b, and; 

7. Enamelled metal buttons with a copper alloy loop (BEL178, BEL190). 
 

The majority of the medium sized two-piece metal buttons would have been worn on 
shirts or trousers. Most of the buttons are early simple, plain types with only one 
sew-through type (BEL5138). 
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The larger copper alloy buttons probably came from coats and jackets:  

Jackets and coats were usually provided with buttons which exhibit a 
chronological progression from a flat or convex type with a wire loop shank 
soldered onto the back, to the press-molded two-piece dome type with a 
separate metal shank; a military type coat button (Lindbergh 1999: 52). 

 

 

Figure 186 Buttons BEL251a-
g 

 

 

Figure 187 
Wooden button 
BEL5136 

 

 

Figure 188 Bone button 
BEL5138 

 

 

Figure 189 Brass button with 
number ‘9’ and encircling 
wreath BEL98 

 

 

Figure 190 Metal 
and enamel button 
BEL190 

 

 

Figure 191 Reverse of 
brass coat button BEL202 
showing loop attachment 

Examples of jacket and coat buttons in the Belinda assemblage include a copper 
alloy (possibly gilded) button with ‘* Gerrard Lamont * London’ imprinted on the 
reverse face, and the number ‘9’ with half-encircling, raised floral decoration on its 
face (BEL98), a large decorated button (BEL202) and a domed copper alloy button 
(BEL251e). A double rope motif around the rim encircling multiple sets of wavy 
triple lines decorates the face of BEL202. BEL202 and BEL98 are the only buttons 
with any decoration or maker’s marks. The face decoration of BEL98 closely 
matches the design of military buttons from French infantry regiments in American 
Revolution and the Napoleonic period, although it is manufactured in London. Some 
examples of early 19th-century British regimental buttons do feature the same half 
floral, encircling design, and it is possible that it is from the 9th (East Norfolk) 
Regiment of Foot that operated between 1751 and 1881. This regiment served in 
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Cuba and St Augustine, Florida in the 1760s, fought in the Napoleonic Wars on the 
Spanish Peninsula and also served in Canada and as an army of occupation in France 
in the early 19th century (Unit history: Norfolk Regiment n.d.). During the 19th 
century military greatcoats and jackets could be bought at army clothing disposal 
sales, so may not reflect the latest owner’s personal history. 

The ten small two-piece domed metal buttons would have originally been covered 
with fabric that matched the clothing fabric. Lindbergh (1999: 52) describes this type 
of button as probably having a hole in the base for a shank, and fastened with a loop 
of canvas, although no holes are apparent on these examples (BEL263, BEL234, 
BEL209, BEL79, BEL251(x4), BEL225(x2). 

The two enamelled iron buttons (BEL190, BEL176) are likely to have been used to 
fasten a coat or jacket, while the wooden four-hole sew-through button BEL5138 is 
likely to be from a shirt or undergarment. 

Lindbergh (1999: 52) describes small early type of bone buttons with a single hole 
that would have been fastened with a copper alloy wire pin shank terminating in a 
pinhead, that were often used as fasteners on underclothing (ibid). The small wooden 
(BEL127, BEL5136, BEL62) and bone (BEL14) buttons with single holes would 
have likely been used for this purpose. There were no two to four hole sew-through 
plain copper alloy buttons known as ’trouser buttons’ (UK) or ‘suspender buttons’ 
(America) found on Belinda, that are commonly found on 19th-century sites and used 
for fastening work trousers and shirts (ibid). 

Fragments of shoe leather (BEL99, BEL 260, BEL 312) and one complete shoe 
(BEL042) were recovered. 

 

Figure 192. Leather inner shoe sole BEL99 (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 
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Recreation 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL53 1 Clay pipe stem fragment – tobacco smoking. 
BEL61 1 Clay pipe stem fragment – tobacco smoking. 
BEL105 1 Clay pipe stem fragment – tobacco smoking. 
 

Three small fragments of clay tobacco pipe stems were recovered, none having 
readily identifiable design features or makers marks. It is a relatively scant 
assemblage of this class of artefact, and may be an indicator that the crew were able 
to recover their possessions from the wreck. 

Ship construction—fastenings 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL2 1 Bolt - iron concretion. 
BEL74 1 Clench ring 
BEL89 1 Trenail - Broken end fragment, cut one end and broken other 

end, 6 worked faces and cut to blunt taper at cut end 
 

BEL92 1 Bolt - large copper alloy cylindrical keel or frame bolt 
BEL93 1 Spike - copper alloy distal end, broken fragment  
BEL103 1 Bung (or part of trenail?) 7 worked flat faces, one face wider 

than others, cut flat one end and broken at other end, slightly 
wider at cut end. 

BEL131 1 Bolt – copper alloy, cylindrical, broken fragment  
BEL153 1 Spike – copper alloy, distal end fragment  
BEL174 1 Eye bolt concretion, iron 
BEL180 1 Spike - copper alloy, distal end fragment round , tapered  
BEL197 1 Concretion with imprint of tapered threaded bolt. 
BEL209 3 Rag spike – broken, distal end, copper alloy; 

Bolt – copper alloy, eroded broken fragment of small 
cylindrical bolt 
Bolt – copper alloy, broken fragment of cylindrical bolt 

BEL211 1 Clench nail or rivet - broken end fragment, copper alloy 
BEL266 4 Rag spike - rectangular tapered to a point, copper alloy, 

rectangular flat head bent over 
Spike - Broken fragment, cylindrical, copper alloy squared 
tapered end, head missing 
Bolt – copper alloy, cylindrical, eroded 
Clench ring - Concreted with stone caught in centre hole 

BEL3550 1 Rag spike - intact 
BEL3559 1 Spike – broken cylindrical distal end fragment, squared and 
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tapered end, head missing 
BEL3561 1 Clench ring – copper alloy 
 

Belinda’s hull was fastened with a typical array of fastenings used in constructing 
19th-century British-built ships, including copper alloy dump bolts, copper alloy 
through bolts with clench rings, trenails and copper alloy sheathing nails and tacks. 
The Belinda was fastened mainly with trenails, with iron planking nails and copper 
sheathing tacks. 

Ragged dog spikes or brads (BEL209, BEL266, BEL3550) (Figure 193) made of 
copper alloy are an interesting type of fastening, having an ‘L’ shape where the head 
has been bent over. The square shank has been cut ‘ragged’ along two opposite 
edges using a sharp implement to provide better grip in timbers. The nomenclature 
for such fastenings is by no means clear, as McCarthy writes that ‘…a “billed head” 
can be found on brads and often is similar to the “dog head” found on railway spikes, 
commonly called “dog spikes”, also called a “half head” or “spurred“ head. These 
are rarely, if ever, found in shipbuilding, but are mentioned here to illustrate the 
range of possibilities with the term brad’ (McCarthy 2005: 72, 172). These examples 
from Belinda have an unknown function, but may have been used to fasten 
something like a metal bracket to the ship’s timbers. 

 

Figure 193. Detail of BEL266 ragged dog spike or brad (Ross Anderson/WA 
Museum). 

Dump bolts BEL6b (Figure 196), BEL3559, BEL266, BEL53, BEL93, BEL180, 
BEL209) have cylindrical bodies and squared tapered ends for driving into timbers, 
being typically used to fix planking strakes to frames. Iron or copper alloy dumps 
were used in conjunction with trenails to fasten the butt joints of strakes, while short 
copper alloy bolts were sometimes used as a secondary fastening to attach strakes to 
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frames, before being securely attached with through bolts (BEL92 (Figure 194), 
BEL266, BEL131) as the primary fastenings (McCarthy 2005: 84-85).  

 

Figure 194. Copper alloy through bolt (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

 

 

 

Figure 195. Clench ring (BEL8) (Dena 
Garratt/WA Museum). 

 

 

 

Figure 196. Dump bolt (BEL6b) 
(Dena Garratt/WA Museum). 

 

Through bolts (Figure 194) were hammered through pre-drilled holes in major 
structural timbers, where they are exposed at each end. When they protrude at the 
other end the end of the bolt is hammered (‘clenched’) over a washer or ‘clench 
ring’. Through bolts are typically used to fasten major structural timbers such as 
through the frames and floor timbers, knees and keel/ keelson. XRF analysis was 
carried out on one through bolt (BEL92) to assess its metallographic alloy content. 
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Clench rings or washers (BEL8 (Figure 195), BEL266, BEL74, BEL3561) were 
used once a through bolt with a head and washer had been hammered through a hole. 
The protruding end was then hammered or burred over a clench ring, effectively 
permanently ‘clenching’ or fixing the bolt in place. As hull timbers swelled with 
water immersion the timbers were forced tight, providing a secure method of 
fastening. There is little difference between a clench ring and a washer, the clench 
ring describing the clenched end, while a washer was used on the heads of through 
bolts, or ‘blind’ bolts, which did not protrude through the other end (McCarthy 2005: 
70-71). 

Trenails are turned wooden dowels (literally ‘tree-nails’) that were hammered into 
pre-drilled holes in structural timbers. As the hull timbers and trenails swelled with 
water immersion the fastening would be forced tight. Trenails are the main form of 
fastening found on structural timbers of Belinda (Henderson 1989). All the trenails 
and trenail holes found on Belinda artefacts, and trenails measured on site have a 
standardised diameter of 30 mm. 

Two examples of square shank copper nails (BEL81, BEL25) that are larger than 
sheathing tacks are likely to have been used to fasten fittings and furnishings. 

Ship construction—hull sheathing 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL47 1 Sheathing tack fragment, copper, eroded, head missing 
BEL49 1 Sheathing tack, corroded, head and shank fragment 
BEL81 5 1. 4 x similar sheathing nails or tacks 

2. 1 x long thin nail shank, square section 
BEL94 1 Sheathing tack, copper, corroded 
BEL116 1 Sheathing tack, copper, square section round head 
BEL132 2 2 x fragments of broken sheathing tack 
BEL168 4 1. 1x sheathing tack, copper, square section round head 

2. 1x sheathing tack, copper, square section round head 
3. 1 x copper nail or tack 
4. 1 x UNID fragment possibly molten copper 

BEL179 4 4 x sheathing tacks 
1. Intact sheathing tack, square section round head 
2. Intact sheathing tack, square section round head 
3. Nail or tack, round head, concreted 
4. Nail or tack, round head, square section, broken 

BEL203 10 1. 3 x broken corroded sheathing tack fragments 
2. 5 x corroded round headed copper nails or tacks, various 
lengths and bent 
3. Intact sheathing tack, square section, round head 
4. Sheathing tack, square section, round head, tip possibly 
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broken off 
BEL210 1 Sheathing tack, copper, square section round head 
BEL219 2 2 x sheathing tacks, copper, square section, round head. One 

tack is intact the other is eroded and worn. 
BEL223 3 1. Sheathing tack, square section, round head 

2. Sheathing tack, square section, round head 
3. Bent copper nail or tack, round head 

BEL225 1 Sheathing tack, flat head, rounded shank, corroded 
BEL235 1 Sheathing tack, copper, corroded 
BEL252 8 Sheathing tacks, copper 
BEL267 12 1. 3 x intact copper sheathing nails or tacks, round section 

and round headed 
2. 9 x corroded fragments of copper sheathing nails or tacks  

BEL278 1 Sheathing tack, square section round head 
BEL296 3 Sheathing fragments, copper 
BEL306 1 Sheathing nail or tack, round head, corroded 
BEL317 1 Sheathing tack, copper, square section round head 
BEL327 2 2 x corroded copper nails or tacks, round headed  
BEL3550 12 1. 9 x small fragments of copper sheathing 

2. 1 x large piece of broken copper sheathing 
3. 2 x intact sheathing tacks, square section, round head 

BEL3558 1 Sheathing tack, flat rounded head, square tapering shank 
BEL3569 19 Wool felt/fabric caulking, from between planks. Tar 

adhering. (plus one vial w. fabric sample ID as wool) 
BEL3575 1 Fragment of copper sheathing 1mm thickness 
 

The Belinda was sheathed with wood boards and patent felt in 1823 (Lloyds 1823). 
Wooden sheathing was also known as ‘sacrificial planking’ as it could be easily 
removed (in some cases burnt off while the ship was careened) and replaced, 
protecting the main structural hull planking. Pine was readily available softwood 
used for sacrificial planking European shipbuilders. A sample of sacrificial hull 
planking (BEL3567) was identified as Pinus sp., a soft pine of the yellow pine type 
(Godfrey 1991). 
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Figure 197. Copper alloy sheathing with tack holes (BEL3550) (Ross 
Anderson/WA Museum). 

A sample of ‘tarry’ impregnated caulking material (BEL3569) was recovered from 
between the hull planks was identified as being coarsely woven wool (one over, one 
under) impregnated with retorted pine resin similar to Stockholm tar, and a highly 
aromatic material that is possibly coal or peat tar (Godfrey 1991). The reason for 
mixing the two forms of tar is unknown, but ‘may have been done to enhance the 
‘workability’ of the tar...to alter the preservative properties of the brew or even just 
to stretch the use of a diminishing resource (pine tar) (Godfrey 1991). This sample 
may be an example of the ‘patent felt’ recorded to have been applied to Belinda in 
1823 (Lloyds 1823). 

Copper alloy sheathing (BEL3550 (Figure 197), BEL3575, BEL296) was found on 
the site. Though pine-sheathed when built in 1819 Belinda was not copper sheathed 
until 1822 (Lloyds 1823). This may be an indication that Belinda was initially 
mainly used for Baltic Sea trades, where the shipworm teredo navalis was absent. 
Due to its toxicity to marine life, copper alloy sheathing reduced bottom fouling 
caused by marine organisms, and provided a physical barrier against attack of 
timbers below the waterline by teredo navalis. Copper sheathing was an added 
expense but would have enabled Belinda to undertake extended voyages, and 
increased the life expectancy of the hull. XRF analysis was carried out on the copper 
alloy sheathing to assess its metallographic alloy content. 

Copper alloy sheathing tacks (e.g. BEL25, BEL252, BEL267) were used to affix the 
copper sheathing to the hull, and possibly the pine sheathing also. 
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Ship construction—hull timber 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL4 1 Timber, eroded and teredo damaged fragment with two 
worked faces and 30% of a trenail hole visible. 

BEL58 1 Timber with fastening holes 
BEL183 1 Timber fragment, possibly part of a frame, eroded and worn 

with bevelled edge, possibly oak (Quercus sp.) 
BEL3566 7 Planking samples–white oak (Quercus sp.)and beech (Fagus 

sp.) 
BEL3567 3 Sacrificial planking–pinus sp. 
BEL3568 5 Frame sample–white oak 
 

In terms of ship construction, Belinda is not an example of a ship built specifically 
for sealing, such as the ice-strengthened schooners used in the North Atlantic and 
North Pacific seal fisheries, nor were major structural hull modifications likely to 
have been made to outfit the ship for sealing. In other words, Belinda was not so 
much a sealing vessel, as a British-built merchant brig engaged in sealing at the time 
of its loss. Any standard vessel could be easily outfitted for sealing by simply having 
room made for one or two extra boats and accommodation for sealing gangs, as was 
the case with the colonial schooner Governor Sorell which was ‘fitted out for sealing 
in a day’ (Nicholson 1983: 95). The Belinda was a well-constructed vessel classified 
A1 by Lloyds suitable for all ocean-going voyages, in comparison to the smaller 
locally-built whaleboats, cutters, sloops and schooners prevalent in the colonial 
sealing industry in the early 19th century. 

Two timber planking samples (BEL3566) were identified as Quercus sp. (white oak) 
and Fagus sp. (beech) and a rib (frame) (BEL3568) was identified as Quercus sp. 
(white oak, probably European oak). A frame fragment (BEL183) probably also 
Quercus sp. was recovered. 

The room and space between hull frame timbers increases from 20 cm at the eastern 
end of the site to 39 cm, indicating heavier construction at the eastern end of the site. 
This is some evidence that the section of hull represents an area where it begins to 
curve towards the stern, with more frames added to support the curvature of the hull 
planking. 

Ships fittings—furniture 
Reg. No. No. 

Items 
Description 

BEL1 1 Handle, rectangular form, probably from ships furnishings 
BEL15 1 Ornamental brass rod with raised bands, probably from ships 

furnishings 
BEL16 1 Hinged clasp, brass, curved end 
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BEL25 1 Brass nail - square section convex round headed, head off 
centre, probably from ship furnishings or luggage trunk 

BEL69 3 Handle mounting bracket similar to BEL201, threaded bolt 
hole to accept cylindrical rod handle 7mm,, eroded rounded 
convex washer with square centre, small washer, probably 
from ship’s furnishings 

BEL80 1 Intact sliding latch housing, probably from ships furnishings 
or luggage. 

BEL85 1 Timber fragment with corner and two flat surfaces with drill 
or nail hole on one side, probably related to ship’s 
furnishings. Appears to be hard wood like teak or lignum 
vitae. 

BEL107 1 Large handle for ships furniture or luggage, designed to fold 
up. Associated with BEL152. 

BEL123 1 Mounting bracket for cylindrical handle. 
Oval shape, 3 x holes countersunk for attachment with wood 
screw, probably ship’s furnishings 

BEL138 1 Sliding latch housing, number ‘1959’ stamped inside housing 
BEL149 2 Timber fragments 

1. Worn curved timber fragment 
2. Smooth flat thin timber fragment, possibly cedar 

BEL152 1 Oval mounting bracket for handle BEL107, 3 holes for 
countersunk screws, probably for ships furnishings or 
luggage trunk 

BEL199 1 Handle, fragment 
BEL201 2 Handle mounting bracket, threaded bolt, rounded convex 

washer with square centre, hole to accept cylindrical rod 
handle 7mm, probably from ship’s furnishings 

BEL226 1 Copper fragment, edge, rim and lip from small base  
BEL264 2 Sliding lock housing with base plate, probably from ships 

furnishings, number stamped on bottom of base plate 
‘65(?)61’ 

BEL265 1 50% fragment of brass circular ring 
BEL320 1 Marble washstand top. Approximately square in shape, 

roughly worked straight edges on three sides and one smooth 
edge. 

BEL331 2 1. Intact sliding latch housing with base plate number ‘1959’ 
stamped on base plate. 
2. Base plate only for sliding latch mechanism, ‘1959’ 
stamped on base plate. 

BEL3573 1 Thin brass circular ring with pressed groove on exterior face, 
decorative function 
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A variety of cabin furniture-related artefacts were recovered including sliding latches 
(BEL138, BEL80, BEL331, BEL264), handles (BEL1, BEL107, BEL123 (Figure 
198), a hinge (BEL16), various brackets (BEL69, BEL123, BEL201, BEL279, 
BEL152) and an ornamental copper alloy rod (BEL15). 

A square 2.5 cm (1 inch) thick marble slab (BEL320) would have formed the top 
surface of a wooden washstand cabinet. It is the only washstand top found on the 
site, and was probably installed in the captain’s cabin. Personal hygiene was 
important to the genteel classes in Britain, the expression ‘cleanliness is next to 
godliness’ emphasising the connection between both physical and moral cleanliness. 
As well as being functional for hygiene purposes the marble washstand top was a 
touch of luxury, and thereby a further signifier of social status. The concentration of 
cabin furnishings combined with other hull evidence of the orientation of the wreck 
indicates the eastern end of the site represents the remains of the stern of the vessel, 
traditionally the location of the captain’s and officers’ cabin areas. 

 

 

Figure 198. Furniture handle and bracket (BEL123) (Ross Anderson/WA 
Museum). 

Ships fittings—general 
Reg. No. No. Items Description 
BEL3574 2 Lead disk, with hole in centre: convex disc built up with 

lead strips around edge. Hole is drilled or worn to become 
enlarged. Possibly bilge pump lower valve claque weight. 

 

A lead disc (BEL3574) with a cast centre and worked up edges added on in layers is 
possibly a ship’s pump lower valve claque weight. The drill hole in the centre shows 
signs of wear and the roughly built-up sides may indicate it is recycled from a pump 
with a smaller bore diameter. Alternatively it was being carried as scrap lead (see 
below). 
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Figure 199. Possible lead claque weight from a pump BEL3574 (Ross 
Anderson/WA Museum). 

Ships fittings—rigging 
Reg. No. No. Items Description 
BEL27 2 Rope fragments 
BEL31 2 Rope fragments 
BEL72a 2 1. Single pulley pendant block: square hole on one side and 

circular hole on other side for pulley spindle, well preserved 
oval shape, worked smoothed edges for rope strops/ rigging, 
Probably for standing rigging. Similar to JM398 single 
pulley block with coake. 
2. Single pulley, lignum vitae, rebated on one side for brass 
coake BEL72b.  

BEL72b 1 Brass coake from BEL72a, triangular flange with three holes 
and squared corners 

BEL143 1 Sheave/ eye concretion. 
BEL147 1 Single pulley, circular hole 
BEL245 1 Rope fragment 
BEL323 2 2 x rope fragments: 

1. Three-strand wound rope 19 mm diameter (individual 
strands 9 mm diameter) in a bight served with cordage 4 mm 
diameter, probably hemp, appears to have been tarred, 
probably rigging related. 
2. Approximately 300 mm length of three-strand wound 
rope, probably hemp, individual strands 15 mm diameter, 
rope 28 mm diameter, probably rigging related. 

 

Some elements from Belinda’s rigging were found including rope fragments 
(BEL27, BEL31, BEL323), a single pulley pendant block with lignum vitae pulley 
and triangular brass coake (BEL72) (Figure 200), a single pulley (BEL147) and a 
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sheave/ eye concretion. An iron topmast cap used to join the main mast with the 
topmast was observed in 2011 buried in the intertidal zone. 

A three-strand wound rope (BEL323) (Figure 201) is 19mm in diameter with 
individual strands 9mm in diameter. It is in the form of a bight served with cordage 
4mm in diameter. The rope is all likely to be hemp, appears to have been tarred, and 
is likely to have a rigging function such as a pulley strop. Another heavier 300mm 
length of rope is also three-strand wound of 28mm diameter, with individual strands 
15mm diameter. 

 

Figure 200. Single pulley pendant block (BEL72) (Ross Anderson/WA 
Museum). 

 

Figure 201. Served and parceled pulley strop (BEL323) (Ross Anderson, WA 
Museum). 
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Tools 
Reg. No. No. Items Description 
BEL68 1 Hook concretion 
BEL91 1 Sharpening stone, broken at one end with some iron staining 

and usewear 
BEL115 1 Large square section copper rod, corners 1 end smoothed or 

worn, possible handle 
BEL292 1 1. Metal (copper alloy?) cap fitting for tool or utensil handle 
BEL304 1 Wooden fishing net float, modern? Cylindrical ovoid shape 

with hole through centre and incised groove around middle 
BEL319 1 Grindstone. Fine grained sandstone with square hole in 

centre for spindle. 
 

A large grindstone BEL319 (Figure 202) manufactured from fine-grained sandstone 
would have originally been mounted vertically in a timber or iron frame, with an iron 
spindle and crank handle to turn it manually. Grindstones are often found on 
shipwrecks, being used by the ship’s carpenter and seamen to sharpen axes, adzes, 
chisels and other large hand tools used to maintain and repair the ship, and examples 
have been found on the wrecks of the Batavia (1629), Cumberland (1830) and 
Eglinton (1850). A similar sized grindstone measuring 45cm diameter by 11.4cm 
thick, with an iron bolt through the centre, was recovered from the wreck of the 225-
ton brig Tigress (1848) in St Vincent Gulf, South Australia (Powell and Jeffery 
1987: 49). In the context of Belinda’s voyage the grindstone would also been used 
for sharpening seal killing and processing equipment.  

 

Figure 202. Grindstone (BEL319) (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 
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A sharpening stone (BEL091) is another common find on shipwrecks. In the context 
of Belinda’s voyage both seamen and sealers would have used sharpening stones for 
honing knives carried for industrial and domestic use. The sealers’ simple hunting 
arsenal consisted of ‘Knives, steels and club’ (Kelly 1920 cited in Kostoglou 1996: 
57). Knives were used for cutting, skinning and scraping blubber from fresh skins, 
while spears were used to kill larger male seals and sea elephants by lancing the 
heart underneath the left flipper (Kostoglou 1996: 53).  

It was common for ships to carry fishing gear including seine nets for catching fish 
while anchored, and an oblong wooden float BEL304 (Figure 203) with incised lines 
to assist attachment may have been used for a seine net. Alternatively it may be a 
modern fishing float that has washed into the site. 

 

Figure 203. Wooden fishing net float (Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

Other tool related artefacts included a hook concretion (BEL68) and a cuprous cap 
fitting for a tool or utensil handle (BEL292). 

Ventilation and lighting 
Reg. No. No. Items Description 
BEL160 1 Broken pewter ring, convex shape, base for tableware or 

candlestick? 
BEL200 1 Thin flat glass broken fragment possible window pane 
BEL232 1 Broken fragment of circular deck light approx. 10% 
 

A fragment (BEL232) of clear glass representing about 10% of a thick, flat, circular 
deck-light would have allowed natural daylight to illuminate Belinda’s below-deck 
accommodation areas. A small fragment of thin glass (BEL200) may be from a cabin 
window pane such as for a partition or cabinet, while a fragment of a broken pewter 
ring with a convex shape (BEL160) may part of a base for a candlestick, or other 
tableware. 
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Writing and literacy 
Reg. No. No. Items Description 
BEL204 1 Quill pen: cut at both ends, edges partially broken at both 

ends. 
 

A quill pen BEL204 measures 129 mm, with a maximum diameter of 5 mm. It is 
most likely a primary wing feather from a goose or similar large bird. It is cut square 
at the non-writing end, and cut to taper at writing end with a small notch on the shaft 
starting an oblique cut to a point, the oblique cut measuring 33.5 mm. Both ends are 
slightly damaged, and in the case of the writing end the fine nib has been broken off. 
The quill is almost naturally triangular in section and, though it is slightly curved, it 
sits nicely flat on one side to leave the ink reservoir facing upwards. The direction of 
the natural curve of the quill and location of the nib indicate it is made for a right-
handed person. A vein channel indicates where the plume of the feather would have 
started, with fine shaving marks visible where the barbs were scraped off with a 
knife. The scrapes and cut at the non-writing end indicates that the plumage was 
removed so that the quill would have appeared much like a modern pen. At the 
writing end the partial remains of a cut on one side to form the nib is visible.  

 

Figure 204. Combined side views of quill BEL204 cut for a right-handed person 
(Ross Anderson/WA Museum). 

Quills were widely used until the introduction of steel nib pens in the 1820s. 

Miscellaneous/ unknown function 
Reg. No. No. Items Description 
BEL3 1 Pine wood fragment with one worked flat face. 
BEL6 1 Copper fragment, flat 
BEL7 2  2 x molten lead fragments 
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BEL19 2 1. Strip of lead fragment 
2. Lead ingot in quarter circle shape 

BEL21 2 1. Wedge-shaped wooden chock 
2. Worked timber with angled/ bevelled end and four 
worked faces. 

BEL26 2 Small wood fragments 
BEL34 1 Fragment of lead strip 
BEL37 2 Wood with central hole + smaller piece of wood possibly 

from concretion 
BEL56 5 Lead and metal fragments 
BEL70 3 3 x small lead fragments 
BEL77 3 1. Worked timber with carved curved edge, unknown 

function 
2. 2 x timber fragments 

BEL83 4 Lead fragments 
1. 2 x molten lead fragments 
2. 2 x UNID metal fragments 

BEL89 1 1 wood block, small 
BEL95 3 Broken copper alloy fragments 
BEL100 3 Plank section, small 6 " 
BEL101 1 Rod, 4" 
BEL102 1 Wood, very flat and thin 5" 
BEL111 3 Lead fragments 

1. Large folded sheet of lead sheathing with tack holes 
evident around edge 
2. Small piece of lead sheet 

BEL112 1 Ingot, lead with bevelled edges 
BEL113 1 Wood fragment with channel, similar to BEL37 
BEL114 1 Wood fragments, thin, box? 
BEL126 10 Timber fragments 
BEL133 5 5 x lead fragments, inc. 2 x molten scraps 
BEL156 1 Concretion. unidentified 
BEL161 1 Block, small - copper 
BEL172 8 1. Semicircular lead ingot 

2. 7 x scraps of molten lead 
BEL173 2 2 x small burnt fragments of copper/ brass 
BEL176 2 Timber fragments 
BEL182 3 3 x lead fragments 

1. I x quarter circular fragment of sheet lead 
2. 2 x fragments of molten lead 

BEL189 1 Leather square 
BEL196 2  2 x shells 

1. Small intact cowrie shell 
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2. Small cone shell fragment 
BEL212 2 2 x lead strip fragments, 1 x folded and bent 
BEL224 1 Leather fragment 
BEL227 1 Folded lump of lead 
BEL241 1 Lead sheet, folded. Evidence of sheathing tack holes on 

edge, possibly being kept for recycling. 
BEL242 1 Iron concretion 
BEL248 1 Small thin timber fragment with bevelled end, probably 

pine. 
BEL255 4 1 x folded lead sheet fragment with tack holes evident and 3 

x small coal fragments.  
BEL262 8 Wood fragments 
BEL268 3 3 x small burnt fragments of copper 
BEL269 1 Lead fragment 
BEL272 7 Wood fragments 
BEL279 3 1. 1 x curved copper alloy fragment. 

2.1 x copper alloy circular mounting plate 26mm diameter 
with hole for fastening 
3. 1 x fragment copper alloy sheet 

BEL280 1 Molten lead fragment 
BEL281 1 Leather fragment 
BEL284 2 1. Folded sheet lead  

2. Small lead scrap fragment 
BEL287 1 Matting fragment 
BEL288 1 Matting fragment w/concretion  
BEL292 1 Curved sheet lead fragment 
BEL295 3 Wood, 3 fragments 
BEL298 1 Rectangular wood fragment. Thin flat worked plank, 

appears to be pine. 
BEL299 1 Rectangular piece of sheet lead 
BEL300 3 Rope and matting fragments 
BEL303 1 Stone, quartz 
BEL305 1 Rope matting fragment  
BEL306 1 Corroded copper fragment 
BEL313 1 1 x small burnt fragment of copper/ brass 
BEL315 2 1. Worked timber fragment with three faces, eroded in 

centre but may have already been hollowed out 
2. Worked timber fragment with four or five faces, eroded 
condition 

BEL316 1 Leather fragment 
BEL318 1 Concretion 
BEL322 1 Concretion 
BEL323 8 8 x rope fragments 
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BEL3552 22 Stone fragments - 9 black, 8 white/yellow 
BEL3560 3 Wood samples- isolated find ‘Douglas Fir’ 
BEL3562 1 Leather fragment, rectangular shape.  
BEL3563 2 Concretions, iron 
BEL3570 1 Sand sample, surface sea bed 
BEL3571 1 Sand sample,from under rib 
BEL3572 2 Concretions 
BEL3576 1 Concretion: iron. 
BEL3577 1 Cylinder, modern 
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Appendix D Middle Island 2006-2012 artefact catalogue  
The following table lists Middle Island archaeological material registered by the WA 

Museum’s Department of Maritime Archaeology. Column 1 provides the 

Department of Maritime Archaeology artefact database registration number, Column 

2 provides a short description of the material and Column 3 the zone/grid/ 

stratigraphic unit location. Artefacts from the University of WA/WA Museum 2006 

Middle Island expedition are grouped according to their associated feature (e.g. 

F001, F002) or grid square (e.g.P33) and listed in their stratigraphic sequence 

(indicated in Zone/ Grid/ Unit column). Tool cache material excavated in February 

2012 and Surface Collected finds (from 2006 surveys and excavations) are listed at 

the end of the table. For layout reasons weights and dimensions are not included in 

this table, though are recorded on the Department of Maritime Archaeology’s 

Artefact Database. 

Feature/ 

Grid 

square/ 

Rego No 

No 

Items 

Description Zone 

Grid location 

Unit 

F001    

MIR16 5 Bottles 3 bases, 2 necks ring seal olive green and clear/aqua glass F001 Surface 

 

 

F003 

   

MIR6072 1 metal rod  F003  U001 

MIR6009 2 glass bottle fragments, 1 x olive, 1 x clear F003  U001 

MIR5871 14 Small fragments of corroded ferrous metal pieces, form and function 

not discernible  

F003 U001 

MIR6259 3 Feature 003 U001 Samples1. 3mm Sieve; 2. Bulk Sample; 3. Rock and 

Charcoal 

F003 U001 

MIR6022 4 faunal bone, metapodials F003 U001  

MIR6023 1 faunal bone, scapula F003 U001  

MIR6024 2 faunal bone, mandible and maxilla F003 U001  

MIR6025 1 faunal bone, humerus F003 U001  

MIR6026 1 faunal bone, femur F003 U001  

MIR6027 1 faunal bone, unidentified fragments F003 U001  
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MIR6028 3 faunal bone, vertebrae F003 U001  

MIR6029 2 fish bone, vertebrae F003 U001  

MIR6071 1 whale bone, degraded condition  F003 U001  

MIR6070 14 Small metal pieces, form and function not discernible  F003  U002 

MIR6260 4 Feature 003 U002 Samples 1. 6mm Sieve Other; 2. Charcoal; 3. 3mm 

Sieve Content; 4. Soil Sample 

F003 U002 

MIR6004 4 faunal bone, vertebrae F003 U002  

MIR6005 2 fish bone, vertebrae F003 U002  

MIR6006 1 faunal bone, metapodial F003 U002  

MIR6007 27 faunal bone, unidentified fragments F003 U002  

MIR6008 6 charcoal F003 U002  

MIR6003 21 corroded metal fragments, form and function not discernible. 4x nails, 

1x flat octagonal metal piece, token/ gaming piece? 

F003 U003 

MIR6073 1 Bone, fish vertebrae F003 U003 

MIR6074 2 shell F003 U003 

MIR6075 2 bone, vertebrae F003 U003 

MIR6076 1 bone, metapodial F003 U003 

MIR6077 2 bone, ribs F003 U003 

MIR6078 1 bone, calcaneum F003 U003 

MIR6079 10 unidentified fragments F003 U003 

MIR6258 3 Zone 2 Feature 003 U003 Samples 1. Soil Sample; 2. Charcoal; 3. 3mm 

Sieve Fraction 

F003 U003 

MIR6010 3 faunal bone, metapodials F003 U004 

MIR6011 1 faunal bone, astragalus F003 U004 

MIR6012 3 faunal bone, vertebrae F003 U004 

MIR6013 27 faunal bone, unidentified fragments F003 U004 

MIR5946 13  Maybe one or two nails amongst fragments F003 U004 

MIR5943 3 Shell fragments F003 U004 

MIR6251 4 Zone 2 Feature 003 U004 Samples 1. 6mm Other; 2. Soil Sample; 3. 

Charcoal; 4. 3mm Sieve Fraction 

F003 U004 

MIR6250 2 Feature 003 U005  

1. 3mm Fraction 

2. Soil Sample 

F003 U005 

MIR5854 1 Badly corroded ferrous nail missing head   F003 U006 

MIR5851 1 Bottle Clear 1x very small piece clear glass fragment with moulding 

seam evident 

F003 U006 

MIR5852 1 Clay pipe - Very small clay fragment from clay pipe  F003 U006 

MIR6014 1 faunal bone, femora F003 U006 

MIR6015 3 faunal bone, vertebrae F003 U006 

MIR6016 1 faunal bone, tibia, tammar wallaby F003 U006 
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MIR6017 1 abalone shell fragment F003 U006 

MIR6018 21 faunal bone, unidentified fragments F003 U006 

MIR6036 17 Snail shell F003 U006 

MIR6257 3 Feature 003 U006 Samples 

1. 3mm Sieve Fraction 

2. Charcoal 

3. Soil Sample 

F003 U006 

MIR6256 3 Feature 003 U007 Samples 

1. 3mm Sieve Fraction 

2. Soil Sample 

3. Charcoal 

F003 U007 

MIR6254 3 Feature 003 U008 Samples 

1. Soil Sample 

2. 3mm Sieve Fraction 

3. Charcoal 

 

 

F003 U008 

 

 

F006 

   

MIR6247 4 Feature 006 K011 U001 Master Bag Samples 

1. Other 

2. Soil Sample 

3. 6mm Sieve Sample 

4. 3mm Sieve Sample 

F006 K11 U001 

MIR6244 2 Feature 6 K11 U002 Master Bag 1 of 2 Samples 

1. 6mm Sieve Sample 

2. Soil Sample 

F006 K11 U002  

MIR6249 1 Feature 6 K 11 U002 Master Bag 2 of 2  

3mm Sieve Sample 

F006 K11 U002  

MIR6246 3 Feature 6 K 11 U003 Master Bag 1 of 2 Samples 

1. 6mm Sieve Sample 

2. Soil Sample 

3. 3mm Sieve Sample 

F006 K11 U003 

MIR6213 3 Feature 6 K11 004 samples 

1. Bulk Soil Sample  

2. 6mm Sieve  

3. 3mm Sieve  

F006 K11 U004  
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F007 

MIR6210 3 Feature 7 Samples: 

1. MI F7 Sample Pan 

2. MI F7 Sample Inner 

3. MI F7 Sample Outer 

F007  

MIR5942 1 Bottle  -very small piece clear glass fragment  F007 U006 

 

F009 

   

MIR6084 2 Flat metal sheet fragment  F009 Surface 

MIR6083 1 Stone - possible grind stone? F009 Surface 

MIR5964 1 Bottle glass fragment - olive colour, thin fragment  F009 Surface 

MIR5967 1 base and body fragment, olive glass F009 Surface 

MIR5966 2 Bottle Tint Part of bottle base, no markings Base, glass fragment F009 Surface 

MIR5963 2 Bottle glass - 1 x clear, 1 x light olive colour, small, thin fragments  F009 Surface 

MIR5880 2 Bottle Clear 2xpieces rounded clear glass Fragment  F009 Surface 

MIR5965 1 Bottle Olive 1xpiece rounded olive glass Fragment  F009 Surface 

MIR5949 2 Whale bone, fragmented F009 surface 

MIR4 1 Bottle olive green glass base sherd embossed with 

'P.DAW…DUFFTOWN' 

F009 Surface 

MIR5 1 Ceramic white plate rim sherd with scallopped and embossed rim F009 Surface 

MIR6 8 Ferrous metal fitting (8 fragments, and bag of small broken pieces) F009 Surface 

MIR13 1 Ferrous metal Pot (?) handle (plus bag of fragments) F009 Surface 

MIR15 4 Whale bone fragments F009 Surface 

MIR5968 2 Hollow, threaded fitting with knurled handle and adjustment/ lock ring F009 Surface  

A002 

MIR5972 2 Corroded iron fragment, thick in section, possible tool, one small loose 

associated fragment 

F009 Surface  

A002 

MIR5973 1 Bottle glass fragment - clear glass , apparently burnt and partially 

melted 

F009 Surface  

A002 

MIR5983 1 Bottle glass  - body fragment, green colour with mould mark F009 Surface 

A002 

MIR5984 7 Bottle glass  - 6 x body and 1 x shoulder  fragments F009 Surface 

A003 

MIR5978 5 Bottle glass fragments, clear to light green colour, possible torpedo 

bottle body fragment 

F009 Surface 

A004 

MIR5986 1 Ceramic sherd - glazed tableware, partial remains of makers mark 

illegible, crazing on one side 

F009 Surface 

A005 

MIR5974 7 Possible food can fragments, possible utensil fragment, misc. corroded 

fragments 

F009 Surface 

A008 
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MIR5975 5 Bottle glass fragments, clear glass F009 Surface 

A016 

 

 

 

   

 

J21 

   

MIR6243 1 Zone 1 J 21 Wall Clean Master Bag 1 of 2 

7kg 

J21  

MIR6245 1 Zone 1 J 21 Wall Clean Bag 2 of 2  J21  

MIR6097 8 Glass fragments, olive tinted, 1x base fragment, 1x fragment with seam  J21 U002 

MIR5945 75 Wire/ nails- Numerous pieces wire, corroded and snapped, 1862-

present Fragments  

J21 U002 

MIR6235 1 Zone 1 J 21 U002 Bag 3 of 3 

3mm Sieve Sample 

J21 U002 

MIR6239 1 Zone 1 J 21 U002 Bag 2 of 3 

3mm Sieve Sample 

J21 U002  

MIR6240 2 Zone 1 J 21 U002 Bag 1 of 3 Samples 

1. Soil Sample 

2. Charcoal 

J21 U002  

MIR6115 4 2 x small fragments clay, 1 x small fragment bone, 1 x small fragment 

stone or ceramic 

J21 U002 

MIR5844 2 Miscellaneous item  Fragments  J21 U003 

MIR6101 1 Wire and nails- Twisted wire pieces and double strand pieces, all 

corroded and snapped, 1862-present 

J21 U003 

MIR5879 1  1xsmall round head tack, same as MDI 184 though slightly smaller  J21 U003 

MIR5878 1 1xsmall piece ceramic, earthenware, red transfer print, shape suggests 

cup, 1818-present Fragment  

J21 U003 

MIR5898 1 small bone fragment  J21 U003 

MIR5899 50 small bone fragments J21 U003 

MIR5900 5 small bone fragments, vertebrae J21 U003 

MIR5901 1 small bone fragments, fish maxilla J21 U003 

MIR5902 1 small bone fragments, fish mandible J21 U003 

MIR5903 1 small bone fragments, from tammar wallaby J21 U003 

MIR5904 3 small bone fragments, tibia J21 U003 

MIR5905 13 burnt bone fragments J21 U003 

MIR5906 9 teeth, possiblt from tammar wallaby J21 U003 

MIR5907 5 bone fragments, possibly from tammar wallaby J21 U003 

MIR5908 2 bone fragments J21 U003 

MIR5909 2 bone fragments, possibly from tammar wallaby J21 U003 
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MIR5910 1 bone fragment, possibly from tammar wallaby J21 U003 

MIR5911 3 bone fragments, possibly from tammar wallaby mandible J21 U003 

MIR6236 1 Zone 1 J 21 U003 Bag 2 of 2 

3mm Sieve Sample 

J21 U003 

MIR6242 3 Zone 1 J 21 U003 Bag 1 of 2 Master Bag Samples 

1. Soil Sample 

2. Charcoal 

3. 3mm Sieve Sample 

J21 U003  

MIR6099 18 Lumps of clay Fragments  J21 U022 

MIR5845 8  Small ferrous metal pieces, form and function not discernible 

Fragments  

J21 U022 

MIR6098 1 clear glass fragment, seam running vertically up bottle J21 U022 

MIR5883 1  White Small plain piece of earthenware ceramic Fragment  J21 U022 

MIR5912 2 bone fragments, possibly from tammar wallaby scapulae J21 U022 

MIR5913 30 bone fragments, unidentified J21 U022 

MIR5914 6 bone fragments, ribs J21 U022 

MIR5915 6 bone fragments, vertebrae J21 U022 

MIR5916 1 bone fragment, mandible, possibly from tammar wallaby J21 U022 

MIR5917 5 bone fragments, mandible J21 U022 

MIR5918 1 bone fragment, tibia J21 U022 

MIR5919 1 bone fragment, humerus, possibly from tammar wallaby J21 U022 

MIR5920 4 teeth, possibly from a tammar wallaby J21 U022 

MIR5921 1 bone fragment,fibula, possibly from lizard J21 U022 

MIR5922 1 bone fragment, distal phalange, possibly from tammar wallaby J21 U022 

MIR5923 24 burnt bone fragments J21 U022 

MIR5924 1 bone fragment, metapodial J21 U022 

MIR5925 4 bone fragments, ulna J21 U022 

MIR5926 5 bone fragments, vertebrae, possibly from lizard J21 U022 

MIR5927 1 bone fragments, mandible, possibly from tammar J21 U022 

MIR6241 3 Zone 1 J 21 U22 Samples 

1. Charcoal 

2. 3mm Sieve Residue 

3. Soil Sample 

J21 U022 

MIR6090 2 Bone fragments, tammar wallaby vertebrae J21 U025 

MIR6091 1 Bone fragments, unidentified J21 U025 

MIR6092 1 Bone fragment tibia J21 U025 

MIR6093 1 Bone fragment tammar wallaby right mandible J21 U025 

MIR6094 2 Bone fragment tammar wallaby teeth J21 U025 

MIR6095 2 Bone fragment tammar wallaby metapodials J21 U025 

MIR5847 10 Small corroded ferrous metal pieces, some possible wire fragments  J21 U025 
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MIR6231 3 Zone 1 J21 U025 Samples 

1. Charcoal 

2. 3mm Sieve Residue 

3. Soil Sample 

J21 U025 

MIR6232 1 Zone 1 J21 U026 Sample 

Full Sample Extraction 

J21 U026 

MIR6085 1 Bone fragment, tammar wallaby sacrum J21 U027 

MIR6086 11 Bone fragments, unidentified J21 U027 

MIR6087 3 Bone fragments, vertebrae J21 U027 

MIR6088 8 Bone fragments, burnt J21 U027 

MIR6089 1 Bone fragment, tammar wallaby right mandible J21 U027 

MIR5867 18 Small metal pieces, form and function not discernible Fragments  J21 U027 

MIR5935 1 Cup Red transfer print 1xsmall piece ceramic, earthenware, red transfer 

print, shape suggests cup. 1818-present  

J21 U027 

MIR6224 3 Zone 1 J 21 U027 Samples 

1. soil Sample 

2. 6mm Sieve Residue Charcoal  

3. 3mm Sieve Residue 

J21 U027 

MIR6100 5  Small metal pieces, form and function not discernible Fragments  J21 U029 

MIR6102 3 Large flat metal fragments  J21 U029 

MIR6096 1 Tin can - hole-in-cap tin can cap. 1840s-c.1930  J21 U029 

MIR6225 2 Zone 1 J 21 U029 Samples 

1. 3mm Sieve residue 

2. 6mm Sieve Charcoal Residue 

J21 U029 

MIR6226 3 Zone 1 J 21 U032 Samples 

1. 3mm Sieve Residue 

2. 6mm Sieve Residue 

3. Soil Sample 

J21 U032 

MIR6227 3 Zone 1 J 21 U034 Samples 

1. Soils Sample 

2. 3mm Fraction 

3. 6mm Fraction 

J21 U034 

MIR6228 3 Zone 1 J 21 U035 Samples 

1. 3mm Fraction 

2. 6mm Fraction 

3. Soil Sample 

J21 U035 

 

K11 

   

MIR5846 1  Small tubular material, maybe clay?  Fragment  K11 U002 

MIR6082 1 Bottle Olive 1xpiece of a bottle base, olive. Appears to be conical base. K11 U002 
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Fragment  

MIR6080 1 Shoe - 1xalmost half of metal boot heel Boot heel  K11 U002 

MIR6081 1 Shoe - Other half of boot heel from U2 #MDI 056 Boot heel  K11 U003 

 

 

K12 

   

MIR5996 6 6x larger fragments, numerous corroded fragments 1xpiece flat bar, 

possible hoop iron fragment  

K12 U003 

MIR6237 2 Zone 1 K 12 U003 Sapmles 

1. Soil Sample  

2. Charcoal 

K12 U003 

MIR5995 1 Metal with possible mortar conglomerate   K12 U004 

MIR5990 1 1 small shell complete K12 U004 

MIR6229 1 Zone 1 K 12 U004 Bag 1 of 2 Sample 

3mm Sievee Partially Kept 

K12 U004 

MIR6238 2 Zone 1 K 12 U004 Bag 2 of 2 Samples 

1. Soil Sample 

2. Charcoal 

K12 U004  

MIR5993 8 Flat white clay fragments K12 U014 

MIR5994 3 2xvery small metal fragments, 1xlarger piece flat bar, possibly hoop 

iron fragment 

K12 U014 

MIR5877 3 Corroded metal fragments, curved shape K12 U014 

MIR5989 1 Bottle sherd, olive colour   K12 U014 

MIR5992 1 small bone fragment K12 U014 

MIR5991 1 2 whole shells K12 U014 

MIR6248 3 Zone 1 K 12 U014 Master Bag Samples 

1. Soil Sample 

2. Charcoal 

3. 3mm Sieve Sample 

K12 U014  

MIR5866 7 Small flat pieces white clay  K12 U017 

MIR5862 15  Small ferrous metal pieces, form and function not discernible   K12 U017 

MIR5860 1 Tableware-  fragment flat plate or dish, black transfer print. 1785-

present  

K12 U017 

MIR6255 3 Zone 1 K 12 U017 Samples 

1. 3mm Sieve  

2. Soil Sample 

3. Charcoal 

K12 U017 

MIR6252 3 Zone 1 K 12 U23 Samples 

1. Bulk Soil Sample 

2. 6mm Sieve Sample 

K12 U023 
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3. 3mm Sieve Sample 

MIR6253 3 Zone 1 K 12 U15  

1. 6mm Sieve Residue 

2, Soil Sample 

3. 3mm Residue 

K12 U023 

MIR6270 3 Zone 1 K 12 U028 Samples 

1. Soil Sample 

2. 6mm Sieve Fraction 

3. 3mm Sieve Fraction 

K12 U028 

 

 

K16 

   

MIR6266 1 Zone 1 K 16 U002 

Rock and Charcoal Sample 

K16 U002 

MIR5858 11 Gun - 1xcomplete spent cartridge, 1xfragmentary. Markings 

'Winchester', 'No.12', 'New Rival'. c.1897-1904 Cartridge  

K16 U003 

MIR5859 2 Tableware -  white earthenware fragments K16 U003 

MIR5956 4 two complete hole in cap can caps, fragments of can caps, one nail, one 

wood screw. 

K16 U003 

MIR5947 9 Bottle Olive & Clear 5xpieces olive glass, one small part of a base. 

4xpieces clear glass Fragments  

K16 U003 

MIR6264 2 Zone 1 K 16 U003 Samples 

1. Soil Sample 

2. Charcoal 

K16 U003 

MIR6265 2 Zone 1 K 12 U013 Samples 

1. 3mm Sieve Residue 

2. 6mm Sieve Residue 

K16 U003 

MIR6104 21 Glass fragments, clear and olive tint, 3mm sieve residue K16 U007 

MIR6105 20 bone fragments, 3mm sieve residue K16 U007 

MIR6106 1 metal fragments, 3mm sieve residue K16 U007 

MIR6107 2 gypsum, 3mm sieve residue K16 U007 

MIR6108 4 quartz, 3mm sieve residue K16 U007 

MIR6109 3 metal fragments, 6mm sieve residue K16 U007 

MIR6110 3 stone, 6mm sieve residue K16 U007 

MIR6111 1 glass fragment, 6mm sieve residue K16 U007 

MIR6112 2 ceramic fragments, 6mm sieve residue K16 U007 

MIR6113 1 charcoal, 6mm sieve residue K16 U007 

MIR5863 1 Glass sherd, clear colour K16 U007 
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MIR5861 1 Gun - 1xgun cartridge, .22 long rifle, no markings. 1858-present 

Cartridge  

K16 U007 

MIR6103 7 Metal can lid - Fragments make up badly corroded round metal lid, 

smaller than MDI 128 Fragments  

K16 U007 

MIR5957 70 fragment of can opener, possible tool, numerous possible can fragments 

including thin strap fragments 

K16 U007 

MIR5955 11 Assorted - Assortment nails, most appear to be wire type. 1853 Nails   K16 U007 

MIR5938 22 Bottle Olive & Clear 17xsmall rounded olive pieces, 5xclear pieces  

Fragments  

K16 U007 

MIR5954 46 Tin can - 13 complete hole-in-cap tin can caps, also fragments of caps 

and lids. Date range 1840s-c.1930   

K16 U007 

MIR5953 2 Can opener turn key - 2 bottom part turn key can openers. 1890-present  K16 U007 

MIR5944 1 Plate Blue transfer print 1 small piece flat ceramic earthenware, blue 

transfer print looks like blue willow. 1784-present Fragment  

K16 U007 

MIR6234 1 Zone 1 K16 U007 

3mm Sieve Stone Sample 

K16 U007 

MIR6275 1 Zone 1 K 16 U007 

1mm Sieve Residue 

K16 U007 

MIR6276 1 Zone 1 K 16 U007 

Soil Sample 

K16 U007 

MIR6230 4 Zone 1 K 16 U007 Bag 2 of 2 Samples 

1. 3mm Sieve Charcoal 

2. 3mm Sieve Rat Poo 

3. 3mm Sieve Residue 

4. 3mm Sieve Organic  

K16 U007  

MIR5865 1  Small metal piece, form and function not discernible Fragment  K16 U009 

MIR5864 1 Bottle glass fragment -  olive/ green glass, very small fragment   K16 U009 

MIR6274 3 Zone 1 K 16 U009 Samples 

1. 6mm Sieve Sample 

2. 3mm Sieve Sample 

3. Soil Sample 

K16 U009 

MIR6273 3 Zone 1 K 16 U010 Samples 

1. 3mm Sieve Residue 

2. 6mm Sieve Residue 

3. Soil Sample 

K16 U010 

MIR6271 2 Zone 1 K 16 U011 Samples 

1. 3mm Sieve Residue 

2. Soil Sample 

K16 U011 
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K19 

MIR11 1 Grommet from sailcloth, possibly from door on stone structure or 

canvas tent. 

K19  U003 

MIR7 1 Single blue willow pattern porcelain fragment K19 U016 

MIR9 1 Button K19 U016 

MIR8 1 Clay pipe stem with reddish-brown slip K19 U017 

MIR6262 2 Zone 1 K19 U002 Samples 

1. Soil Sample 

2. Sieve Sample 

K19 U002 

MIR6065 2 Small pieces of white clay, collected as clay not naturally occurring in 

the context  

K19 U003 

MIR6069 1 Short length of flat lead strap/ sheet folded over itself   K19 U003 

MIR5872 1 Uncertain fabric. Appearance of stone, bone, coral, shell; surface 

almost completely covered with spherical shaped protrusions 

K19 U003 

MIR6064 12 collected as possible flakes, may just be rock fragments  K19 U003 

MIR6062 1 Wire & Nails - Mostly all wire corroded and snapped, a couple of large 

nails. Dated 1862 onwards.  

K19 U003 

MIR6061 7 Glass, 4x small fragments blue glass, 2 x clear fragments, 1x pale blue 

fragment 

K19 U003 

MIR5873 1 Lantern Clear Small fragment glass possibly lantern/globe Fragment  K19 U003 

MIR5881 14 Small metal pieces, form and function not discernible  K19 U003 

MIR6055 1 Bone fragment, left mandible K19 U003 

MIR6056 3 2x bone fragment, 1x unidentified fragment K19 U003 

MIR6057 6 unidentified fragments K19 U003 

MIR6058 1 Bone, left maxilla fragment K19 U003 

MIR6059 1 Bone, mandible fragment K19 U003 

MIR6060 1 bone fragment, right mandible, Tammar wallaby K19 U003 

MIR12 1 Clay Pipe stem fragment marked ‘LONDON’.  K19 U003 

MIR6261 4 Zone 1 K 19 U003 Samples 

1. 6mm Sieve Residue 

2. 3mm Sieve Charcoal 

3. 3mm Sieve Sample 

4. 3mm Sieve Residue 

K19 U003 

MIR5870 2 2x Small pieces ferrous wire Fragment  K19 U005 

MIR5869 2 Bottle Blue 2xvery small pieces blue glass. from 1845 Fragment  K19 U005 

MIR5952 1 Uncertain fabric, split longitudinally; curved shape, possibly wood, 

maybe a small peg  

K19 U005 

MIR6211 2 Zone 1 K19 U005 samples 

1. 3mm sieve residue 

K19 U005  
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2. charcoal 

MIR6233 1 Zone 1 K 19 U006 

Soil Sample 100% 

K19 U006 

MIR6269 1 Zone 1 K 19 U008 

Full Sample Extraction  

K19 U008 

MIR6268 3 Zone 1 K 19 U012 Samples 

1. Soil Sample 

2. 3mm Sieve Residue 

3. 6mm Sieve Residue 

K19 U012 

MIR5937 1 Bottle Emerald 1xpiece emerald green glass, thick Fragment  K19 U016 

MIR6049 26 Bone fragments, unidentified K19 U016 

MIR6050 2 Bone fragments,ribs K19 U016 

MIR6051 1 Bone fragments, Tammar vertebrae K19 U016 

MIR6052 1 Bone fragments, lizard vertebrae K19 U016 

MIR6053 1 Bone fragments, fish vertebrae K19 U016 

MIR6068 5 Small metal fragments, form and function not discernible K19 U016 

MIR6067 1 Glass, blue bottle fragment From 1845 K19 U016 

MIR6063 1 Metal can lid - Fragments make up badly corroded round metal lid 

Fragments  

K19 U016 

MIR6066 28 Metal can  - Numerous very small fragments from can lid K19 U016 

MIR6272 4 Zone 1 K 19 U016 Samples 

1. Soil Sample 

2. Charcoal 

3. Soil Sample 

4. 3mm Seieve 

K19 U016 

MIR5962 5 Bottle Tint 1xbottle base with unidentified marking Base, 4 other glass 

fragments 

K19 U017 

MIR6047 11 Bone fragments, unidentified K19 U018 

MIR6048 1 Bone fragment, lizard metapodial K19 U018 

MIR6054 1  Tiny copper-alloy lid or valve cap  K19 U018 

MIR6223 3 Zone 1 K 19 U018 Samples 

1. Soil Sample 

2. Charcoal 

3. 3mm Sieve Sample 

K19 U018 

MIR5934 4 3xfragments, possibly piece of a nail Fragments  K19 U024 

MIR6217  Zone 1 K19 U024 Samples 

1. Soil Sample 

2. 3mm sieve residue 

3. Charcoal 6 mm sieve 

K19 U024 
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MIR5951 1 Possible stone hand grinding tool?  K19 U025 

MIR6215 3 Zone 1 K19 U030 samples 

1. 3mm sieve  

2. Soil sample 

3. 6mm sieve 

K19 U030 

MIR6263 3 Zone 1 K 12 U031 Samples 

1. 3mm Sieve Residue 

2. Soil Sample 

3. 6mm Sieve Residue 

K19 U031 

MIR6219 3 Zone 1 K 19 U033 samples 

1. 6mm fraction 

2. 3 mm Fraction 

3. Soil Sample 

K19 U033 

MIR6222 3 Zone 1 K19 U036 samples 

1. 3mm Fraction 

2. 6mm Fractions 

3. Soil Sample 

K19 U036 

 

 

P33 

   

MIR6041  Strap - Numerous small metal fragments, many thin flat strap/bar ~ 

17mm in width Fragments  

P33 U001 

MIR6039 1 Single strand - 1xpiece single strand wire  Wire  P33 U001 

MIR5868 8 Bottle Olive & tint 5xsmall pieces olive glass, 3xclear Fragments  P33 U001 

MIR5998 1 tableware shard, white glazed earthenware, scalloped rim with 

embossed decoration, small dish/ plate 

P33 U001 

MIR6045 1 Metal fish hook handmade  P33 U001 

MIR5940 1 Single strand - Small amount of coiled single strand wire, copper 

maybe Wire  

P33 U001 

MIR6019 15 charcoal and a seed pod P33 U001 

MIR6020 1 charcoal fragments P33 U001 

MIR6021 2 2 bags small marine shell fragments P33 U001 

MIR5875 20 fragments of Whale bone degraded condition P33 U001 

MIR6114 1 glass - small fragment clear colour P33 U001 

MIR6221 2 Zone 2 P33 U1 Samples 

1. Charcoal 

2. Bulk Sample 

P33 U001  

MIR6046 1 Small metal pieces, form and function not discernible, some nail 

fragments 

P33 U002 

MIR5948 1 1xlump various materials, mortar perhaps Conglomerate  P33 U002 
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MIR5848 20 Whale bone degraded and fragmented P33 U002 

MIR5999 5 unidentified fragments P33 U002 

MIR6000 3 faunal bone, calcaneum P33 U002 

MIR6001 1 faunal bone, vertebrae P33 U002 

MIR6002 1 charcoal fragments P33 U002 

MIR10 1 Ceramic white plate rim sherd with scalloped and embossed rim P33 U002 

MIR6218 4 Zone 2 P33 U2 samples 

1. Charcoal 

2. Light coloured lens sample 

3. Bulk Sample 

4. 3mm Sieve fraction sample 

P33 U002 

MIR5856 21 a) 4 x thin clear glass fragments, b) 3 x clear glass fragments, c) 14 x 

olive glass fragments 

P33 U002  

MIR6040 17 Assorted -  Assorted large and small Nails, 1x washer P33 U003 

MIR5853 12 Bottle Olive & tint 10xsmall clear pieces, 2xsmall olive pieces 

Fragments  

P33 U003 

MIR5855 1  Button  P33 U003 

MIR6037 12 Glass, 10x clear fragments, 2x olive fragments P33 U003 

MIR5897 7 fragments of burnt bone P33 U003 

MIR5997 4 marine shells  P33 U003 

MIR5874 6 fragments of Whale bone degraded condition P33 U003 

MIR6216 2 Zone 2 P33 U3 Samples 

1. Charcoal Sample 

2. 3mm sieve fraction  

P33 U003 

MIR6030 2 fish bone, fin P33 U003 

MIR6031 6 fish bone, vertebrae P33 U003 

MIR6032 1 faunal bone, left maxilla (macropus eugenii/ tammar wallaby) P33 U003 

MIR6033 1 faunal bone, inominate (macropus eugenii/ tammar wallaby) P33 U003 

MIR6034 8 faunal bone, vertebrae (macropus eugenii/ tammar wallaby) P33 U003 

MIR6035 5 4 x faunal bone unidentified fragments , 1 x marine shell unidentified 

fragment 

P33 U003 

MIR5850 3 3xsmall pieces of tin  Fragments  P33 U004 

MIR6038 24 Nails- 24x assorted types, long, short, wire. 1853-present P33 U004 

MIR5876 42 Bottle green glass, rim neck and shoulder fragment Wide mouth finish, 

numerous body fragments, continuous vertical seam. 1890-1920 

fragments 

P33 U004 

MIR5896 1 bone fragment, possibly from bird P33 U004 

MIR5884 1 small fragment of bone, possibly Tammar wallaby P33 U004 

MIR5886 1 fragment of small tibia bone P33 U004 
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MIR5887 8 Vertebrae fragments, possibly from tammar wallaby P33 U004 

MIR5888 5 small bone fragments P33 U004 

MIR5889 2 small bone fragments P33 U004 

MIR5890 12 fragments of burnt bone P33 U004 

MIR5891 2 bone fragments, possibly tammar wallaby P33 U004 

MIR5892 22 unidentified fragments, possibly bone P33 U004 

MIR5893 4 small bone fragments P33 U004 

MIR5894 1 small bone fragment, possibly from tammar wallaby P33 U004 

MIR5895  small bone fragment, possibly from tammar wallaby P33 U004 

MIR5885 2 Small bone fragments, possibly tammar wallaby P33 U004 

MIR6042 9 shell, various, whole and fragments P33 U004 

MIR5857 21 Small bone fragments, including fish bones in 4 containers P33 U004 

MIR6212 2 Zone 2 P33 U4 samples Bag 1 of 2 

1. Charcoal 

2. Soil Sample 

P33 U004  

MIR6214 1 Zone 2 P33 U4 Bag 2 of 2  

3mm sieve fraction sample 

P33 U004  

MIR6220 3 Zone 2 P33 U5 Samples 

1. Bulk Sample 

2. Charcoal 

3. 3mm Sieve Fraction 

P33 U005 

MIR6043 1 Nail P33 U005 fall out of  

SE trench wall 

 

 

Samples 

   

MIR5849 1 mortar samples F1, F2, F3, F5, F6 Samples F001, F002,  

F003, F005, F006 

    

Tool Cache     

MIR5823 1 Fragment of large bladed iron tool possible flensing tool or pike. 

Corroded condition. 

Tool cache excavation 

 surface collection 

Square 1 U001 

MIR5824 1 Fragment of iron tool probably a mattock or hoe. Corroded condition. Tool cache excavation  

surface collection 

Square 1 U001 
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MIR5825 1 Fragment of iron nail or rivet. Corroded condition. Tool cache excavation  

surface collection 

Square 1 U001 

MIR5826 2 2 x iron rivets. Corroded condition. Tool cache excavation  

surface collection 

Square 1 U001 

MIR5827 5 1 x whole iron nail and 4 x fragments of iron nails. Corroded condition. Tool cache excavation 

 surface collection 

Square 1 U001 

MIR5828 4 4 x fragments of iron nails. Corroded condition. Tool cache excavation 

 surface collection 

Square 1 U001 

MIR5829 1 Fragment of iron nail/ fastening. Corroded condition. Tool cache excavation 

 surface collection 

Square 1 U001 

MIR5830 6 6 lx fragments of corroded iron fastenings . Tool cache excavation 

 surface collection 

Square 1 U001 

MIR5831 36 36 larger fragments of corroded iron, plus smaller corroded iron 

fragments from sieve in separate bag. 

 

 

 

Tool cache excavation  

surface collection 

Square 1 U001 

 

Surface 

Collection 

   

MIR5961 1 Gun - 1xspent cartridge shotgun marked 'No. 12 EB London'. 1882 

Cartridge  

Zone 1 Surface 

MIR5958 1 Bottle Tint 1xclear base, no markings on bottom, small bump though. 

After 1860 Base  

Zone 1 Surface 

MIR5882 2 Bottle Olive 1xbottle base, olive, with marking 'C.S & Co.' c.1860-

1913 Base, glass fragment 

Zone 1 Surface 

MIR5929 1 Bottle Olive 1xsmall piece olive glass, seam running horizontally 

around bottle Fragment  

Zone 1 Surface 

MIR5941 2 Bottle  Olive 2xpieces rounded olive glass, 1xpiece seam can be seen 

running vertically up bottle Fragment  

Zone 1 Surface 

MIR5939 1 Bottle Olive 1xsmall piece olive glass Fragment  Zone 1 Surface 

MIR5959 1 Bottle Frosted 1xpiece frosted odd shaped glass, maybe fluted round 

Fragment  

Zone 1 Surface 
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MIR5988 1 Bottle glass - body/ shoulder fragment, olive colour, mould mark - 3 

piece mould  

Zone 1 Surface  

A020 

MIR5987 1 Bottle glass - body fragment, clear colour, mould marks/ seams evident, 

modern 

Zone 1 Surface  

A027 

MIR5981 1 Bottle glass fragment - clear glass shoulder/ body fragment with mould 

mark 

Zone 1 Surface  

A029 

MIR5982 1 Bottle glass fragment, clear glass, remains of imprinted mark illegible Zone 1 Surface  

A032 

MIR5969 5 Bottle glass fragments -  olive colour Zone 1 Surface  

A24 

MIR5970 1 Bottle glass  - body fragment, olive colour Zone 1 Surface  

A30 

MIR5977 1  Possible quartz outer core fragment Zone 1 Surface  

A41 

MIR5976 2 Wire loops, two strands twisted together. 1862-present   Zone 1 Surface  

A42 

MIR5928 3 Bottle sherds - Olive colour, body fragments, no markings Zone 1 Surface 

A22 

MIR5933 3 Bottle  Olive & tint 2xrounded olive pieces, 1xtinted piece Fragment   Zone 1 Surface 

A23 

MIR5931 2 Bottle  Tint 1xclear finish and associated frag, 'ONES & Co.' & 'IXL' 

visible when put together. After 1898 Finish  

Zone 1 Surface 

A31 

MIR5930 1 Bottle  Olive 1xsmall fragment olive glass Fragment  Zone 1 Surface 

A40 

MIR5936 1 Bottle Olive 1xsection olive, body between neck and base.  Fragment  Zone 2 Surface 

MIR5985 1 Marine shell Zone 2 Surface 

MIR5950 6 Whale bone, fragmented Zone 2 Surface 

MIR5932 1 Bottle Olive 1xpiece rounded glass olive Fragment  Zone 2 Surface 

A36 

MIR5979 1 UNID rod fragment with associated fragments, part of a utensil handle 

or similar, decorative style 

Zone 2 Surface  

A016 

MIR5980 1 Corroded fragment of roofing iron Zone 2 Surface  

A34 

MIR5971 1 Flattened piece metal - possibly tin Fragment  Zone 2 Surface 

A35 

MIR3533 9 Bolt pieces: all broken  

MIR5832 2 2 x lead shot. Beach camp area  

surface 

MIR5833 1 1 x 1950 Australian 3 pence coin Beach camp area  

surface 
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MIR6267 2 Miscellaneous Samples 

1. Clay Pan Rock 

2. Clay Pan Sediments 

Lake Hillier  

salt lake samples 

MIR5960 1 Gun - 1xsmall gun cartridge, .22 Long rifle, letter 'H' stamped on end. 

1858-present Cartridge  Lake Hillier  

Lake Hillier  

surface collection 

MIR14 15 Faunal bone, surface collection from garden area, fragile. Garden area 

surface collection 
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Introduction
The Archipelago of the Recherche consists of 105 islands 
and numerous uncharted reefs on the continental shelf 
off Western Australia’s south coast (Fig. 1). The islands 
provide habitat for breeding populations of New Zealand 
fur seals (Arctocephalus australis forsteri) and Australian sea 
lions (Neophoca cinerea) (Gales et al. 1994). Sealers visited 
Western Australia’s south coast in search of sealskins 
and seal oil from at least 1803 until the 1920s and, like 
elsewhere, had a devastating impact on seal populations.

There is limited historical information on the nature 
and extent of sealing activities in Western Australia and few 
specific details on names of vessels, dates of sealing voyages 
and the amount of skins or oil harvested. Archaeological 
evidence for sealing in Australia is generally sparse and 
archaeological material found at historically recorded 
sealing site locations is often difficult to provenance 
to sealing activities, especially if later whaling or urban 
development activities have occurred in the same locale 
(Townrow 1997: 10; Kostoglou & McCarthy 1991: xi).

Environmental historian Rhys Richards (2010: 3) 
commented on our knowledge of the sealing industry 
and the rate of recovery of seal populations throughout 
the Southern Ocean that ‘there remains a need ... for 
greater coordination between historical, zoological and 
conservation studies; and more attention to separating 
and covering one by one the separate seal species involved 
location by location’. It may be added that archaeological 
research also can offer additional, unique insights into 
the past and present dynamics of harvested organisms, 
particularly where historical records and biological data 
are scarce (e.g. McNiven & Bedingfield 2008; Gifford-
Gonzalez et al. 2005; Hartnup et al. 2008; Drew et al. 2013).

Here, we describe research into a sealing site in the 
Archipelago of the Recherche discovered with four 
sealskins in situ, and the processes undertaken to identify 
and conserve the skins. The discovery of the sealskins with 
an associated archaeological assemblage in situ provides 
a unique opportunity to study techniques used by sealers 
in harvesting, processing and packing skins for market 
in southern Western Australia.

There are three objectives to this paper:

1. To provide a historical summary of sealing activities 
in the Archipelago of the Recherche;

2. To describe an analysis of archaeological material 
found in a sealer’s cave including deoxyribonucleic 
acid (DNA) sequence analysis of four processed 
sealskins to identify their species of origin; and

3. To discuss the long-term conservation issues and 
requirements for the sealskins.

Sealing and its impact on seal populations in Western 
Australia
During the 19th century sealers in Australasian and 
sub-Antarctic waters mainly hunted Australian fur seals 
(Arctocephalus pusillus doriferus), New Zealand fur seals 
(Arctocephalus australis forsteri), Australian sea lions 

Bulletin of the Australasian Institute for Maritime Archaeology (2013), 37: 114–123

Figure 1. Map of Western Australia and Recherche 
Archipelago.
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(Neophoca cinerea) (Fig. 2) and New Zealand sea lions 
(Phocarctos hookeri) for their skins and oil. Seals were also 
processed by boiling their blubber to extract their oil 
for which there were eight grades of quality obtainable. 
Seal oil was used for the same purposes as whale oil 
(Jones 1991: 587–588). Fur seal skins were manufactured 
to become fashionable clothing items in China and 
Europe—‘Peking Wraps’ and ‘London Hats’ (Richards 
2010:10–12). Australian sea lions were often described 
as ‘hair’ seals in reference to their coarse fur. Hair seal 
skins were less valuable but their leather was useful for 
covering luggage trunks and furniture.

Between 1788 and 1833 over 6.2 million sealskins 
were harvested from the Southern Ocean to be sold in 
the Canton and London markets. The sealing industry 
around southern Australia, New Zealand, and sub-
Antarctic Islands was an important driver of early maritime 
exploration and colonisation in the region. From 1798 
seal skins became the elusively sought ‘staple export’ 
that transformed Sydney from a colonial outpost to the 
major port and mercantile centre in the South Seas (Ross 
1987: 11). Sydney was the centre of the colonial sealing 
industry, and many of the maritime discoveries in Bass 
Strait, New Holland, New Zealand and the Southern 
Ocean were made by Sydney-based sealers. The Southern 
Ocean sealing industry lasted from 1798 through to the 
mid-19th century, with sporadic hunting occurring up 
until the late 1940s (Ling 2002: 1). The modus operandi 
of sealers was to discover new sealing ground ‘bonanzas’, 
and to indiscriminately kill as many males, females, 
juveniles and pups as possible before moving on to their 
next discovery.

A minimum of 1.3 million skins was harvested between 
1792 and 1849 in Australasian and sub-Antarctic waters, 
of which 96% were taken before 1830 (Ling in Richards 
2010: 16–17). Harvest had devastating effects on seal 
numbers. Current seal populations are estimated to be 

about 10% of pre-harvest abundances and some species 
show few signs of recovery (Ling 2002: 1). To understand 
the impact of historical sealing on seal populations it is 
necessary to understand the biology of seals, as well as 
the history and archaeology of sealing activities in the 
Southern Ocean.

Australian sea lions (Neophoca cinerea) and New 
Zealand fur seals (Arctocephalus australis forsteri) are the 
predominant pinniped species in the Archipelago of 
the Recherche (Ling 1999: 326) (Fig. 3). The current 
distribution of Australian sea lions ranges from the 
Houtman Abrolhos off the mid-west coast of Western 
Australia to The Pages east of Kangaroo Island, South 
Australia, although the distribution is highly fragmented. 
Prior to sealing their range extended to Bass Strait and 
the Tasmanian mainland. A number of Australian sea 
lion colonies are known to have disappeared from the 
Perth and Albany regions as the result of harvest. Current 
numbers are estimated to be just 11 200 animals among 
67 breeding colonies, of which 30% of the population 
is in Western Australia and 70% in South Australia. 
Presently Western Australia’s total Australian sea lion 
population is estimated to be around 3 000 animals with 
between 1 750 and 2 210 animals on the south coast 
(Campbell 2005: 30, 43; Gales et al. 1994). Australian sea 
lions are characterised by long inter-breeding periods, 
asynchronous reproduction among colonies, and high 
levels of population structure driven by extreme female 
natal philopatry (Campell et al. 2008). They are listed 
as ‘Vulnerable’ under the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, and ‘Endangered’ 
on the International Union for the Conservation of 
Nature (IUCN) Red List (IUCN 2010) because of their 
small population sizes, slow rate of recovery and threat 
of extinction as a result of bycatch from commercial 
fishing activities (Viewed 27 June 2011, <http://www.
environment.gov.au/cgibin/sprat/public/publicspecies.

Figure 2. Australian sea lion colony at Daw Island, Eastern 
Group, Archipelago of the Recherche (Photo: Ross 
Anderson, WA Museum).

Figure 3. Past and present distribution of Australian sea lion 
Neophoca cinerea in Australian waters. Unbroken solid 
line depicts current known breeding range; broken 
solid line depicts extent of seasonal stragglers, 
broken line between South Australia, northern 
Tasmania and Victoria depicts extent of former 
range (from Ling 1999).
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pl?taxon_id=22>; viewed 14 July 2013, <http://www.
iucnredlist.org/details/14549/0>).

The New Zealand fur seal (also called Antipodean 
fur seal, Australasian fur seal, Black fur seal and South 
Australian fur seal) is found in Western Australia, South 
Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand and Sub-Antarctic 
islands, with a total population estimated to be 200 000 
animals. The New Zealand fur seal was hunted and killed 
in unquantified numbers in Western Australia but their 
present Australia-wide population is estimated to be 10% 
of the stocks that existed prior to the 19th-century sealing 
industry (Ling 1999: 326; viewed 18 April 2013, <http://
www.iucnredlist.org/details/41664/0>).

In 2000 there were an estimated 15 100 New Zealand 
fur seals in Western Australia (Gales et al. 2000: 165). 
In Australian waters New Zealand fur seals breed in 
summer, with pups born annually between December 
and January (Gales 2000: 166; Goldsworthy & Gales 
2008). Sealers targeting New Zealand fur seals in 
Australia generally operated during two sealing seasons: 
December–January when breeding adults were killed, 
and April to June when ‘post-moult yearlings were 
taken in their prime, first adult-type pelage’ (Ling 
1999: 327). In contrast to Australian sea lions, New 
Zealand fur seal populations are recovering well from 
19th century sealing and the species is expanding its 
geographic range by establishing new breeding colonies 
(Goldsworthy & Gales 2008).

In his study of sealskin cargoes exported from 
Australia,  New Zealand, the Bounty Islands, 
Auckland Islands, Antipodes Islands, Campbell 
Island and Macquarie Island between 1823 and 
1949, Ling (1999: 338) identified 8 448 fur sealskins 
harvested from Western Australia, consisting of a 
mere 1% of the 1 366 880 skins harvested in total. 
This small percentage from Western Australia of the 
overall harvest explains its lack of visibility in the 
historical record, and subsequent historical studies 
of sealing that have focussed on the Bass Strait, 
Kangaroo Island, New Zealand and sub-Antarctic 
sealing grounds.

Sealing on the south coast of New Holland
Sealing and whaling occurred on the south coast of 
Western Australia (known as New Holland) prior to 
British colonisation of King George Sound in December 
1826. The first confirmed report of sealing on the 
south coast of New Holland was on 20 February 1803 
when French explorers Sub-Lieutenant Ransonnet and 
Captain Nicolas Baudin in the Géographe met Captain 
Pendleton of the sealing brig Union, owned by the New 
York firm Fanning & Co., in a sheltered bay just east of 
King George Sound. Baudin subsequently named this 
bay ‘Baie de Deux Peuples’ (Two Peoples Bay) (Pearson 
1988: 2). Pendleton had arrived in King George Sound 
after unsuccessfully searching for the Crozet Islands and 
was heading eastwards in search of richer sealing grounds 
along the New Holland coast.

In October 1826 another French explorer Captain 
Dumont D’Urville visited King George Sound in his 
ship Astrolabe. He encountered two boats with sealing 
gangs left by the Sydney-based sealing vessel Hunter and 
Hobart-based sealing vessel Governor Brisbane. The gangs 
had been sealing, fishing and hunting on Breaksea 
Island for seven months and included five Englishmen, 
a Maori male, a ‘coloured American’ who claimed to be 
originally from Canada and spoke ‘quite good French’, an 
Aboriginal male from New South Wales, two Aboriginal 
females from van Diemen’s Land, an Aboriginal male 
and female both between eighteen and twenty years of 
age from the New Holland mainland near Port Lincoln, 
and an eight or nine year old Aboriginal girl taken from 
the New Holland mainland opposite Middle Island 
(Smith 2010: 59; D’Urville in Rosenman 1987: 31–34). 
The makeup of the crews reflects the diversity of ethnic 
groups participating in colonial sealing activities and the 
involvement (whether forced, coerced or voluntary) of 
Aboriginal people, including women and children.

Sealing was carried out by various methods including 
ship-based gangs, boat-based gangs and by resident sealers. 
Ship-based gangs involved ships cruising in an area as a 
‘mother ship’, dropping off sealing gangs to quickly exploit 
seal colonies, then picking up their gangs and moving on.

Figure 5. Bundles of sealskins in situ (Courtesy Esperance 
Bay Historical Society).

Figure 4. Exterior of sealer’s cave (Photo: Ross Anderson, 
WA Museum).
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Boat-based sealing involved gangs of men being 
dropped off on islands or the mainland for longer periods 
of time, their ship departing to return at some later date 
(often between months and years, or not at all) to pick up 
the men and their harvest. The failure of ship’s masters 
to recover their gangs was not unusual, as was the case 
with the aforementioned Hunter and Governor Brisbane, 
neither of which vessel returned to King George Sound 
to pick up their gangs (Nicholson 1983: 105,109).

The third category of resident sealers applies to 
individuals or gangs who set up semi-permanent, or 
permanent, dwellings to eke out a subsistence lifestyle 
based on the barter of seal, kangaroo and wallaby skins; 
fresh meat; seal oil; garden produce and salt for goods 
such as tobacco, flour and preserved pork; alcohol; 
arms; and ammunition (Perth Gazette and Western 
Australian Journal [PGWAJ] 8/10/1842: 3). In most 
other respects they were self-sufficient provisioning 
themselves with abundant wild game, fish, skins for 
clothing and living in simple huts made of timber, 
stone or canvas. Many were sealers with past experience 
in Bass Strait, Van Diemen’s Land and Kangaroo 
Island (PGWAJ 8/10/1842: 3) and can be thought of 
as a western outreach of the ‘Straitsman’ culture that 
existed throughout the Bass Strait islands. There were 
a number of resident sealers living in the Archipelago 
of the Recherche by the 1840s, as described in the 
following newspaper reports:

The great rendezvous of the sealers was the Archipelago 
of Islands to the eastward of Doubtful Island Bay, where 
they chiefly subsisted on wild geese and seal’s flesh, and 
occasionally made a run to King George’s Sound to purchase 
flour and other necessities, and sell their seal skins (PGWAJ 
8/10/1842: 3).

We have been informed that Middle Island, one of the 
group called Recherche Archipelago, in the Great Southern 
Bight, has been for some past the resort of a set of lawless 
desperadoes, composed of runaway convicts, sealers, &c. If 
what we hear be true, the most frightful scenes have been 

enacted in this portion of our Western Australian possessions; 
murder, robbery, and other crimes which disgrace humanity, 
are common amongst the population (South Australian [SA] 
1/2/1848: 2).

One of the sealers known to have lived on Middle 
Island was ‘Black Jack Anderson’ who lived with his 
gang and two Aboriginal wives for a period in the 1830s. 
He was infamous for his supposed tendency to violence 
and penchant for carrying a brace of pistols (PGWAJ 
8/10/1842: 3).

Middle Island is the largest island in the Archipelago 
of the Recherche and had resources including a salt lake 
(Lake Hillier) from which evaporated salts were collected 
and bagged, a sheltered anchorage from prevailing 
south-west and southerly winds, and edible fauna such as 
shearwaters, Cape Barren geese and tammar wallabies. 
Fresh water could be collected from the gnamma holes 
and runoff from the nearby granite rock outcrop or by 
digging wells. A shore whaling station operated at Middle 
Island from 1862 (Gibbs 1994: 86–87). The Middle Island 
historic site consists of ten stone ruins and features 
including a well and possible hearth or oven (Paterson 
& Souter 2006: 20). There are also remains of tramway 
infrastructure relating to the late 19th century salt industry 
at Lake Hillier. The earliest known archaeological site 
related to sealing in Western Australia is the shipwreck 
of the brig Belinda (1824) at Middle Island, discovered 
and excavated by the Western Australian Museum’s 
Department of Maritime Archaeology (Henderson 1995).

There are very few references to sealing in the 
Archipelago of the Recherche after 1850, though sporadic 
sealing continued to be carried out by individuals or 
small gangs into the 20th century to supplement settlers’ 
incomes, as part of a variety of seasonal activities on 
the south coast including whaling, salt collecting and 
agriculture.

The last documented commercial seal harvesting 
in the Archipelago of the Recherche occurred in 1920 
when ‘The Recherche Syndicate’ hired the fishing smack 
Kia Ora to conduct a six month seal hunting operation, 

Figure 7. Interior of sealer’s cave showing canvas material, 
sealskin box, bed frame and wooden shelf in far 
right corner (Photo: Ross Anderson, WA Museum).

Figure 6. Detail of rolled up cured sealskin (Courtesy 
Esperance Bay Historical Society).
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with the aim of procuring both fur and hair sealskins for 
sale on the London market (Register 14/4/1920; SRO 
1920/1993). The expedition collected a total of 496 fur 
skins and 333 hair skins (Letter Secretary of Fisheries 
Department to Acting Comptroller of Stores 26/11/1920 
SRO 1920/1993; Letter Recherche Syndicate to Chief 
Inspector Fisheries 21/9/1920 SRO 1920/1993).

A sealer’s cave in the Archipelago of the Recherche
In June 2005 a group of amateur historians relocated a 
sealer’s cave (Fig. 4), following the original report of its 
discovery 55 years earlier by the Australian Geographic 
Society (Bechervaise 1950). The group recovered four 
sealskins that had been rolled up into bundles (Figs. 5 
& 6) and artefacts including corroded metal cans and 
metal baking tins. All of the artefacts were handed in 
to the Esperance Bay Historical Society for safekeeping.

In 2006, funding was obtained by University of 
Western Australia archaeologist Dr Alistair Paterson 
for an archaeological expedition to investigate sites 
related to sealing and whaling in the Archipelago of the 
Recherche, and visited the area between 15 and 26 April 
2006. The team included Esperance Area Traditional 
Owner Mr Ron ‘Doc’ Reynolds, staff and students from 
the University of Western Australia and staff from the 
Western Australian Museum’s Department of Maritime 
Archaeology. The objectives were to survey and excavate 
historical archaeological features on Middle Island, and 
survey the sealer’s cave to record the remaining artefacts 
and features (Paterson & Souter 2006).

The cave was situated on a granite island overlaid 
with limestone, about halfway up a gully surrounded 
by limestone cliffs and well camouflaged by vegetation 
(Paterson & Souter 2006: 28). The cave entrance 
faced eastwards and the cave interior consisted of a 
larger main chamber with the entrance (Fig. 6), and 
a smaller rear chamber. The dirt floor had a build 
up of bird droppings, feathers and remains of dead 
muttonbird carcasses. In the approximate centre of 
the floor of the main chamber was a wooden frame 
described as a ‘bed’. Remnants of sealskin and loose 
hairs were found caught in nails in situ on the top edge 

of the timbers along with remains of hessian (Paterson 
& Souter 2006: 29).

Other features in the main chamber included a 
crumpled canvas sail or tarpaulin in friable condition 
with copper alloy grommets and rope attached, a pine 
box in which the bundles of processed sealskins were 
originally discovered, and a small wooden shelf built 
into the side of the cave used to store tins of preserved 
foodstuffs. The canvas may have been used as a doorway 
covering or makeshift bed for another occupant(s). 
The rear chamber contained the collapsed remains of 
a wooden pine box with a clump of salt used in the skin 
curing process and most likely obtained locally from Pink 
Lake at Esperance or Middle Island (Fig. 8). Samples 
were obtained of the canvas sail, remnant seal hairs and 
salt (Paterson & Souter 2006: 36).

The size of the cave, the single bed frame and its 
archaeological assemblage are indicative of just one or 
two people occasionally visiting the island with supplies for 
short periods to conduct sealing. Seals or sea lions would 
have been killed and skinned with the blubber scraped 
off most likely using the ‘beaming’ technique, where the 
skin is stretched over a wooden beam and scraped with a 
knife (R. Warneke 2013, pers. comm., 11 July). 

The skins were then transported uphill to the cave, 
cured with salt then rolled up for packing in boxes or 
casks for transport off the island. Based on the type of 
manufacture of the metal cans that were dated to the 
early 20th century (S. Bolton to R. Anderson, 2013, 
pers. comm. 11 August), the sealskins are believed 
to be associated with this period. Unfortunately the 
corroded metal food tins have since been inadvertently 
discarded by the Esperance Bay Historical Society and 
further analysis is not possible.

The early 20th century date accords with 
information provided at the time of the cave’s initial 
discovery, when members of the 1950 Australian 
Geographic Society expedition learned that ‘the father 
of a man named White who lives in Esperance’ visited 
the island in the 1920s for the purposes of sealing 
(Bechervaise 1950). The island was also reportedly used 
to maroon Indigenous pastoral workers and prisoners 

Figure 9.  Detail of chlorides apparent on treated sealskins 
(Photo: Carmela Corvaia, WA Museum).

Figure 8. Salt with remains of timber box (Photo: Ross 
Anderson, WA Museum).
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in the late 19th century, and has potential for further 
archaeological excavation to discover information on 
the history and prehistory of the Archipelago of the 
Recherche.

Conservation issues 
The Esperance Bay Historical Society sought advice from 
the Western Australian Museum on the conservation 
requirements of the sealskins, with a view to their long-
term preservation and creating a display in the Esperance 
Museum. All four bundles of sealskins were handed 
in to the Department of Materials Conservation for 
conservation assessment and treatment.

All vertebrate skins have a similar structure made 
up of interwoven collagen fibres (Angus 2002: 2). 
Typical conservation issues with skins include hair 
loss, insects and other pests and damage to the skins 
(Heiberger 2002: 88). In a museum environment, 
insects have potential to cause the most damage as 
they can eat the skin and hair, while their eggs and 
frass stick to the hairs and are difficult to remove 
(Heiberger 2002: 89). Being generally quite thin, skins 
are susceptible to mechanical damage and, if allowed 
to dry out too much, they may tear or become set in 
folds and creases (Heiberger 2002: 89).

Curators and conservators favour a minimalist 
intervention approach to treating archaeological 
materials, as interventive and non-reversible methods 
may remove valuable information from the object. In this 
case, only minimal treatment was undertaken in order to 
stabilise and preserve the skins.

The four bundles of sealskins arrived at the Department 
of Materials Conservation Laboratory packed in plastic 
bags. The sealskins were composed primarily of skin 
and fur, with inclusions of particulate matter and debris 
from the cave environment. The skins are a tan brown 
in colour, and the fur is black and brown.

The fur is mainly located on the upper sections 
of the exposed surfaces and at the edges of the rolled 
sections where it appears patchy and uneven. The 
condition of the skins is generally dry and hard, and 
quite brittle in places where fingernails could make 
impressions and marks. No attempt was made to 
unroll the skins due to the likelihood of breakage and 
permanent damage. Visible damage included hair loss 
and abrasion from salts and the environment. Sealskin 
hairs and loose particulate matter from the cave such 
as dust, feathers, plant fibres, limestone debris and 
dirt were dislodged when the skins were handled and 
moved. The skins also emitted a strong odour when 
they were removed from their plastic bags possibly due 
to a combination of salts from the curing process and 
residual animal fats, so were stored in a fume cupboard.

Conservation treatment
On arrival to the Conservation Department, the skins were 
frozen at −20 °C for one week to eradicate any pests that 
could potentially cause damage to the skins. After the pest 
treatment was completed, the skins were tested for surface 

chlorides and the presence of bacteria or mould. Surface 
chloride tests confirmed that the skins had an extremely 
high level of salt (greater than 100 000 parts per million), 
which indicated they were likely to have been salt-cured 
(Fig. 9). Envirocheck® Contact slides were used to test 
for bacteria or mould on the skins although these tests 
proved inconclusive due to problems with the regulation 
of the temperature setting of the oven.

The sealskins were then wrapped in acid free tissue 
paper and stored in polypropylene Nally® tubs with 
some activated carbon chips (in Tyvek® bags) to absorb 
any odours. They were then monitored over a period of 
10 months for any signs of change due to their high salt 
content and were returned to the curators for permanent 
storage once their conditions appeared to be stable and 
the odour deemed removed.

There is little literature available on the use of 
activated carbon as a method of removing odours in 
museum collections though it is commonly used as an 
adsorbent for many pollutants including volatile organic 
compounds such as acetic acid, and for removing odours 
in industrial and commercial businesses. Activated carbon 
is inert porous graphite in the form of layers of plate-like 
aromatic ring formations, thus, forming a rigid skeletal 
structure in which more than 75% consists of voids. These 
voids may be 1 to 5 molecular diameters in width, and 
their surfaces provide sites for adsorption. Molecules 
are held in activated carbon by physical adsorption and 
the degree to which a substance is adsorbed by activated 
carbon depends on its molecular size and weight, which 
is indicated by critical temperature and boiling point 
(Hatchfield 2002: 118).

In 2009 curators advised that a strong smell was 
emanating from the sealskins and retreatment was 
undertaken. As activated carbon had originally been 
used inside the Nally® tubs to absorb the odour of the 
sealskins, it was decided to keep using it but to change 
the composition of the pouch from Tyvek® to a more 
breathable fabric so that the activated carbon could adsorb 
more of the odours. Due to the lack of conservation 
literature on recommended quantities to use per square 
metre, it was considered that a greater amount of activated 
carbon should work more effectively over a longer 
period of time, and the quantity of activated carbon was 
increased. It should be noted that high levels of relative 
humidity decrease the maximum adsorption capacity of 
activated carbon, which is present at relative humidity 
(RH) levels of 50–60% and become more prevalent at 
higher levels (Hatchfield 2002: 119). As part of ongoing 
research into the sealskins, in 2012, the Department of 
Maritime Archaeology staff invited Oliver Berry from the 
Commonwealth Scientific and Research Organisation 
(CSIRO) to identify the species of origin of the sealskins 
using a DNA sequence analysis method.

DNA sequence analysis
The CSIRO team employed a DNA barcoding approach 
to identify the species from which the recovered 
sealskins originated. A summary of the principles of DNA 
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barcoding are provided by Valentini et al. (2009). Briefly, 
the principle of DNA barcoding is that most organisms 
carry diagnostic DNA sequences, and species identities 
can be determined by obtaining DNA sequences from 
specimens of interest and comparison to reference 
DNA sequences from known specimens (Hebert et al. 
2003). Two important advantages that DNA barcoding 
has over conventional morphological identification is 
that first, it is a near-universal technology and, so long 
as appropriate reference specimens are available, species 
can be identified without specialist taxonomic expertise; 
and second, specimens may be identified even where 
diagnostic morphological characters are absent. Meta-
analyses comparing species assignment for specimens 
of known identity have revealed it to be highly accurate 
(e.g. Hebert et al. 2004; Ward et al. 2005).

Methods
Working with historical and potentially degraded samples 
requires care to avoid contamination with DNA from high 
quality contemporary samples. To this end, all sealskin 
DNA extractions and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

setups were conducted in a laboratory dedicated to the 
analysis of low quality DNA samples and free of amplified 
DNA. PCR setups were conducted in a dedicated chamber 
within this laboratory, which was routinely exposed 
to UV light to minimise opportunities for DNA cross-
contamination. In addition, DNA extraction and PCR 
controls (no DNA template added) were employed to 
check for contamination.

The polymerase chain reaction is an enzymatic process 
whereby small starting numbers of a targeted DNA 
molecule are copied many times to generate thousands to 
millions of copies (Mullis et al. 1986).  The preparation of 
this abundant DNA template is a necessary pre-condition 
for the visualisation of the DNA sequence. A 683 BP 
fragment of the mitochondrial DNA cytochrome b gene 
was amplified from the seal skin samples with PCR primers 
designed from sequences of the New Zealand Fur Seal 
(Arctochephalus australis forsteri) (Berry et al. 2012). PCR 
reactions were conducted in 25 µL volumes as follows: 1 
x Buffer (Fisher Biotec, Perth, Western Australia), 2 mM 
MgCl2, 0.2 µM each primer (Afos-tRNA-Glu-F12, Afos-
Cytb-R602), 0.25 mM each dNTP, 3 µL of DNA template 
(~300 ng), and 3U Tth Taq (Fisher Biotec). Replicate 
PCRs employing DNA from the 30 µL and 100 µL elution 
were used. PCRs cycled through 94 °C 2 minutes, (94 
°C 40 seconds, 52 °C 40 seconds, 72 °C 40 seconds) x 
30, 72 °C 5 minutes. PCR products were cleaned using 
a MoBio UltraClean kit (MoBio Laboratories, Carlsbad, 
California). Forward and reverse sequencing reactions 
used ABI BigDye chemistry (Foster City, California) and 
sequences were obtained with an Applied Biosystems 3730 
capillary sequencer (Foster City, California).

Analysis
Obtained sequences were checked for errors and edited 
by eye using GENEIOUS software (Biomatters, Auckland, 
New Zealand), and consensus made from overlapping 
forward and reverse sequences. An alignment between 
the retrieved sequences and sequences from candidate 

Figure 10. Consensus neighbour-joining tree based on DNA 
sequence similarities between skin samples and 
candidate fur seal and sea lion species (Tamura-Nei 
genetic distance with 1000 bootstrap resampled 
replicates). Values at nodes indicate percentage 
of bootstrap resampling replicates that returned 
an identical grouping of DNA sequences. Values 
greater than 75% are considered well supported. 
Scale bar indicates the genetic distance between tips 
in nucleotide differences per nucleotide position.

Figure 11. Sealskins display at Esperance Museum (Photo: 
Esperance Bay Historical Society).
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species was conducted with the MUSCLE algorithm (Edgar 
2004) using default alignment parameters. Alignment of 
homologous nucleotides facilitates calculation of similarity 
between DNA sequences. Candidate species included in 
the alignment were: Arctocephalus australis forsteri (Genbank 
Accession: NC_004023), Arctocephalus gazella (Acc. 
X82292.1), Arctocephalus pusillus (Acc. NC_008417.1), 
Neophoca cinerea (Acc. NC_008419.1), Phocarctos hookeri 
(Acc. NC_008418.1). These sequences can be retrieved 
from the GenBank database (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/genbank/>). A neighbour-joining tree that 
depicts the genetic similarity between the DNA sequences 
obtained from the sealskins and the candidate species was 
built from the alignment based on the Tamura-Nei genetic 
distance model. The Tamura-Nei model gives different 
weight to transitional and translational DNA nucleotide 
changes. Support for the relationships established by the 
neighbour-joining tree was evaluated with 1 000 bootstrap 
resampling replicates of the sequence data.

Results
Two skin samples (BIS4564A, BIS4565C) yielded forward 
and reverse sequences enabling construction of consensus 
sequences of 554 nucleotides length. The sequences from 
the two skins were identical (Table 1), and neighbour-
joining tree analysis grouped them with high bootstrap 
support with the Australian sea lion (Neophoca cinerea) and 
to the exclusion of other candidate species, in particular 
the New Zealand fur seal (A.a. forsteri) (Fig. 10). The 
skin sequences were 99.5% identical to the Australian 
sea lion reference sequence (3 of 554 nt different), 
and exhibited 40–41 nucleotide differences from the 
remaining candidate species (Table 1).

Exhibition
The Esperance Bay Historical Society proposed that two 
of the sealskins be included in a permanent display at the 
Esperance Museum in collaboration with the Western 
Australian Museum. The sealskins required light surface 
cleaning to remove loose debris and fur from the surface 
to prevent further loss during transport and handling. The 

sealskins were brush vacuumed carefully using very low 
suction and a small vacuum attachment nozzle covered 
in gauze to remove loose debris.

As skins are vulnerable to high humidity levels and 
prefer low temperatures, environmental parameters for 
the showcase recommended light levels of 200 lux; 75µW/
lumen for UV, temperature of 20 °C ± 2 and RH (daily) 
45% ± 5. These specific environmental conditions were 
required as too low a humidity could lead to the skins 
drying out and becoming brittle and too high a humidity 
could encourage mould growth and hydrolyse the salt 
used to cure the skins. An extra quantity of activated 
carbon was provided to the Esperance Museum curators 
to reduce the odour and prevent a build up of potential 
volatile organic compounds that may build up inside 
the showcase over time. A quantity of silica gel was also 
provided as a method of keeping the relative humidity 
low if required. On 20 February 2012 the sealskins were 
packed and transported to the Esperance Museum, where 
they were displayed with associated interpretation on 
sealing and related archaeological sites in the Archipelago 
of the Recherche (Fig. 11).

Discussion 
To the authors’ knowledge, no other archaeological site 
containing in-situ processed sealskins has been located in 
Australia or New Zealand. The sealer’s cave is, therefore, 
a rare and unique site for:

a. being an archaeological site that can definitely be 
associated with sealing activities; and,

b. for the intact archaeological assemblage it contains.

Historical and archaeological research dates the 
sealer’s cave to a period of early 20th-century sealing. 
The site appears to have been utilised by no more than 
one or two individuals. The archaeological assemblage 
demonstrates the process used for curing and transporting 
sealskins. Chloride tests undertaken during conservation 
revealed high levels of salt, thus, confirming that the skins 
were salt-cured.

Table 1. Uncorrected percentage sequence difference between 554 nt sequences of the mtDNA cytochrome b gene obtained 
from skin samples collected from the Archipelago of the Recherche, and from candidate fur seal and sea lion species..

Sample/Species Seal Skin 
BIS4564A

Seal Skin 
BIS4565C

Neophoca 
cinerea

Arctocephalus 
pusillus

Phocarctos 
hookeri

Arctocephalus 
forsteri

Seal skin BIS4565C 100

Neophoca cinerea 99.5 99.5

Arctocephalus pusillus 92.6 92.6 92.4

Phocarctos hookeri 92.8 92.8 93 94

Arctocephalus forsteri 92.6 92.6 92.4 93.1 93.9

Arctocephalus gazella 92.8 92.8 92.6 93.3 93 94.6
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DNA sequence analysis has identified the sealskins 
as being Australian sea lion (Neophoca cinerea) skins. 
Australian sea lions were less favoured by sealers than 
New Zealand fur seals and their presence in an early 20th- 
century sealer’s cache may reflect the marginal nature 
of the sealing resource at that time when New Zealand 
fur seals may have been close to regional extinction 
(Campbell 2005; Berry et al. 2012). The fact the skins were 
abandoned may be a sign of the overall unsustainability 
and abandonment of the industry at this time.

Australian sea lions are Australia’s only endemic seal, 
are one of the world’s rarest seals, and have shown limited 
recovery from sealing in comparison to the increasingly 
more abundant New Zealand fur seal. Contributing to 
this slow demographic response is the extreme population 
structure that characterises the species, with each breeding 
colony effectively exchanging no females (Campbell et al. 
2008). It is unclear whether this represents a historical 
pattern that pre-dates sealing or if it is a response to the low 
densities caused by sealing (Campbell et al. 2008). Existing 
DNA data shows that Australian sea lion breeding colonies 
in Western Australia retain highly distinct mitochondrial 
DNA sequences (Campbell et al. 2008).

Future analysis of historical Australian sea lion skins 
from additional locations would reveal the origins of 
this extreme population sub-division and permit a better 
understanding of the reasons for the slow recovery of 
the species. Similar analysis of seal population dynamics 
preceding and in response to sealing has been conducted 
from sub-fossil bones of the northern fur seal (Callorhinus 
ursinus) (Pinksy et al. 2010), and northern elephant seals 
(Mirounga angustirostris) (Weber et al. 2000).

Conclusion
The sealer’s cave and its intact archaeological assemblage 
have both significant cultural and natural heritage values. 
The high quality of the DNA sequences obtained from 
the preserved skin samples indicates that sealskins are 
potentially an excellent resource for understanding 
historical seal population dynamics and, potentially, 
sealing practices through DNA sequencing analysis. 
Future discoveries of any intact historical sealskins in 
archaeological sites or sampling from well provenanced 
museum collections would be valuable for further 
DNA analysis. Overall the authors emphasise the value 
of a multidisciplinary approach to investigating and 
interpreting historical sealing activities.
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